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INTRODUCING THE 

FIRST GAME YOU CAN PLAY 

WITH THIS JOYSTICK. 

THE LIGHTSABER. THE ELEGANT WEAPON OF 

THE STAR WARS'" SAGA. NEVER BEFORE HAS 

ANYONE BUT A |EDI KNIGHT BEEN 

WORTHY OF CARRYING ONE. UNTIL NOW. 
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JEDI KNIGHT"": DARK FORCES"1 II CONFRONTS YOU WITH THE |OYS OF JEDI KNIGHTHOOD. 

THERE'S COMBAT. MORE COMBAT. (DID WE MENTION COMBAT?) YOU LIVE LIFE AS A MARKED JEDI. 

INTERGALACTIC ASSASSINS ABOUND ON TWENTY-ONE 3-D LEVELS. EACH WITH THE SINGULAR 

INTENT OF PUTTING “I KILLED A JEDI" ON THEIR RESUMES. BOSSK. GORC. |EREC - EACH EVIL ENEMY 

YOU FACE WANTS YOUR JEDI SKULL ON A STICK. AND THERE'S DEFINITELY NO |OY IN THAT. 

www.Lucasarts.com 

THE OFFICIAL STAR WARS’* WEBSITE: 

pltyitoniona.com WWW . Sta TWa TS . COfTl 
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What we’re playing: Jedi Knight, Hexen II, Total 

Annihilation, Dark Reign, Age of Empires, G-Police, 

Constructor, Football management sim (with real people!!), 

Lylat Wars, GoldenEye, Abe’s Oddysee. 

It is nearly upon us. The season some refer to as “silly”, but we prefer 

“when all the really cool games are supposed to come out, but don’t.” 

It could be sooo good. Quake 2, Wing Commander 5, Blade Runner... 

Hell, MicroProse might even release Falcon 4.0! Nah... 

Hey, it might happen. A few of the biggies will actually make it out in 

that window the marketing people love so much • the last 2 weeks of 

November through to the First week of December. The whole industry 

gears its development schedule through the year for a release in this 

period. Mostly, that is. For recently a few brave companies have been 

experimenting, messing with the natural order of things and shipping games in the 

months traditionally considered dead. 

Case in point: Activision released Interstate 76 in April this year. Nobody releases games in 

April. This is conventional wisdom, according to some marketing book. The big surprise 

was that Activision did a lot better out of I76 in April than they would have in the alleged 

“sales season”. It would have been swamped by other worthy titles. 

This marketing concept is catching on - which is great for us gamers, as we get a steady, 

consistent stream of great games through the year. Mostly... It’s looking like the integrity 

this plan may be unravelling due to the sheer volume of excellent games due out immi¬ 

nently. Jumping the gun and shipping in October/November seems to be catching on big 

time. The publishers are all jostling to get their prime games into the market at the best 

possible time, with the end result looking worryingly like a deluge of top games in the 

leadup to Christmas, but only a handful of contenders during the big month itself. Weird. 

I truly hope this isn’t the case, but it's starting to look like a big November, a HUGE 

January and a December remarkable for there being just a few biggies. 

But onto something really important... Right about 

now a thing called the PC PowerPlay Hot Hardware 

Guide will be appearing on the stands at your 

newsagent. It’s nothing less than the most useful PC 

reference guide/compendium of useful facts ever. In 

it, for starters, you’ll find the biggest video card bencht- 

est yet done. It’s so big and comprehensive that you’ll 

only find it in Hot Hardware. There’s buyers guides, 

hot Win 95 and DOS tricks and hacks and a heap 

more. We’ve all been toiling over this for a couple of 

months now and are proud of the results. Check it out, 

you need it more than you know right now. 

Ben 

The PC PowerPlay scoring system 
90%+ A classic. Either an unquestionable 
example of superiority within its genre, or a 
ground breaking game that’ll be setting trends/ 

80-90% A strong, eminently platable game. Hard 
to fault and likely to still be on the hard drive in 
6 months time. 

60-80% Competent and generally enjoyable. 
Flaws or mediocrity hold these games back from 
higher ratings. 

40-60% Average and ordinary. Not bad, not 
good. Ideal gift 

0-40% Bad, really bad. Boring, shamelessly 
unoriginal, cheap and horrible 



contents 
COVER CD GUIDE 10 DIVERSIONS 110 
Key commands and the World’s Smallest Game Reviews for everything 

on the CD. 

NEWS 16 
The big Auran comp + their new games! World gone mad pt i: the 

Sierra Mastercard, Aussie gamer successfully curses US company, the 

internet finally put to good use: Zena Warrior Princess online RPG! 

Funny screenshot corner. 

Real Wild Child is an anthology of 

Australian rock, real damn good is what 

it is - must see CD! 

HOTWARE 112 

G.O.T.Y. 26 
That’s Game Of The Year, PowerPlay’s reader’s choice awards. Have 

your say, affect the future of gaming for all time and be in the run¬ 

ning for a Diamond 3Dfx. PC PowerPlay: Making voting fun again. 

COMPETITIONS 
Win copies of the hottest games: Total Annihilation, G Police, 

Hexen 2 and Jedi Knight. Wow, eh? 

GAME JOBS 
PROGRAMMER 30 
The first of a regular look inside the games biz - how to 

get into it, what to expect, how much money you can 

earn and how much deathmatching you can get away 

with before doing the real work. 

BULLFROG IN PROFILE 
Is there life after Molyneaux? Hell yes! As the rest of the crew at 

Bullfrog were at great pains to point out... 

There’s steering wheels and there’s the 

Australian-made Ferraro - Thrustmaster have 

been soundly lapped. Also, the amazing Hyper 

Stimulator - only for the Packers though, or 

those married to one. 

30 TECHNEWS 
Hmmm... 3D hardware, 3D games... Feels good 

just thinking about it eh? Read up on the latest 

and soon-to-be happenings. 

FEATURE 
FRESH QUAKE 
The mods, add-ons and cool enhancements for 

the greatest game of them all. At the end of the 

day, the winner is the game itself. 

TECH.TXT 
Bigger numbers are what we want - MHz, RAM, 

bps... So why are 56k modems looking dodgy? 

SPECIAL PREVIEW 
EIDOS FI 36 
After losing a few brownie points with their arcady toy Power Fi last 

year. Eidos are back with a proper sim set to destroy the opposition. 

PREVIEWS 40 
Dark Earth, Mechwarrior 3, Earthsiege 3. Balder’s Gate, Jane’s F15, Take 

No Prisoners, Conquest Earth, AFL, Riven, Daytona USA Deluxe, Sonic 

3D Blast, The 10th Planet. Front Page Sports: Ski Racing, Redguard, 

World Football, The Fifth Element, CyberStorm 2: Corp Wars, Reflux, 

Ground Effect, Magic: The Gathering Expansion Packs, Worms 2 
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REVIEWS 

Annihilation, ^ djjj 

Close Combat 2, 

Fallout, 

Dark Colony, ' . 

Shadows of the It > if 
m 

Man Of War, 

Postal, Grand ^ 

Sabre Ace, fSjji ya" 

Outpost 2, 

French Open Tennis, Beasts and Bumpkins, 

Abe's Oddysee, Shadow Warrior, Duckman, 

Legacy of Kain, Front Page Sports: Golf, 

Voodoo Kid, SU 27 Mission Pack, War Gods 

Moon Buggy 97, Solar Crusade 

■ 

SETUP_132 
Tech support for all 

your PC problems 

from a caring, 

patient and under¬ 

standing arrogant 

bastard. 

ORACLE 136 
The Oracle is neither man nor beast, but 

some kind of game playing supercrea¬ 

ture. Each month we throw the mailbag 

down its hole under the stairs, it feeds on 

the envelopes and answers the letters! 

Here they are... 

CODE 138 

140 

Cheat codes for those lacking patience and skill. 

WEBSTALKER 
How to find cheat codes on the net for those lacking patience and skill, 

but with internet access. 

LETTERS 142 
PowerPlay readers give a damn. Here’s what’s bothering them most this 

month. Includes Freak of the Month! See an actual PowerPlay reader in 

its natural environment! 

FLASHBACK 146 
Mr Wildgoose has been begging us to let him do a Flashback on Cruise 

for a Corpse for months. It amused us to tell him “no” for a while, but 

the joke’s boring now, so here’s the Flashback. E^H 
PCPowerPtiy 
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Free* Internet Competition 
Battle alone or challenge up to 
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include: worldwide player ra'nkiftgs. 

tournaments and player handicapping 
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A deadly mix of. space sombat, planetary 

assault and covert base infiltratiafi 
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G Police demo. Now there’s a game to wait for. 

Remember, every effort has been taken to ensure the cover CD will work on as wide a variety of 

MACHINES AS POSSIBLE, BUT IF YOU TRY A GAME, AND IT RUNS OFF THE CD TOO SLOWLY, OR SOUND DOESN’T 

work etc. Try using the Install function to copy it to your hard drive. 

If the unthinkable happens and the Install procedure fails, note the title of each game in this 

guide. The 3rd line lists the directory the game is located on the CD. Just copy the directory off of 

YOUR HARD DRIVE TO THE CD, AND RUN THE EXECUTABLE MANUALLY. 

Win 95 

Running the Powerplay CD under 

Win 95 is best. All the games 

will appear on the menu and run, 

whether Win 95 or DOS. 

CLICK ON THE POWERWIN 
ICON 

DOS 
Around half the games are DOS. 
The Powerplay DOS menu will 
only show DOS games 

TYPE PCPOWER AT THE CD 

PROMPT (PROBABLY 0:] 

Win 3. lx 
Some games will run under 

Win3. lx. The Powerplay menu 

won't work under Win3. lx, so 

run them straight from the CD 

with File Manager 

RUN STRAIGHT FROM CD 

G Police 
Psygnosis 

Windows 95 Action. 

\games\win95\gpoIice 

We have raved and raved and 

raved about G Police in 3D 

Technews for months. Now you 

have the opportunity to know 

why. Essentially just a 3D shoot 

em up, it’s the eye candy that’ll 

blow you away. If you own a 

3Dfx you’re in for more then a 

treat. You never grow tired of 

those bright flaring translucent 

textures. 

Big Objects, Big explosions, 

exciting gameplay with multiple, 

multiple bogeys and citizens that 

get in the way. Big factories blaz¬ 

ing fire ala Blade Runner and a 

dark dank cyberpunk feel. What 

more could you want from a 

game? Play it! 

System requirements: Pentium 

133,16Mb RAM, Soundcard. 

This game supports a joystick. 

This game supports 3D accelera¬ 

tion directly for the 3Dfx, S3 

ViRGE, ATI Rage 3D II and the 

Matrox Mystique. 

This game supports all other 

accelerators through Direct3D. 

Up= Up 

Down = Down 

Left = Roll left 

Right = Roll Right 

Right Shift = Forward Thrust. 

Double press for after burners 

Right Control = Reverse Thrust. 

Double press brings you to a 

quick stop. 

Left Control« Fire. 

Left ALT - Air brake. Use this for 

faster turns. 

A/Z = Weapon select up and 

down. 

S/X = Hover up/down 

C = Target Lock. 

Space Bar = View select 

Escape - Pause menu. Press 

ENTER to select an item. 

Netstorm Demo 
Activision 

Windows 95 Real time Internet 

only Strategy game. 

\games\win95\netstorm 

Netstorm is the latest offering by 

Activision and what a fascinating 

edition it is. Netstorm is a Real 

Time Strategy game with a series 

of twists. The first is that there is 

no Single player mode. It’s 

designed to run over the net 

only. 

The next twist is a whole new 

approach in the way the game is 

PC PowerPlay 



played. Unlike other multi-player 

games, every battle in NetStorm 

counts towards each player’s over¬ 

all ranking. You control your own 

island and its library of knowledge 

until the very end of a campaign. 

Every victory then improves the 

island’s military strength, increas¬ 

es your level of experience and 

better prepares you for the next 

battle. The scenario revolves 

around a series of floating islands 

where you have to wage war to 

gain the favour of the Furies of 

Wind, Rain and Thunder to tap 

the power of the elements. 

System requirements: Pentium 

90, 16Mb RAM. Soundcard, 

9600 baud modem. Internet 

Connection. 

This game is controlled with the 

mouse. 

Hexen II 
Raven 

Windows 95 First Person 

Perspective shooter 

\games\win95\hexen2 

This is the demo you have all 

been waiting for. With 16 bit 

colour, brilliantly designed and 

created levels and monsters, 

Hexen II is a winner. 

The new character classes are the 

Necromancer, master of blackest 

magic, his reasons for destroying 

Eidolon are clear- he wished the 

power for himself. The Assassin, 

Taker of Lives, though she fights 

by your side, it is always best to 

watch your back. The Crusader, a 

man of magic and skill at arms, a 

healer who will protect you with 

his life. And finally, the Paladin, 

with the power of his ancient 

gods, he hopes to rid the world of 

the evil that has befallen it. 

As you clinch your bootstraps and 

ready your weapons, you can only 

hope and wonder what lies in the 

depths of the recently besieged 

castle that stands before you. If 

you have a 3D6C, keep a drool bib 

handy, you’ll make a mess! 

System requirements: Pentium 

90,16Mb RAM, Soundcard. 

This game supports a Joystick/ 

Gamepad. This game supports 3D 

Acceleration for the 3Dfx and 

Rush. 

Up = Walk Forwards 

Down = Walk Backwards 

Left = Turn Left 

Right - Turn Right 

Shift =■ Run 

Spoce = Jump 

* - Crouch (For fitting into small 

areas) 

D = Fly up 

C = Fly Down 

Ctrl = Fire 

[ = Cycle Inventory Left 

i ] = Cycle Inventory Right 

Enter = Use Inventory Item 

Secret Doors: Some 

doors are camou¬ 

flaged. Look for irreg¬ 

ularities in the walls, 

protruding edges, 

cracks along the 

walls, etc. Most walls 

can be pushed, shot, 

or triggered with a 

nearby switch. 

Likewise, a switch 

may be more obvious 

than the secret door. 

The Secret of Secrets: All secrets 

in Hexen II are indicated by clues. 

Don’t waste your time hacking at 

every wall. It’s much more pro¬ 

ductive (and fun) to use your 

brain and your eyes. Look up. An 

angled texture, a light shining 

under a wall, a strange sound, 

anything might be a clue. 

Something prominent in a room 

may be a decoration, or it might 

be a clue. 

Jet Filer III 
Mission Studios/Interplay 

Dos Flight Sim 

\games\d0s\jf3 

It only took them 5 months, but 

the JetFighter III demo has finally 

been updated to have the silly 

date-timeout removed. Now the 

new version allows you to fly any 

of the 4 missions for 5 minutes. 

JetFighter III still offers the same 

addictive gameplay as the first 2 in 

the series, but now with extra ele¬ 

ments of realism, more action, 

more sound and real-world scenery. 

This version even has support for 

the 3Dfx and MMX built in. 

West 

iNTcnactive 
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System requirements: Pentium 

ioo, i6Mb RAM, Soundcard. 

This game supports a Joystick. 

This game supports 3D 

Acceleration for the 3Dfx and 

MMX. 

FLIGHT CONTROLS 

Pull up = Numpad 2 

Dive = Numpad 8 

Roll right = Numpad 6 

Roll left * Numpad 4 

Yaw right - Enter 

Yaw left = Numpad Ins 

Throttle = 1-0 

Fine throttle « + / - 
Afterburner 1-5 + / - 

Full AB = \ 
Engine off ~ 
Landing gear = G 

Arrestor hook = A 

Wheel brake «= B 

Airbrake = B 

Waypoint = N and Shift N 

Altitude ladder = L 

Altimeter mode = Alt A 

Autopilot = Shift A 

Flaps - Crtl F 

DISPLAY OPTIONS 

320x200 - Shift F9 

640x350 = Shift Fio 

640x400 = Shift Fii 

640x480 = Shift F12 

Screen size = Alt 5 

Clouds = Alt C 

Light shading - Shift K 

HUD brightness = H and 

Shift H 

PRE-SET VIEWS 

Forward view = Fi 
Look left = F2 

Look right = F3 

Look behind = F4 

Defensive MFD = F5 

Horizontal MFD = F6 

Offensive MFD = F7 

Systems MFD = F8 

Tactical view F9 

Missile view = Fio 

Fly-by-view = Fii 

Stationary view = Fi2 

Tower view num - * 
Wingman view = W 

VIEW CONTROLS 

Cockpit panel = P 

Mop view = M 

Virtual cockpit joystick = btn 1 

Switch ext/int Numpad - - 
Center view Numpad - 5 
Pan up Numpad = 3 
Pan down Numpad ~ Del 
Pan left Numpad 7 
Poo right Numpad = 9 
Zoom in = > 

Zoom oof = < 

COMBAT 

Targeting next - T or Shift T 

Target nearest = Y 
Target center =. U 
Target Mode = ; 

j (All/Hostile/Non-Hostile) 
Radar range = R or Shift R 

Autorange = Ctrl R 

On-Screen Radar = Alt R 

4/r Weapons = Enter 

Ground Weapons - Backspace 

Fire Weapon = Spacebar 

Fire Cannon =4 
£CM jammer = J 
Flares = F 
C/»off * C 

Eject « Ctrl E 

SPECIAL COMMANDS 

Pause =* Ctrl-P 

In-Flight menu = Esc 

Time comprsn = Alt T 

Traversal mode - Alt S 

Head movement =* Ctrl H 

Defiance 
Avalon Hill 

Windows 95 Action. 

\games\win95\defiance 

Another in the range of 1st per¬ 

son perspective shooters, 

Defiance offers a few new func¬ 

tions such as left and right fire- 

able weapons. There’s even a 

plot. After funding is cut, the sci¬ 

entist developing the latest super 

weapon goes bonkers and vows 

revenge - with a passion. Ooh 

scary, let’s go destroy lots of 

equipment and property. That’ll 

fix him. 

System requirements: Pentium 

100, 16Mb RAM, Soundcard. 

This game supports a joystick 

and mouse/keyboard combina¬ 

tions. 

Esc = Bring Up Menu Screens 

t-8 = Weapon Quick Select 

Fi = Show Game Controls 

Forward = Up, Joy Up 

Backward = Down, Joy Down 

Rotate Left - Left, Joy Left 

Rotate Right = Right, Joy Right 

Thrust =* E, Hat Up 

Slide Left = S, Hat Left 

Slide Right - F, Hat Right 

Fire Gun = Space, Joy Button 1 

Fire Missile ■ Control L, Joy 

Button 2 

Select Gun - Joy Button 3 

Select Missile = Joy Button 4 

Look Up = G, Joy Throttle 

Look Down ^ T, Joy Throttle 

Look Ahead = B 

View Voice Log = TAB 

External View - F2 

Paparazzi 
The people who made 

G.O.D.D. 

Windows 95 First Person 

Perspective “Sim". 

\games\win95\paparazi 

There’s nothing quite like what a 

fervour can generate. In 

light of a certain car acci¬ 

dent, sympathetic pro¬ 

grammers have decided to 

simulate what it is like to 

be in the "Lime light”. 

To quote from their blurb: 

“One may be tempted to 

label Paparazzi as non-vio¬ 

lent. We don’t agree. The 

endless, eternal unrelent¬ 

ing pursuit by a mob of 

stalkers does not match 

our definition of non-vio¬ 

lent. The complete subju¬ 

gation of the rights of the 

individual for the pre¬ 

sumed “greater good of the 

people” is an all too famil¬ 

iar theme. Paparazzi is a 

3D player point of view 

video game that may give 

the player a small taste of 

what celebrities in all walks of 

life are subjected to on an hourly 

basis.” 

System requirements: Pentium 

60, 8Mb RAM, Soundcard. 

Up = Forward 

Down = Backward 

Left - Turn Left 

Right - Turn Right 

SODA Off Road Racing 
Papyrus 

Windows 95 Racing. 

\games\win95\sodademo 

Do you like feeling the power of 

eight hundred horses under you? 

No, me either! But what about a 

really powerful engine in a dirt 

environment where you can 

power around any which way 

you damn please. 

Software Allies and Papyrus have 

teamed up to give you all the 

excitement and thrills of SODA 

Off-Road Racing. Based on the 

Short Course Off-Road Drivers 

Association series, SODA Off- 

Road Racing allows you to race 

through twisting turns and 

jumps at breakneck speed. 

System requirements: Pentium 

75, 16Mb RAM, Soundcard. 

This game supports a Joystick. 

Accelerate => Joystick forward 

Brake = Joystick backward 

Turn Left = Joystick Left 

Turn Right = Joystick Right 

Change View = Spacebar 

R = Ride with the next opponent. 

T = Return to your vehicle. 

Z = Camera forward 

X = Camera backwards 

C = Camera up 

V = Camera down 

B - Camera left 

N = Camera right 

A/S = Roll camera 

D/F = Yaw camera 

G/H = Pitch camera 

K = Restore camera attitude 

PC PowerPlay 



ClOW 
Monolith 

Windows 95 Horizontal 

scrolling platform. 

\games\win95\claw 

Claw is a high-resolution arcade- 

style horizontally scrolling plat¬ 

former that proves the genre 

isn’t dead yet. A good thing that 

too. Playing as a swashbuckling 

pussy cat, you’ll be sword fight¬ 

ing with pirates, finding mystical 

powerups, riding elevators, 

swinging on ropes, avoiding 

death traps, and, best of all, grab¬ 

bing loads of treasure! Great 

game, take a look. 

System requirements: Pentium 

90, 16Mb RAM, Soundcard. 

This game supports a Joystick/ 

gamepad. 

Left = Move Left 

Right = Move right 

Down = Crouch 

Space - Jump 

Ctrl = Use sword 

Alt = Fire gun. 

3DO 

Windows 95 First Person 

Perspective Strategy 

\games\win95\uprising 

Here’s another new slant on a 

3D action game, the introduction 

of strategy, resource creation and 

obligatory mass destruction. 

Uprising allows you to command 

an army of sci-fi troops, tanks, 

gunships and bombers while 

fighting right along side them on 

the battlefield. 

System requirements: Pentium 

90,16Mb RAM, Soundcard. 

This game supports a Joystick/ 

Gamepad. This game supports 

3D Acceleration for the 3Dfx and 

Rush. 

Up/Down Arrows = Wraith for¬ 

ward/back 

Left/Right Arrows = Wraith 

strafe left/right 

Mouse - Controls view 

Left click « Primary weapon 

Right click = Secondary weapon 

Fg = Calls in Citadel (Wraith 

must be in the claim square of a 

command bunker) 

F12 = Command nearest Citadel. 

Cycles through multiple Citadels. 

Fs = Deploys infantry (must have 

factory) 

F2 = Deploys tank (must have 

factory) 

Fj = AAV gunship (must have 

factory) 

Fg = Deploys bomber (must have 

factory) 

Fs = Deploys gun turret (only 

near claimed Citadel) 

F6 = Deploys SAM site (only 

near claimed Citadel) 

Fj = Killer satellite strike (must 

have factory) 

F11 » Toggles Wraith HUD 

0 = Satellite Map 

Backspace = Recalls deployed 

unit (unit must be targeted) 

Enter = Secondary weapon menu 

Shift = Deploy Unit menu 

F = Fixes Wraith (Wraith must 

be in the claim square of a com¬ 

mand bunker. This command 

only fixes your Wraith’s lasers 

and heat seeking missiles. Your 

special weapons, Cupid Missiles, 

are replenished by power ups 

dropping from the sky.) 

[ntreprcneur 
Stardock 
Windows 95 Real Time 

Strategy 

\games\win95\entrep 

You’ve played Real time strategy 

games with tanks, troops, chop¬ 

pers and the like and probably 

thought you've engaged in every 

type of warfare there is. Well, 

here’s a new twist. Entrepreneur 

is a real-time multiplayer strate¬ 

gy game set in the real world of 

business. It is not a business 

simulator. 

The idea behind Entrepreneur is 

that every day, corporate CEOs as 

Microsoft, Apple, IBM, Fox, TBS. 

etc. are all waging all out war on 

each other. But why should only 

the CEOs at billion dollar compa¬ 

nies get to play this game? Now 

everyone can try to crush 

their fiscal enemies! 

System requirements: 

Pentium 90, 16Mb RAM, 

Soundcard. 

Esc = Options Screen 

Fs = Help Screen 

F2 = Context Sensitive 

Tutorial 

Fs or Ctrl- W = World Map 

Screen (main) 

F6 or Cltr-S = Site Screen 

Fj or Ctrl-P - Production 

Screen 

F8 or Ctrl-M = Marketing 

Screen 

Fg or Ctrl'R = Research 

Screen 

Tab = Send message to 

other players. 

Pause = Pause the game 

■f = Speed up game 

- = Slow down game 

Uprising 

last Express 
Broderbund 

Windows 95 Adventure 

\games\win95\le 

July 24, 1914. The great 

nations of the world are 

poised on the brink of war. 

Into this tense, volatile mix 

roars the fabled Orient 

Express, the epitome of lux¬ 

ury, power and decadence, 

crossing Europe from Paris to 

Constantinople. You are Robert 

Cath, an American fugitive and 

have joined the train at the 

request of an old friend, Tyler 

Whitney. The demo begins at 

5:30 pm on the second day of the 

journey, just before Vienna and 

quite deep into the story. 

The l.E.D. Wars 
Larian Studios 

Windows 95 Real Time 

Strategy 
\games\win95\ledwars 

It’s another Real Time Strategy 

game with the plots becoming 

stranger all the time. After a 

rather nasty laboratory accident, 

a gene sequence altering peptide 

was released, which all mankind 

suffered, forcing the population 

to take a life-sustaining supple¬ 

ment called L.E.D. (Life 

Evolution Drug). 

Scarce resources for cultivating 

and refining L.E.D. pills from 

the rare led plant brought on the 

L.E.D. WARS. Conquer and con¬ 

trol the entire world supply of 

L.E.D. With your own private 

armed forces. 

System requirements: Pentium 

75, 16Mb RAM, Soundcard. 

This game is controlled with the 

mouse. 

This demo is intended to give 

you a sense of the atmosphere 

and feel of the game. It allows 

you to explore a small part of the 

train and encounter a few char¬ 

acters. Feel free to explore and 

soak up the ambiance. 

Within fifteen minutes, one of 

the passengers will be killed. 

Your goal is to prevent this from 

happening. 

System requirements: Pentium 

90, 16Mb RAM, Soundcard. 

This game is controlled with the 

mouse. 

PC PowerPlay 



Moss Destruction 
NMS Software 

Dos Shoot em’ up 

\games\dos\massdest 

Here's a great little shoot em up. 

Although the view is from a top 

down perspective, the world is 

totally 3D and EVERYTHING is 

destructible. Tons of highly 

explosive weaponry, soldiers to 

run over and buildings to 

destroy, this game is great fun. 

System requirements: Pentium 

75,16Mb RAM, Soundcard. 

This game supports a Joystick/ 

Gamepad. 

Up = Forwrard 

Down Backwards 

Left - Turn Left 

Right = Turn Right 

Z = Turret left 

X = Fire weapon 

C = Turret Right 

Alt = Change weapon. 

Virtue Fighter 2 
Sega 

Windows 95 Fighting 

\games\win95\vf2 

Yes, the best arcade fight¬ 

ing game there was is 

now on the PC. Featuring 

texture-mapped graphics, 

unmatched speed, and 

500 new moves. The 

release version will even 

allow you to play over the 

Internet. 

System requirements: 

Pentium 90, 16Mb RAM, 

Soundcard. 

This game supports a 

Joystick/Gamepad. 
Fi = HELP 

Alt+Fs = RESET GAME 

F3 m PAUSE/ RESUME 

Alt + F4 = END GAME 

F$ = OPTIONS (only dur¬ 

ing character selection) 

F6 = SCREEN SETTING 

F11 = CHAT MODE (only 

during a network link 

game) 

W Jump 

5 = Crouch 

A = Back 

D = Forward (Twice quickly to 

dash) 

V = Guard 

G* Punch 

H = Kick 

Z = Start/Pause/Resume 

F3 = Pause/Resume 

Dina Might Baseball 
Windows 95 Sports 

\games\win95\dinoball 

DinoMight Baseball is a quite 

fun game that replaces the stan¬ 

dard stagnant human players 

with those of dinosaurs. It places 

just like a normal baseball game 

except for tar pits to avoid and 

the odd pteranodon that steals 

the ball. 

System requirements: Pentium 

90. 16Mb RAM. Soundcard. 

This game supports a 

Joystick/Gamepad. 

Follow the on screen prompts to 

select the style of pitch. Return 

as batter hits the ball. 

Earth 2140 

DOS TROUBLESHOOTING 
The most likely cause of any problem is a shortage of 

conventional memory. This has nothing to do with 

how much RAM is on your system, but how it’s set up 

To find out how much is available for the games, type 

MEM /C \MORE. Look for a line that reads LARGEST 

EXECUTABLE PROGRAM SIZE, if it’s over 550k then 

everything should run. If it’s under that figure, you’ll 

need to edit your system files to sort it out. 

The easiest way is to use the MAKE BOOT DISK 

facility found on most game installation menus. If 

you’d prefer not to do that, then you’ll need to 

manually edit your two configuration files * the 

CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT. 

To do so, type EDIT CONFIG.SYS and EDIT AUTOEX¬ 

EC.BAT. In the CONFIG.SYS file, the most likely cul¬ 

prit is EMM386.EXE. You don’t need it for the major 

ity of games, so put REM at the start of the line. 

This will disable it. In the AUTOEXEC.BAT look to 

see if you are running SMARTDRV, if it’s there, put 

REM at the start. 

These two simple measures should overcome most 

problems. If you’re still running short on conven¬ 

tional memory (the game should give you an error 

message telling you how much more you need), 

then a boot disk is the best solution. 

THE PC POWERPLAY CD - The games on the CD 

are designed to be run in different ways. Some can 

be run straight from the disc, while others need to 

be installed. Games requiring installation will usual¬ 

ly prompt you with a choice of where it will install to, 

so take note! 

Many of the games which run from the CD will only 

produce sound effects if you have a Sound Blaster 

compatible sound card set to default settings. 

That’s 99% of you, so if you get no sound you’re 

best copying the game to your hard drive, then 

running the setup program • usually INSTALL. 

SETUP, CONFIG or SOUNDSET. As with all problems 

PC, trial and error is the only true solution. Feel 

free to copy an entire game to your hard drive. 

Also copy a game from the CD if it mysteriously 

refuses to install. Then run the INSTALL file from 

the hard drive. 

DISCLAIMER - All possible care is taken while 

selecting, testing and installing the software 

which is included on the PC PowerPlay CD. Next 

Publishing accepts no responsibility for data loss 

or other damage which may occur during its use. 

If your CD is clearly faulty, send it in for free 

replacement to: 

PC PowerPlay - CD Returns, 

78 Renwick St, Redfern 

NSW 2016 

SUPPORT - cdtech@pcpowerplay.next.com.au 

Entomed Enhanced 
Chaos Concepts 

Windows 95/3.1 

Adventure 

\games\win95\entomb 

In ENTOMBED, you are 

an archaeologist who 

becomes trapped in an 

ancient tomb. Entombed 

features 3D ray traced 

graphics with the chal¬ 

lenge to unlock the riddles 

of the ancient machines 

left behind by an 

advanced race. 

System requirements: 

Pentium 90, 16Mb RAM, 

Soundcard. This game is 

controlled with the 

mouse. 

Warheads 
Total Play software 

Windows 95 Turn based 

action (Artillery) 

\games\win95\warheads 

WarHeads takes 

scorched earth to another 

level allowing players to 

fire differing artillery 

rounds at each other 

from spacecraft with 

obstacles as entire plan¬ 

ets each with their own 

unique gravity. 

There are 50 devastating 

weapons and you can 

even make your own with 

the built in weapons edi¬ 

tor! Why would you make 

your own? So you can 

then use them against 

people all around the 

world with WarHeads’ 

free Internet play! 

System requirements: 

Pentium 75, 8Mb RAM, 

Soundcard. 

This game is controlled 

with the mouse. 

mm mo 
Interplay 

Dos Real Time Strategy 

\games\dos\earth 

It’s 2140AD and two war¬ 

ring factions battle for the last 

remaining resources on the plan¬ 

et. High tech weaponry and 

superior firepower are the new 

tools of diplomacy. (I thought 

they already were). Take control 

of the advanced tactical interface 

and decide which side to take to 

victory. 

System requirements: Pentium 

75,16Mb RAM, Soundcard. This 

game is controlled with the 

mouse. 

Ft = Screen Shot 

F2 = Save Game Menu 

F3 = Load Game Menu 

Ctrl+i - 8 = Create groups of sol¬ 

diers/vehicles. 

1 - 8 = Select group. 

P= pause 

R = reinforcements 

Z = select all troops and vehicles 

at once 

Up Arrow 

* Scroll up 

Right Arrow 

= Scroll right 

Down Arrow 

- Scroll down 

Left Arrow « Scroll left 



3 
Winners 

every 
, week! 

Win exclusive 
Sound Blaster 
AWE64 GOLD 
Coins worth 

around 
$500 each! 

Win, Win, Win! 
If you purchase a Sound Blaster 

AWE64 Gold or Sound Blaster 

AWE64 Value sound card 
between the 1 st of November 
1997 and 2nd of January 1998, 
you will be eligible to enter the 
AWE64 WIN GOLD Competition. 

How to enter? 

Easy, just fill in the attached 
coupon or go to your Sound 
Blaster retail outlet and pick up an 
entry form there. Then simply fill in 
your details and send it in 
together with your warranty card 

to be in the draw. 

3 Winners a Week! 
Every week, between the 1 st 

of November to the 2nd of 
January 1993, 3 lucky people will 

be announced as proud owners 
of a Solid Gold Coin from Creative 
Technology Ltd, valued at 
approximately $500 each! 

So be the first to finish as a 
Gold Coin is waiting for you in 
the Sound Blaster AWE64 WIN 

GOLD Competition. 

. 
To be eiigfote fa the draw, you must complete this entry form and send it 

together with your wsrranty card that is found inside a Sound Blaster AWE64 

Gold. Sound Blaster AWE64 Value a Multimedia Upgrade retail package. 

Please post both Entry Form and WarToity card to Creative Pacific Pty Ltd. 

PO Box 835 Artarmon NSW 2064. 

Name: 

Address: 

Telephone: 

Creative Product Purchased: 

Creative Pacific Pty Ltd 

32-34 Dickson Ave Artarmon NSW 2064 

Tel: (02) 9906 8887 Fax: (02) 9906 5577 

Web Site http://www.cppl.com.au 

Serial No. of product 

Retail Outlet purchased from: 

Email Address: 

Terms and Conditions 1 Intocmabon on how to enter and the ptues form part ol these conations of entry 2. Entry s open to residents of Austral* who 
any Creative Multmedia product that contains either the AWE 64 Gold or AWE 64 Value Sound Cards AWE 64 Wr Gokf competrton *"****] 
resellers 3 The oromotoon penod beans on November 1st. 1997 and ends on Januaiy 2nd 1996 4 The purchase ol products musl occur w*f*n the promoter perod^Entry torms wil be 
available at the pjrtd^^hase IfJorany reason toons are not avalable then they can be downloaded from the Creative Pacific Web Site at http.A^wwcppI oomac They 

magazine3advertsing dunng the promotxxipenod A. details on toe entry loon must be completed « order tor fr*entry 'ThTd^^v^^^otelceat'^Bolhc^S Croattve1^ 
wiNbe3 weeWv oozes consrstmq of a single gold coin tor the duration of the competition These cannot be transferred or redeemed for cash The draws wtf take placeat the oftcwofCreawe 

Pacific Pty^J<132-34 DcksonAve. Artarmon. NSW 2064 The first 6 draws wH take place each Morxiayct^^ 0,1 Monday 
Due to toe Xmas holidays the last 3 draws wil take place on Monday January 12th Alwvmemwi benotrfiedby malas™~£****° SSSSVJTSts I^P^N^P^a 
and no correspondence wtf be entered nto 7. The Promoter s Creatrve Paata Pty Lid ol 32-34 Dckson Avenue, Artarmon. NSW 2064 ACN 057 221 075 A« Peomt No Pendng. 

CREATIVE 
P*A#C*I#F*I#C 



1C THE NEWS Mia, ■■■■■■I 

sidelines Multiplay -the new way 
it seems that some people just couldn't wait for 

the much anticipated FI Racing sim from 

Ubisoft, and a beta demo of the game is doing 

the rounds on the Internet - illegally. How did 

the unauthorised version get there? Well, it 

seems that a French games magazine was sent 

the beta for review, and one of their staff 

though that others across the world might like 

to share in the experience - and needless to 

say, Ubisoft were less than happy about the sit¬ 

uation. The demo is of limited appeal however, 

mostly seeing as the instructions are completely 

in French. Vive la’ stupidity 

What’s the ultimate accessory for the upward¬ 

ly mobile games addict? How about a Sierra 

Mastercard! Buy one now and get a free Sierra 

game with it! As per usual, it’s only available 

in America at the moment, but is it a sign of 

things to come here? Can we envisage a near 

future where people accumulate games-points 

rather than fly-buys with their game developer 

credit card, plugging it in to their PC to pay 

for use of an online game server? We sincere¬ 

ly hope not 

From the Twilight Zone files, it seems that 

someone in Australia ‘close to the Government’ 

also has magical powers. Incensed by the immi¬ 

nent release of the ultra violent game ‘Postal’, 

someone from here sent a nasty email to devel¬ 

opers, Running With Scissors. Among other 

things, a curse was placed upon the game, and 

the person threatened to exert his or her influ¬ 

ence over governmental figures so that the 

game would become banned. Maybe he wasn’t 

just a weird crackpot though, because the news 

is that the only way Postal will find its way onto 

Australian shelves is in a radically altered form, 

i.e. With all the gruesome bits taken out If only 

he’d use his powers for good... 

Blizzard’s Battle.Net server, a free service which 

hosts Diablo players from across the world has 

recently passed the 1,000.000 mark for sub¬ 

scribers and become the worlds largest site for 

on-line gaming, despite recurring problems with 

player hacks of Diablo. There’s a planned 

upgrade to the Battle.Net master server, which 

will also apply to Multiplay's Australian 

Battle.Net server, where players will have the 

option to create secure player profiles, allowing 

for a world-wide ranking system, challenge lad¬ 

ders, and group affiliation. 

ns 
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HOT NEWS 

MulUplay and Access One are Partners! 
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Multiplay a Access One form partnership 
• fcy IT mcKTommm. «ITWPDT»R!Z1VC* • 

The times, they are a’ 

changin’. Well, they are for OGS 

(online games server) Multiplay 

anyway, who seem to keep going 

from strength to strength. First 

up is their deal with Access One 

ISP, which allows Multiplay to 

use Aone’s backbone, extending 

their reach outside the major 

metropolitan areas. Secondly, 

Multiplay's partnership with 

TEN is about to happen, and 

will be launched late in October. 

There are a couple of shifts hap¬ 

pening with their network setup 

as a result though, the most sig¬ 

nificant is that they will be shift¬ 

ing to a completely Internet 

accessed service, but they assure 

us that the network will remain 

fast due to the introduction of 

TEN technologies. The cost for 

the Multiplay TEN network will 

remain at $29.95 per month for 

unlimited usage, but users will 

also need to dial in to an ISP to 

make use of the service. Special 

deals will be available with 

selected ISP’s however, starting 

with Aone, and special give¬ 

aways and promotions will be 

happening in games stores all 

over the place as well as with 

Netcomm modems. And in a 

nice move towards those 

impoverished gamers out there, 

it will also be possible to pay 

your account with a credit or 

debit card, too Along with this, 

the first 3000-odd people to 

sign up will also receive a spe¬ 

cial deal, but you'll have to 

check out the Multiplay web 

page (www.multiplay.com.au) for 
more info on that. 

Auran action 
The people from Auran aren’t time late in 1998, and you can 

sitting back and resting on their rely on us to keep you informed 

laurels, basking in the glow of as to what’s happening. Well, 

success from Dark Reign - you can actually get involved in 

they’ve started on another pro- the project yourselves if you 

ject, called Harn. It’s based on enter our Auran competition • 

the fantasy role playing game of we told you about it last month, 

the same name, and Auran are but for the forgetful amongst us 

planning two games based on here’s the details again; your 

the Ham universe. One is task is to concisely put down on 

planned to be a strategy-based paper your ideas for a new strat- 

game, and the other an adven- egy game, and send it to: 

ture role-playing game, and Game Designer Competition 
Auran think that due to the Auran 

amount of detail and depth in PO Box 386 

the original game there is room Paddington, 

for both genres to be created. Brisbane, QLD, 4064 

You can expect to see it some- What Auran want is input on 

what gamers want from 

strategy games (how cool is 

that?), and they want the 

best of the best to help 

them out on their new pro¬ 

ject - and that could well be 

you. You’d better get crack¬ 

ing though, the deadline for 

entries is November 28th. 

It’s worth it though - the 

prize is an all expenses paid 

return trip to Brisbane flying 

Business Class, a $500 gift 

voucher for a Brissie games 

retailer, a game signed by the 

Auran team, an acknowledge¬ 

ment in the game manual, and 

reportage of the event in PC 

PowerPlay. Rockin! Now, every¬ 

one has an idea of their ‘perfect 

strategy game’ - and here’s your 

chance not only to tell someone 

who cares, but maybe even to 

do something about it! If that’s 

not a cool comp, we don’t know 

what is, so enter now. 

Cut us out! 

PC PowerPlay 
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Los Angeles 2019, 
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K THE NEWS 

sidelines 
And still with Blizzard and Diablo related mat¬ 

ters, Diablo 2 has been slated for release late in 

1998. Essentially, the world will remain the 

same, but the gameplay will be enhanced sig¬ 

nificantly. For example, there will be five new 

character classes each with unique attributed 

and abilities, four towns, wilderness areas, mul¬ 

tiple dungeons, an online trading post, and an 

advanced combat system which demands 

greater class-specific fighting techniques. And 

best of all, Blizzard promise that it will be much 

harder for players to crack the game and ruin it 

for everyone else playing online - which, if it 

works, will be fantastic. 

liHlilinmi e months ago in PowerPlay. 

Good news for people with no life who enjoy 

watching TV shows featuring scantily clad and 

well endowed ‘actors’ stumble woodenly 

through mind blowingly stupid plots on 

Saturday nights. Yes! That’s right Xena - 

Warrior Princess and Hercules are about to join 

forces in a computer game. But not just any 

game. Universal Studios and Simutronics have 

started production on an online multiplayer RPG 

based on the two ‘popular’ shows. We really 

don’t really think this is a very impressive direc¬ 

tion for games to take though...we can see 

titles like 'Baywatch: The Game’ on the horizon, 

and it scares us. A lot. 

If you've got a Hercules Stingray 128 and you're 

not on the Internet you’ve already missed out 

Due to customer dissatisfaction with the Voodoo 

Rush chipset included on the card (it doesn't 

perform as well as the 3Dfx), 3Dfx were kind 

enough to announce that dissatisfied owners 

could send in the 30 daughterboard and have it 

replaced for free with a proper 3Dfx. It’s a 

great offer, and 3Dfx have built up a very good 

name for themselves in relation to customer 

support However, the offer was only in place 

for one month, from the end of September until 

the end of October, which didn't give people 

much time to get things organised. You can still 

try emailing or calling 3Dfx if you like, but don’t 

get too hopeful. 

Dedicated gamers know that it 

often takes at least 6 months for the 

true potential of a game to be 

realised. So we're introducing a 

new section this month where we 

take a look back into the dim, dis¬ 

tant past, of 6 months ago. 

Back 6 months ago in 

PowerPlay, we had MDK on the 

cover, and, welL.MDK didn’t end 

up setting the gaming world afire, 

though thanks to a Direct 3D patch 

it’s now bundled with many 3D 

cards - just seems people aren’t all 

that keen to pay for it. Other news 

was from Microprose, who confi¬ 

dently told us that Falcon 4.0 

would definitely be out by June 

30....though they cannily didn’t say 

which June 30. Maybe they meant 

June 30,1999? Microprose 

weren’t alone in rash predictions 

though, Epic MegaGames were 

also a little overconfident about 

their ‘Quake Killer’ Unreal which 

was, they said, ‘due out very soon’, 

though they were smart enough 

not to set out a definite date for 

PC PowerPlay 

release. Other important Quake- 

related news was the release of the 

GL patch for Quake, which we 

thought was pretty damn cool, and 

how right were we? 

On the big games that actually 

had been released, Interstate ‘76, 

Theme Hospital, BC3k, and 

Terminator Skynet, 6 months on 

the picture is just a little different. 

Interstate ‘76 didn’t quite capture 

the imagination of the gaming 

community, though it has sold 

fairly well, but with mission packs 

and a sequel (Interstate ‘77) on the 

horizon there may be life in the 

old Piranha yet. Theme 

Hospital....well...ok, we can admit 

it, we went a little overboard on 

that one. Sure it’s a fun game, and 

at the time provided a few hours of 

merriment, but is anyone any¬ 

where still playing it? Sorry ‘bout 

that. Then there’s BC3k, which is a 

bit of a touchy subject with people. 

The version we reviewed was the 

second release, the only one that 

Derek Smart wanted people to see 

because the initial (and unautho¬ 

rised) version was so buggy. 

Thanks to a host of fixes and sup¬ 

port from Derek, it’s now mostly 

bug free, and is the type of game 

that will continue to sell in small 

amounts for a long, long time - a 

definite classic. Terminator Skynet, 

well, it seems that even the usually 

unflappable and levelheaded David 

Wildgoose became a little less than 

objective in his review, giving it a 

whopping 94% - one of our high¬ 

est scores ever. Sure, it was a great 

game, and there’s probably quite a 

few people still playing it, but 94% 

was maybe just a liiiide high in ret¬ 

rospect. Ah well, mostly we got it 

right, and that’s enough about the 

past. It’s time to start turning the 

pages and take a look at what’s hot 
right now. 

Top Ten Gomes 
Rank Title 

Developer / Distributor 

TW LW 

D - DARK reign 
activision-Auran / Roadshow 

El - HEXEN II 
id Software / Roadshow 

Q| 1 HOTO RACER 
Electronic Apts / Electronic Apts 

EJl - TOTAL ANNIHILATION 
Cavedog / GT Interactive 

El 14 C G C: COVERT OPS. 
Wesrwooo / Sega Ozisoft 

Oi 3 DUNGEON KEEPER 
Bullfrog / Electronic arts 

MM 2 NEED FOR SPEED Special ed. 
Electronic Arts / Electronic arts 

El 4 QUAKE 
id software / Roadshow 

H 12 LINKS LS ’98 
Access / Sega Ozisoft 

|Q 4 CARMAGEDDON 
SCI / Hilad 

Week ending 28th September 

The ACER best selling charts are carefully compiled from a sample panel of retailers selected 

across Australia including mass merchants, department stores, specialty software stores and 

independent outlets. Retailers surveyed include Myer Grace Bros. David Jones and John Martins, 
K Mart. Target. Big W. World 4 Kids. Harvey Norman Computer Super stores. Blockbuster. 
Brashes. Video Games Heaven and Games Wizards ©1997 

Charts supplied by Australian Computer Entertainment Review 
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it - NEWS from the US by Steven Dale Greenlee 

| I recently had the honour to represent PC PowerPlay at a little com¬ 

motion hosted by Berkeley Systems here in Chicago. Berkeley hosted 

a You Don’t Know jack tournament as part of its way to introduce ' 

their new online game Acrophobia. I was proud and excited to be rep¬ 

resenting Editor Ben Mansill and the PC PowerPlay team. The day of 

the tournament. I watched hours of mindless television in order to 

ingest quality amounts of TV minutia. I read teen magazines and the 

complete unabridged dictionary. I gorged on trivia from seemingly 

endless sources so I could be KING! Well. I lost- miserably. I don’t 

remember who won. because I hate them. Upon leaving the PC arcade 

(where they have about 40 networked PCs. it was really cool). I knew 

the time had come for me to end it all. So, I staggered to a bridge 

overlooking the Chicago River and looked longingly at the peaceful 

water gleaming in the pale moonlight. Then, I heard the Windows 95 

startup sound and suddenly saw an angel. He consoled me and gave 

me hope again. And now I know that every time you hear the Windows 

95 start up sound, another angel gets its wings. Therefore, I am not 

ashamed at having lost in the category of “What Kind of Pervert 
Romances A Stone?” Really. 

Our own Mr. Greenlee losing miserably at the YDKJ tourney 

Failure to Communicate 

Sega generation platform called 

Dural. Then. Sega allegedly 

reneged and instead decided to 

use NEC’s new chip. Now 3DFX 

is suing. 3DFX claims that Sega 

kissed and is now telling all 

since Sega has seen 3DFX’s pri¬ 

vate parts. Sega responded with 

gasps of indignation and says 

they are not leaking 3DFX 

secrets to others and they are 

offended by the allegations of 

misconduct. Lawyers for the two 

sides will be rendering their ver¬ 

sions of the story later before a 

civil court judge. 

Sega pulls out of 3DFX 

Yes. it’s messy. Another story of 

first love and now alleged 

betrayal. It’s a story we all can 

sit back and really enjoy because 

it’s happening on the fringes of 

PC gaming. Once upon time 

Sega entered into an agreement 

with 3DFX to use the graphics 

maker’s video chip in the next 

Parla Vous Piracy? 

Aye matey, the Internet is not 

only the Wild Wild West of the 

information world, but it is the 

high cyberseas of piracy as well. 

Just think about it - how many 

pirated pics of supermodels do 

you have hanging on your mon¬ 

itor as wallpaper? Well, the lat¬ 

est entry into the annuals of 

infamy is that a copy of Ubi 

Soft's Fi Racing Simulation 

was uploaded onto the Net 

without Ubi Soft’s permission. 

Word has it that this 30 MB 

demo was given to the French 

magazine Joystick as a courtesy 

preview. It has French text and 

a French interface, whatever 

that might mean. Ubi Soft, a 

French company, says that 

gamers ought to ignore this 

demo because it really doesn’t 

reflect what the English version 

of the game will be when it’s 

released in early 1998. There’s 

no word from the Frenchy mag¬ 

azine on who leaked the game 

and has it stands now, the 

demo is added to the list of 

"pirated software”. 

Spectral Spector _ 
Warren Spector. the man 

(behind the teams) who was 

responsible for Serpent Isle II, 

Ultima Underworld I & II and 

Ultima VII has a new home. 

The near-legendary game 

designer will now be creating 

gaming delights with ION 

Storm. Spector had been a 

major force at Origin before its 

acquisition by EA and more 

recently was with Looking 

Glass in Austin, Texas. Spector 

made a name for himself while 

with Steve Jackson Games way 

way back when and later went 

on to be a major game designer 
with TSR. 

Interplay(ing) with Lara Croft 

No, Interplay is not bundling 

Tomb Raider’s Lara Croft, but 

with the heroine’s creators 

instead. Interplay head honcho 

Brian Fargo (no relation to the 

movie) says he has inked a deal 

to publish the games of 

Confounding Factor - which is 

the new design house formed by 

Tomb Raider development leads 

Toby Card and lead programmer 

Paul Douglas. Their first game is 

slated for 1999. 

Games In a Box = Juice In A Box 

iamnnflC /nMiUrNvX 
It is a fact of life...the way to the 

human soul is through our stom¬ 

achs and that is a fact, which 

Microprose plans on exploiting. 

Soon, in junior and senior high 

school cafeterias across America, 

young adult consumers (they're 

“young adults” when speaking in 

terms of money and “Itids” all 

other times) will have a chance to 

win free and discounted prizes, 

including Microprose’ 7th Legion. 

Proctor and Gamble, the juice 

makers, will be flooding school 

cafeterias with posters and scratch 

and win game cards this year in a 

highly targeted marketing move -1 

like to use the coined term “intra¬ 

venous advertising”. In this case, 

we teach our young consumers 

that there is a reason to go to the 

cafeteria and it’s not for the food. 

PC PowerPlay 
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Xmas is coming 

The scene is starting to hot up 

now in Europe and the UK and 

the battle for Christmas domi¬ 

nation starts in earnest as most 

mags are now putting down 

their Nov/Dec issues. Betting 

has started for the top game 

Christmas chart topper and 

need we say it could well be 

Tomb Raider 2 - but I bet that it 

is delayed until after Christmas. 

Big News. Eidos 
The nucleus of the team 

behind Tomb Raider has upped 

and left Core/Eidos and is now 

working for Interplay UK. This 

shock move strangely did not 

cause as big a story as you would 

imagine, but already the team 

are working away on their first 

game which, can you guess, is 

an adventure game! Eidos seem 

to be having a problem with 

most of their eagerly awaited 

games and even Fi, the best rac¬ 

ing game I have seen, has been 

put back to March 98 and 

DeathTrap Dungeon is now put 

off until Feb - now 18 months 

over due. The reason is that the 

Playstation version is being 

coded and they want a simulta¬ 

neous release! 

WOW - Virgin 
What was the biggest and most 

talked about game at the recent 

show in London? BladeRunner 

from West Wood/Virgin. Their 

stand was packed and everyone 

was raving about this title to such 

an extent that it was quoted as get 

ting the highest marks ever for a 

game, and it is not yet finished. 

Virgin seem to be the focus of 

every conversation and the news 

that EA could be in line to buy 

them up is not as simple as you 

may think. The Mergers and 

Monopolies Commission seem to 

feel it is unfair for such a large 

company to dominate the market 

and so in comes Spectrum 

Holobyte. More on this 

as it happens! 

Hard one 
The development 

scene is starting to 

focus on one hard¬ 

ware card in Europe, forget 

about Matrox and Rendition, 

the only card that is now getting 

100 percent support is the 

3DFX card. 

Rage - the developer whose last game Moto Racer was a huge success 

and regarded alongside developers such as Bullfrog and DMA - are set¬ 

ting up their own publishing label and the first game will be Incoming. 

This space game really shows 

off 3D hardware and is target¬ 

ed for Pentium II processors, ^ 

with AGP graphics ideally and 

166 MHz or better. A 3D card is 

mandatory. AGP by the way is 

Accelerated Graphics Port 

which gives leading edge 

developer Rage about 4X more 

bandwidth for graphics data 

processing. The end result is 

far greater dynamism and sur¬ 

face texture on screen! What 

with another title called 

DeadZone 98 it could be Rages 

year for world domination. 

Incoming from Rage. Their 
last effort was Moto Racer, 
so expect big things 
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Two truths: BUCK ISSUES 
#1 Online fighter combat, Duke 3D, 

Grand Prix 2, Warcraft 2 playguide. 

#a Kali net games. Earthsiege 2, Zork 

Nemesis, C&C playguide. 

#3 3D graphic accelerators, Settlers 2, 

Cyberstorm, Zork Nemesis walkthrough. 

#4 PC buyers guide, Australian Rugby 

League, Normality, Spycraft walk¬ 

through. 

#5 Net games. Time Commando, Close 

Combat. Civ 2 strategy guide. 

#6 Best and worst games of all time, 

Quake, Pandora Directive, Flight sim 

roundup. 

#7 Violence in games, Mechwarrior 

Mercenaries, Krush Kill ‘n Destroy. MMX 

Pentiums 

#8 Making of a Game, Video Card fea¬ 

ture, C&C Red Alert, Privateer 2. 

#9 Red Alert Feature, Alphaworld, 

Wavetable soundcards. Tomb Raider, 

Syndicate Wars. 

HOWTO 
• Cut or copy the form and post it 

with a cheque or money order, or 

your credit card details, to: 
PC PowerPlay 

Subscriptions 

Reply Paid 634 

78 Renwick St., Redfern 
NSW 2016 

• Fax a copy of the completed 

form, with credit card details, to: 

02 9310131s 

• email your name and address 

with credit card details to: 

subs@next.com.au 

If you're not sure about 

something, call us on 

02 9310 1433 

or email subs@next.com.atl 

1. No matter what sort of PC you’ve got, it’s not going to be a 

hot as this. 

2. You want one. 

It’s black and sexy, fast and fully equipped, it’s the IBM 

Aptiva S Pentium II233. 

Besides being black, this beast has more desirable features 

than you can poke a stick at. Check this out: 

• 233MHz Pentium II CPU, 512k cache (the one we 
recommend as the best gamer's CPU available) 

• 32Mb fast SDRAM 
• 4.2Gb Hard drive 
• 30 ATI Rage Pro 30 hardware accelerator 
• Bose speakers with subwoofer 

• 17” monitor 
• DVD CD drive! 
• It’s worth over $5000! 

Thanks to IBM's unbelievable generosity, we’ve got Olte to 
give away this month. The winner will be drawn from all new 
subscribers and subscription renewers for the month of 

November 1997. 

The odds are excellent, the prize is amazing, so, 

SUBSCRIBE! 

Some folks don’t know a good deal when it’s staring them in 
the face. They need the hard sell, so here it is: 

• Save money. Money is good, more is better. Subscribers 
save 35% off the newsagent price. That’s smart. 

• It’s easy. The best things in life are home delivered. The 

easy way’s the right way. 

• It’s quick. Get PowerPlay before all your mates do. Be hated 

that little bit more. 

Issue It 16 winners (Creative AWE 64 Gold): 
P Tulloch, WA. 
M Gregg, NSW. 

FILL OUT THIS COUPON AND MAIL IT TO: 

nio New Star Wars games. 3D accelera 

tors compared. DIY Upgrade guide, 

Discworld 2 

#11 Diablo, Interstate ‘76. MMX 

Pentiums examined. Build your own PC 

and network. Dark Reign. 

#12 MDK. Quake Mission Packs. Huge 

Joystick guide. Internet Newsgroups, 

Ecstatica 2. 

#13 Need for Speed II. X-Wing vs. TIE 

Fighter, Quake addons. PCs versus 

Consoles debate. Online game hackers. 

#14 Dark Reign, Doom Clones, 

16 Modems tested, Derek Smart. 

Comanche 3, Redneck Rampage. 

#15 Carmageddon, E3 Report, Tomb 

Raider 2 preview. Blood & Sex, 

Twinsen’s Odyssey 

#16 Dungeon Keeper, RPG feature. 

Lands of Lore II preview. Virtual Reality, 

Last Express playguide 

#17 Age of Empires, 500MHz Pentiums, 

Starfleet Academy, Beam Software, 

Software Piracy 

PowerPlay 
Name 

Address 

Postcode Suburb/Town 

Enclosed is my cheque/money order, or debit my credit card for 

_ $69.95 for one year subscription (12 issues, nearly 35% off) or 

[ $39.95 for 6 months subscription (6 issues at over 25%off) to PC PowerPlay magazine 

] $15.00 for back issue No.--- 

Bankcard Q Mastercard Q Visa Q Expiry Date- 

Card No. 
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Games listing 
Here they are. This exhaustive 
list has all the games released 
during the qualifying period. 
Probably. If we’ve accidentally 
missed your favourite game then 

| just go right ahead and enter it. 
We’d like that a lot. 

* Blood and Magic * 

* Wizardry * 

* Dreamworks * 

SWIV 

* Sherlock Holmes * 

* Time Lapse * 

* Krazy Ivan * 

*XS* 

* Surface Tension * 

* Brainstorm 4 

- Bug* 

* Hind * 

‘ The Martian Chronicles * 

* Master of Dimensions * 

* Orion Burger * 

* AH-64 Flashpoint Korea * 

* Wages of War * 

MAY 199/ ISSUE 12 

NOVEMBER 1996 
Crusader: No Regret * * 

Mechwarrior 2: Mercenaries 

Gex 

Krush Kill 'n Destroy 

Full Court Press 

Rally Championship * 

jagged Alliance 2: Deadly Games 

Mega Race 2 

Monster Truck Madness * 

Baku Baku 

Hell Bender 

Radix 

Tyrian 

|lUEMEU 1996 Hill 
Command & Conquer: Red Alert 

Privateer 2: The Darkening 

Hyperblade 

* Lighthouse 

* Star Control 3 

* Gene Wars 

* F-22 Lightning 2 * 

Azraels Tear 

Daggerfall 

Albion 

Creatures 

Shattered Steel 

Fi Manager 

Road Rash 

Amok 

Madden NHL 97 

Assasin 2015 

* Bedlam * 
* Screamer 2 * 

Civil War * 

m * Discworld 2 * 

I * Master of Orion 2 * 

I * jet Fighter 3 * 

R, * Alien Trilogy * 

* Fragile Allegiance * 

Lord of the Realms 2 * 

ra * Rama * 

* Goosebumps * 

{ * AFL * 

Heroes of Might and Magic 2* 

Titanic 

FIFA 97 

Fable 

Necrodome 

Blue Ice 

Championship Manager 2 

Davis Cup Tennis 

Daytona 

Destiny 

Dog Day * 

Harpoon 97 * 

* Hoyle Casino ' 

* Hunter Hunted * 

Metal Storm 

MS Flight Sim 

MS football 

Mummy 

Power Chess 

Sim Copter 

Virtua Cop 

APRIl 1997 ISSUE II 

JANUARY 1997 
* Syndicate Wars * 

* Tomb Raider * 

* Archimedean Dynasty * 

* Rally Challenge * 

* Nine * 

‘ Wing Commander: The Kilrathi 

Saga ’ 

Diablo 

* Phantasmagoria 2 

Realms of the Haunting 

Stars! * 

* A*io Cuba! 

* Deus * 

* Versailles * 

* Nascar 2 

Arc of Time * 

Flying Corp * 

POD.* 

* Sega Rally 

* Super EF2oon Tactcom * 

Power Fi * 

* Dragon Lore 2 * 

‘ Death Rally * 

* Battleground: Antietam * 

* Spiderman; The Sinister Six 

* Hang Time * 

* MDK * 

* Battle Crusier 3000AD * 

* Ecstatica 2 * 

* 2 Quake Mission Packs * 

* City of Lost Children * 

* Theme Hopistal * 

* Magic: The Gathering-Acclaim * 

* Magic: The Gathering-MicoProse * 

* Terminator: Skynet * 

* Formula 1 3Dfx * 

* Air Warror II * 

* Warcrarft 2: The Next 70 Levels * 

* NCAA Final Four '97 * 

* Norse by Norsewest * 

* Ultimate Soccer Manager 2 * 

* 3rd Reich * 

* Yoda Stories * 

* Golf Pro 2000 * 

* SlamTilt * 

* Cave Wars * 

* Settlers 2 mjssion disk *_ 

Over The Reich 

Noir 

JUNE 1997 ISSUE 13 
X-Wing vs. TIE Fighter 

‘ Star Trek Generations • 

The Need For Speed 2 

Outlaws 

The Last Express * 

Independence Day * 

M1A2 Abrams * 

* Fallen Haven * 

* Red Alert: Counterstrike * 

* Scarab * 

* Dog Day * 

* Age of Sail * 

* Wooden Ships and Iron Men * 

* Die Hard Trilogy * 

* Fork in the Tale * 

* Test Drive off Road * 

* Star Trek Borg * 

* ATF Gold * 

* Zombie Wars * 

* Sonic and knuckles * 

* Apache Longbow Gold * 

* C&C for Win 95 * 

* You don’t Know jack: MOVIES 

* Shivers 2 * 

* NBA JAM * 

* Vegas Games * 

* Lunatics * 

* Flipout * 

AUGUST 1997 ISSUE IS 

JUIY1997 ISSUE 14 
I * Dark Reign * 

* Commanche 3 * 

* Redneck Rampage * 

A * Blood * 

Imperium Galactica * 

* Star Command * 

Darklight Conflict * 

Wipeout 2097 * 

Callahan's Crosstime * * Saloon 

I^Bntient 

!|j ■ Into the Void * 

3D Mini Golf* 

* Carmageddon * 

* Twinsen’s Odyssey * 

* X-COM: Apocalypse * 

* Constructor * 

* Shadows Over Riva * 

* Obsidian * 

* G-Nome * 

* Tom Clancy SSN * 

* Helicops * 

* Chess Wars * 

* Rocket Jockey * 

* Battleground: Bull Run * 

* Battleground: Napoleon * 

* Battleship * 

* Jetfighter 3: Mission disk * 

* Tigershark * 

* Risk * 

Member 97IWIWI 
* Dungeon Keeper * 

* Betrayal at Antara * 

* Warlords III * 

* Moto Racer * 

* Earth 2140 * 

* Actua Soccer * 

* Premier Manager 97 * 

* FIFA Soccer Manager * 

* Shrak Quake * 

* F-18 Hornet 3.0 * 

* 688i Nuclear Sub * 

* Sand Warrior * 

* Meat Puppets * 

* Agent Armstrong * 

* Descent II Infinite Abyss * 

* Atomic Bomberman * 

Duke 3D Plutonium Pack * 

* Triple Play 97 * 

UMEH I997IW1HU| 
* Lands Of Lore 2 * 

* Star Trek Academy * 

* Age of Empires * 

* Enemy Nations * 

* Birthright * 

* Cricket 97 * 

* Great Battles of Alexander * 

* IF 22 * 

* F-16 * 

* Atlantis * 

* Mass Destruction * 

* Terracide * 

* Extreme Assault * 

* Battle at Ardennes * 

* Babe Ruth Baseball * 

* Dragon Dice * 

* Pacific General * 

PCPowcrPlay 



Win a 30fx! 

announced the inau¬ 

gural G.O.T.Y. Awards last 

issue. The response has, pre¬ 

dictably, been amazing. The 

whole computer game scene in 

Australia has been screaming out for 

this and it took PowerPlay to bring order 

to the chaos. 

Sure, the incentive of winning a Diamond 

Monster 3D has spurred on many votes, but the 

yearning need most gamers feel to have their say 

has been the real motivating factor. So take the 

time to send in your voting form. This is your last 

Cut and send to: G.O.T.Y 
PC PowerPlay 
j8 Renwick St, Redfern NSW, 2016 

chance! A nervous Australian 

game industry awaits your say... 

HOW Here’s how it works. The 

awards cover the calendar year that 

starts at the beginning of November 

(which means that all the games in 

this issue round off the inaugural 

year). That way we cover all the big 

games from last Christmas. You’ll 

have had all year to really get to 

know the games too, so give those 

over-hyped games what they deserve! 

Equally, make sure those little gems get the 

thumbs up! 

As you’ve probably noticed by now, we’ve 

categorised the whole game scene by 

genre. We’ve also put a few examples 

alongside each category in case you get a bit 

mixed up and put Theme Hospital under 

“Driving Games". 

There is no strict criteria for what makes a game 

the best in each genre. Simply vote for the game 

you liked best. We’re gamers, we can’t deal with 

concepts any more complicated than that. On the 

other hand. Game Of The Year needs a bit of a 

philosophical charter to get those arguments 

heated up. So, cop this: 

GOTY is the game which has brought the greatest 

_ fun, with the least grief. 

We’ll run the entry form 

again next issue, but 

remember, ALL VOTES MUST BE RECEIVED BY 

TUESDAY 18th NOVEMBER. 

The results will be published in the January issue 

of PC PowerPlay. 

WHY To have your say, to leave your mark, to par¬ 

ticipate, to be involved dammit! 

Still thinking of wussing out? If you don’t vote your 

entire life will be a pathetic tale of missed opportunity. 

Still not motivated? Then think about this: 

6 voters pulled at random at the end of voting will 

win a Diamond Monster 3D video accelerator. 

Being a PC PowerPlay reader, you’d know that this 

is our absolutely favourite gaming device of all 

time. We’ve got six of them to give away thanks to 

Chips n Bits, so enter. Now. 

Too precious to cut a hole in PowerPlay? 

Thanks for that, we’re touched. Still want to 

vote? Do it online. Just visit www.hyperac- 

tive.com.au 

There you’ll find a highly sophisticated 

online voting form. Cool huh? 

1997 PC POWERPIAY G.Q.1.Y 

First person Action 
* Quake Mission Packs 

* Outlaws 

* Terminator: Skynet 

* Redneck Rampage 

* Blood 

* Descent II - Infinite Abyss 

* Duke Nukem 3D Atomic Ed. 

* Other _□ 

Action 
* Crusader: No Regret 

* HyperBlade 

* Syndicate Wars 

* Diablo 

*MDK 

* Other _CH 

Real Time Strategy 
* C&C: Red Alert 

* Theme Hospital 

* Krush Kill ‘N Destroy 

* Constructor 

* Dungeon Keeper 

* Other _D 

Turn-based Strategy 
* Masters Of Orion 2 

* Stars! 

* Warlords III 

* Great Battles of Alexander 

* Magic the Gathering 

* Jag2: Deadly Games 

* X-Com Apocalypse 

* Other _EH 

RPG 
* Daggerfall 

* Betrayal in Antara 

* Lands of Lore 2 

* Azreals Tear 

* Other _ 

□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 

Driving/Racing 
* Moto Racer 

* Rally Championship 

* Monster Truck Madness 

* Need for Speed 2 

* Rally challenge 

* Daytona 

* Nascar 2 

* POD 

* Sega Rally 

* Interstate 76 

* Other _ 

□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 

.□ 

Nome <--MIL.- 

Address 1 Simply tick one box in the 
■ categories you wish to vote in. 
I or tick “other” and print your 

1 own choice. Phone 
Fantasy Flight Sim 
* X-Wing v Tie Fighter 

* Privateer 2 

* Wing Commander: 

The Kilrathi Saga 

* BattleCruiser 3000AD 

* TigerShark 

* Other _ EH 

Multiplayer 
* QuakeWorld 

* Diablo 

* Red Alert 

* Interstate ‘76 

* X-Wing v Tie Fighter 

* You Don’t Know Jack 

* Command & Conquer Win 95 

* Other _ 

Flight sim 
* F-16 Fighting Falcon 

* iF-22 

* F-22 Lightning 2 

* Jet Fighter 3 

* MS Flight Sim 

* Super EF-2000 Tactcom 

* AH 64 Longbow 

* ATF Gold 

* F-18 Hornet 

* Other _ 

□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 

.□ 

Adventure 
* Dog Day 

* Blue Ice 

* 9 
* City of the Lost Children 

* Other _ 

□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 

Action Adventure 
* Tomb Raider 

* Ecstatica 2 

* Discworld 2 

* Hunter Hunted 

* Other _ 

□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 

.□ 

Puzzle 
* Baku Baku 

* Bust-a-Move 2 

* Slam Tilt 

* Other _ 

Online game 
* Subspace 

* HoverRace 

* Other _ 

□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 

Sports 
* FIFA 97 

* Triple Play 97 

* Championship Manager 2 

* Premier Manager 97 

* Golf Pro 2000 

* Cricket 97 

* Davis Cup tennis 

* Other _ 

□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 

Online RPG 
* The Realm 

* Meridan 59 

* Ultima Online 

* Other 

Best Australian game 
* KKND 

* Dog Day 

* Cricket 97 

* Rally Challenge 

* Other _ 

Best GAME overall 

PC PowerPlay 

□□□□□□□□ 
□□□ 

□□□□ 
□□□□□ 



Arrived 

address on the back of an envelope. 

All entries close November 21,1997 

Entries to: 
PC Power Play, j8 Renwick st. 

Redfern NSW 2016 

gracious people at Psygnosis 

would like to share the joy and 

have six copies of the game along 

with six T-shirts to give away. 

Q. Why did Slater join the G 

Police? 

proclaim with us all that “It was 

worth the wait!”. Happy with rest¬ 

ing on it’s own laurels, DF2 has 

done well in trying not to take on 

Quake as the king of shooters. 

DFII is a Star Wars game and a 

great one at that. Thanks to those 

Total Annihilation 

Write the answer, along with your name and 

CYBERMAN 2 

L. Vellendahl, Echunga SA. 

WARLORDS III 

D. Gillam, Ulverstone TAS. 

j. Leong, Bulleen VIC. 

D. Baas, Mt. Lawley WA. 

P. Groves, Bundaberg QLD. 

K. Sadlier, St. Marmion WA. 

D. Colver, Queanbeyan NSW. 

DUNGEON KEEPER 

S. Dowman, Hervey Bay QLD. 

D. Read, East Keilor VIC. 

S. McDonald, Screll TAS. 

M. Larratt, Box Hill North VIC. 

G. Moore, Wattle Grove NSW. 

C. Wirth, Underwood QLD. 

BETRAYAL IN ANTARA 

S. Homes, Petrie QLD. 

M. Richter, Parafield Gardens SA. 

K. Heyer, Toowoomba QLD. 

M. Addison, Dunlop ACT. 

S. Putt, Cairns QLD. 

J. Sclater, Carlton Beach TAS. 

This is the game that has just 

about every other real-time strate¬ 

gy game ducking for cover. 3D ter¬ 

rain, 3D units - all 150 of them, 

yes, this game looks great and 

plays even better! But one of the 

things we like best is the extra 

large maps and the different kind 

of terrain present Long live multi¬ 

player TA! Thanks to GTI, we 

have six copies to send your way, 

with the first prize winner also 

picking up a TA leather jacket! 

Q. What Is unique about the units 

and structures in Total Annihilation? 

0 Police 
Psygnosis made a special per¬ 

sonal visit to the PC PowerPlay 

offices in September to show of 

their brand new toy. It was one of 

those displays that had us swoon¬ 

ing out of the windows, loosening 

our collars, and gawping at the 

screen it was playing on. Yes, it’s 

one of the best looking games 

ever, and we like it a lot. The very 

PC PowerPlay 

Hexed 2 
To Quake or not to bloody both¬ 

er, that is the question. Quake’s 

been sitting pretty at the top of the 

heap for a while now, and only 

now are we getting that tidal wave 

of first person shooters using the 

Quake Engine. With a 3D graph¬ 

ics accelerator, you have here a 

beautiful looking action romp 

with more of an RPC feel. Thank 

you Raven Software! Special 

thanks goes to Activision for giv¬ 

ing us six copies to give away. 

Q. What are the character classes 

available in Hexenx? 

beautiful people at Metro Games, 

we’d like to pass six copies of this 

gem over to you. 

<?. What is the name of the charac¬ 

ter you play in Jedi Knight: Dark 

Forces 2? 

Dork Forces 2 
Jedi Knight 

Finally! There’s Ik > * 
been a long time u V y 
between Dark i \. 
Forces 11 and its 

predecessor, and k y/ 
it’s time to climb 

to the top of your 

pile of Star Wars 

merchandise and 
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If you’ve played more than one computer 

game in your life, chances are the thought 

has crossed your mind: wouldn't it be cool to 

make games for a living? 

Thousands of people do. After all, technology 

is the fastest growing job market in the world, 

and making computer games is on the bleed¬ 

ing edge of all its frontiers. The hours are 

Apple II emulator called AppleWin. Then, in 

1995,1 bought a game called Warcraft: Ores 

and Humans and was blown away by how 

much fun it was, especially in multiplayer 

mode. The company that made it, Blizzard 

Entertainment, was located only a few blocks 

from my apartment. I had always wanted to 

work in the gaming industry, and I especially 

wanted to work on the sequel to Warcraft, so 

I sent them my resume and sample pro¬ 

grams, and they ended up offering me a job. 

At Blizzard, I did a little programming and 

a lot of game balancing on Warcraft II, which 

was nearing completion when I was hired. 

Then I got involved with Diablo. I wrote the 

networking code, the dialog manager, the 

The Programmer 
Age: 26 

Company: Blizzard Entertainment 
Where before: Train Track Computer Systems 
Current Project: Enhancing Battle.net for Starcraft 
Recent Projects: Battle.net, Diablo, Warcraft II 
Yrs in Industry: Gaming industry - 2 years 

Software industry - 6 years 
Training: Learned to program at age 9 and 

have been doing it ever since 
Average week: 5 days, 10 hours/day 
During crunch: 7 days, 15 hours/day 

Your job motto: “Figure out how to do things 

that other people say can’t be done.” 

long, very long and often game addicts who 

are willing to give up everything social do the 

archive file manager, and the audio stream¬ 

ing code. I was the lead developer on 

Battle.net and was responsible for most of 

the design, all of the server-side code, and 

part of the client-side code. 
best and become the industry’s top designers, 

programmers, writers and animators. 

In this series, PC PowerPlay goes behind the 

scenes and the big names to interview the 

people who really craft today’s top titles. 

You’ll find out how they got into the busi¬ 

ness, what it’s like inside their world, and 

what you need to know to do it, too. 

The Job 
Where did you get your start? 

After college, I got a job writing rail traf¬ 

fic control software with Train Track 

Computer Systems. I worked on adding 

new features to the company’s existing 

product for about a year, then led the 

development of the company’s next-genera¬ 

tion Windows-based product, starting 

around the time of the first Windows NT 

beta in 1992. In fact, this product, called 

Track Driver Pro, is now used by major 

railroads such as the Burlington Northern, 

Norfolk Southern, and Canadian National. 

And when did your gaming career begin? 
Were games always an interest for you? 

Well, during my spare time, I developed a 

number of freeware games and a popular 

For something like Diablo or Battle.net, when 
it's just you, a project idea and a blank moni¬ 
tor, what process do you go through to get 
from the concept to the finished product? 

I always seem to have more ideas than I 

have time to program them. By the time I get 

the opportunity to start a new project, I’ve 

usually had months to think about how it 

should work and what features it should 

have. The first two or three months that I’m 

working on a project though. I’m usually lay¬ 

ing the foundation that I’ll build the rest of 

the program around, things like designing 

the network model and graphics engine. It’s 

too early at this point to be adding all the cool 

features you want the game to have, but you 

still want to keep them all in mind to make 

sure that the foundation code you’re writing 

will be able to handle everything it will even¬ 

tually be called upon to do. 

The next important stage is tying all the 

pieces together into a usable program. If may 

not be pretty or have many features yet, but 

you want something that you can give to peo¬ 

ple outside the project team, something they 

can sit down and play with. That way, you 

can start to get feedback on what works and 

what doesn’t work at a stage in the project 

when it’s still early enough to do something 

about it. Finally, once the core of the project 

is finished, you can add all those great fea¬ 

tures you’ve been waiting to add. For a game, 

this would include things like different char¬ 

acters and monsters, the storyline and the 

computer AI. This is the part of the project 

According to the Software Publishers Association’s 

1996 Salary Survey, the average salary is: 

Legendary specialist guru: AUD$ioo,ooo+ 

Senior programmer: AUD$37,ooo - 43.000 

Intermediate programmer: AUD$26,ooo 

What knowledge does it take to be a programmer 

today? 

The industry’s top programmers have knowledge of all 

the following technologies: 

i. C Language 

а. Windows 95 

- Development environment and tools 

- Direct X 

3. Standard Gaming Ideas 

• Using Bitmaps and Animation files within a 

program while attaining the highest frame rate 

(speed) possible 

- Using sound in programs and working with 

different sound cards 

- Using different input (Keyboard/Mouse/ 

Joystick etc.) methods for user interaction 

with program 

- File types, storage, swapping and 

manipulation techniques 

4. 3D Programming Techniques 

- 3D Hardware Accelerators 

- 3D Engine Building/Management 

• Optimizing for speed 

5. Interface/Game Design 

б. Assembly Language 

7. Network 

Programming/Communications/Multiplayer Gaming 

PC PowerPlay 
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void GanoProcossSoruorEuont (HSERUER soruor. 
DWORD euonttype 
BVTE coaaandid. 
LPBVTE data. 
DWORD databytes) ( 

switch (euenttype) ( 

case EUENT.CONNECT: 
SendSeruorlnforaation(seruer); 
break. 

case EUENT COHHRND: 

( 
BOOL ualid * FALSE; 
switch (coaaandid) ( 

case GCMO.ADDGAME 
if ((ualid = UalidateAddGaae(data.databytes)) f* FALSE) 

ProcessAddGaae(server.data.databytes): 
break; 

case GCMD.REMOUEGAME 
if ((ualid = UalidateReaoueGaae(data.databytes)) ?- FALSE) 

ProcessReaoueGaae(seruer.data.databytes); 
break; 

E WcxVipoco 'BNSr/ 3 prOfOd(*) 

• iansssrar 
• £3 BNSrv hies 

• cp Header tiles 

if (fualid) 
SeruerLogWrite(seruer. 

"SERUER-ERROR". 
"INUALID-GAME-COMMAND. Zu. Zu*. 
coaaandid. 
databytes); 

case EUENT DISCONNECT 

^JSurt^jgComma«dProm^^^lnbo^4tcroso^^^Regj27Edto^^^ 

“working on the software which runs on the Battte.net servers. 

The code you see is C++, and it’s being edited with Microsoft’s 

Visual C++ compiler” 

that always takes much longer than you thought it 

would, just because there’s always a seemingly infinite 

number of cool things that you could add to the prod¬ 

uct if you only had the time. 

What are the biggest issues affecting your profession 
right now? 

I think the biggest issue that’s affecting the gaming 

industry today is the growing popularity of multiplayer 

games. It really changes all the rules about how games 

are made. 

How so? 
Well, not too long ago, people played games like they 

read a book. They bought the game, played it from 

beginning to end, and then put it on a shelf. Today, 

gamers expect replayability from the games they buy. 

They want to play a game against many different oppo¬ 

nents, both locally and over the Internet, learning new 

strategies each time they play. They want to be able to 

download new scenarios and add-ons so the game 

stays fresh. They want to compete in tournaments and 

ladders. As multiplayer gaming becomes more and 

more popular, I think that those games that are able to 

provide this depth of play experience are the ones that 

will do well in the stores. 

The fact that gamers can get so much replayability 

out of a single game means that they will tend to buy 

fewer total games, so the gaming industry will become 

more and more hits-based. It will be in the best inter¬ 

est of gaming companies to put a lot of effort into a 

few big titles, rather than putting a little effort into 

each of many smaller titles. For this reason, I think we 

will see a trend of bigger development teams, bigger 

budgets, and much more ambitious projects. 

Also, the growing popularity of multiplayer gaming 

means that it’s going to become increasingly important 

for companies to find ways to prevent cheating. When 

people cheated in single-player games, they were only 

ruining the game for themselves. But today, a cheater can 

ruin the game for everyone. So far cheating has only real¬ 

ly affected a handful of very popular multiplayer games, 

but I think a year from now the problem of cheating is 

going to be on the minds of every game developer in the 

industry. It’s not an easy problem to solve. Here at 

Blizzard, we’ve been putting a lot of effort into develop¬ 

ing new fundamental technologies that wc can build 

future games around to make those games cheat-proof. 

From the multiplayer standpoint, what was the biggest 
challenge in creating Battle.net? 

Certainly one challenge was just to convince people at 

Blizzard that we could do it. Committing ourselves in 

early 1996 to build a new Internet gaming service from 

scratch, run it for free no matter how big it got, and 

have it ready in time for the release of Diablo was a 

daunting task. Fortunately, everyone at Blizzard is a 

hard-core gamer, and when we thought about how cool 

it would be to play Diablo over the Internet on a free 

service like Battle.net, we just couldn’t resist building it. 

In terms of programming Battle.net, the biggest chal- H
ow
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(top) Mike with the Bottle.net server 

(below) “remotely monitoring one of the Battle.net 
servers. The window on the top left has a graph 

showing how busy the server Is, and how many users 
and gomes are running at that time. The window on 

the bottom right contains a recent daily log pie, 

which includes a chart of usage throughout the day" 

lenge was making it scalable. When we were 

building Battle.net, we figured it would proba¬ 

bly have around 100,000 users total with a 

few thousand of them logged on at any given 

time. We also thought that, at the rate the 

the capacity of the system by increasing the 

number of servers. Also, we can put servers 

in many different countries so that people 

around the world can all have a fast connec¬ 

tion to Battle.net. 

At the rate that the Internet and technology 
evolves, does it ever feel kind of nerve- 
wracking that what you learn and master 
today will be old news in a year? 

It can be nerve-wracking, but it can also be 

very exciting. The rate of innovation today is 

about as fast as I’ve ever seen it. Just in the last 

three years, we’ve seen the widespread adop¬ 

tion of CD-ROM, Windows 95, Direct X, 3D 

graphics and the Internet. All of these open 

the door to do things with games that you just 

couldnit do before. I think there are tremen¬ 

dous opportunities today for those companies 

that can figure out how to make the most com¬ 

pelling use of all this new technology. 

Why should someone want to be a program¬ 
mer in the games industry more than any¬ 
thing else? 

I think that programming is the purest form 

of creation. When you design real-world 

objects, you're limited by cost constraints and 

by the laws of physics. But when you program 

a computer, you can make it do anything that 

you can imagine. Also, programming is 

always new and interesting, not only because 

of the rate of technological innovation but also 

because you never do the same thing twice. If 

you find yourself programming something 

that you’ve already written before, you just 

encapsulate the old code in a function and 

have both programs call the same function. 

I love programming, and the gaming indus¬ 

try is by far the most exciting place to be pro¬ 

gramming. The rate of change is fantastic. 

Every year we release a new game which 

makes last year’s game look pathetic by com¬ 

parison. Also, the gaming industry is the one 

“the gaming industry is the one of the few places left 
where writing good, highly optimized code still matters** 

Internet was growing, Battle.net could poten¬ 

tially double in size every six months for the 

foreseeable future. In fact, it’s grown faster 

than that. Building a system with that kind of 

capacity is no small undertaking. 

One thing we did to increase the capacity of 

the system was to design it from the ground up 

to run on multiprocessor servers. It takes a dis¬ 

ciplined approach to write this type of program, 

because in order to get optimal performance, 

you have to make sure that any two parts of the 

program can be running at exactly the same 

time, on different processors in the same sys¬ 

tem, without conflicting with each other. 

Another thing we did to make Battle.net 

scalable was to distribute it across multiple 

servers. Each server constantly communicates 

with other servers around the world, so that 

they can work together to provide one seam¬ 

less environment to all users on Battle.net. 

Regardless of what server a user is connected 

to, he can join any game and chat in any chat 

channel. Because Battle.net is distributed 

across many servers, we can easily increase 

of the few places left where writing good, 

highly optimized code still matters. If you’re 

writing a normal application like a word 

processor or spreadsheet, your primary con¬ 

cern is to add as many features as possible in 

as little time as possible. If your program 

runs a little slow or uses up a little too much 

memory, people will forgive it. But in the 

gaming industry, a good frame rate can make 

or break a game, so spending the extra time 

it takes to carefully craft highly optimized 

code is definitely still worth it. 

In your opinion, what are the minimum quali- 
pcations for entering this industry? 

First of all, you have to love to play comput¬ 

er games. That’s the most important thing. 

Writing games isn’t just about making them 

work, it's about making them fun to play, 

and only someone who loves to play games 

will be able to do that. 

Beyond that, I think that in order to do well 

at programming computer games, you need 

to have a passion for writing optimized code. 

If you’re the type of programmer who will 

reverse engineer an operating system or 

library call to figure out how it works, and 

then write your own version that does the 

same thing but much faster, then you’d make 

a great game programmer. 

If someone wants to get into this peld and has 
that minimum, what’s the best way to do it? 

I think that the best way to get hired by a 

game company is to write your own games in 

your spare time. Give copies to your friends, 

or post your games on the Internet. Once 

your games get good enough that you find 

people are playing them and having fun, 

send them along with your resume to your 

favorite game company. At Blizzard, we get a 

lot of job applications, but the ones that are 

accompanied by sample games are the ones 

that really impress us. 

What if someone’s interested in program¬ 
ming, but doesn’t know enough code or 
design to write their own game? 

Well, you can learn how to program in 

school, but you can only get good at program¬ 

ming by doing it. Program as often as you 

can. If you haven’t stayed up all night before 

because you just couldn’t go to bed until you 

got your program working, then youire not 

really a programmer yet. 

Java: Java is a relatively new language 

which is not yet widely used for computer 

games. It is similar to C++, but much 

cleaner and simpler. While C++ forces pro¬ 

grammers to deal with difficult concepts 

like pointers in order to write even a sim¬ 

ple program, Java takes care of much of 

the complexity and tedium behind the 

scenes. This makes Java an excellent lan¬ 

guage to learn to program in. Furthermore, 

Java is rapidly growing in popularity, so a 

few years from now it may be an essential 

skill for any game programmer. 

C++: The vast majority of commercial 

software being developed today is written 

in C++. Professional programmers appre¬ 

ciate C++ for its flexibility and efficiency, 

and for the high quality of the available 

C++ compilers. The major drawback to 

C++ is that it has evolved over many years 

into a very big and complicated language, 

so it is not a good choice for a first lan¬ 

guage to learn. Still, if you want to get a 

job as a professional game programmer, 

you will need to know this language. 

Assembly: Assembly language is the 

closest thing to programming in the com¬ 

puter’s native tongue. There was a time 

when computer games were written 

almost exclusively in assembly language. 

However, today it’s used only for the most 

speed-critical parts of the program, such 

as screen updates. Although you won’t 

find yourself using it too often, it is still 

an important language to know if you 

want your games to run fast. 

PCPowerPlay 



GUARDIANS OF DESTINY. 
“NEVER BEFORE HAS THE 
FANTASY GAMER SEEN THE 
DEPTH, TECHNOLOGY AND 
INNOVATIVE DESIGN THAT 
THIS GAME OFFERS 

LANDS OF LORE II IS WHAT WE’VE 
ALL BEEN WAITING FOR. 

100 HOURS OF 3D 
RPG/ADVENTURE GAMEPLAY, 
4 HOURS OF VIDEO ANIMATION 

4 CD’S, 4 YEARS IN THE MAKING.... 
WELL WORTH THE WAIT 

yet to be classified 
1997 Virgin Interactive Australia All rights reserved Virgm is a registered trademark of Virgin 
Enterpnses Ltd Lands of Lore and Westwood Studios are trademarks of Westwood Shxkos. Inc 
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Populous 3 (full preview on page SO) When Peter Molyneaux left Bullfrog 

it was thought that this company 

would lose its impetus - its guid¬ 

ing light. Peter had always been the figure¬ 

head of the company and many believe he 

was the inspiration behind every Bullfrog 

game. This is certainly not the case, 

although it was via his game designs that 

the Bullfrog name was built up. It appears 

that many of the recent successful Bullfrog 

games have had hardly any input from 

Peter and that comes direct from the peo¬ 

ple at Bullfrog. Now he has gone to build 

up another successful development team 

you may believe that Bullfrog, who are 

backed by EA, are merely utilising the 

name to see a catalogue of games due for 

release over the next few years riding off 

his success. Bullfrog have a staff of over 

90 people and I sat down with a collection 

of project leaders to find out what is going 

on at Bullfrog. I came away with a healthy 

view of Bullfrog and some myths shot 

down! Although the conversation was 

forthright and people were at pains to 

point out their respect for Peter, it did 

seem that too much emphasis had been 

placed on the media’s perception of Peter 

and that the background staff were the true 

essence of the more recent successful 

Bullfrog games. Certainly, if Populous 3 is 

anything to go on, this could end up being 

one of the biggest games to date. 

Around the table were: Alan Wright (AW). 

Lead programmer/Project Leader on 

Populous 3: The Third coming, Richard Read 

(RR). Project Leader/ Voidstar, Glenn Corpes 

(GCi), Project Leader/Engine Programmer, 

Paul McLaughlin (PM). Head of Art. Gary 

Carr (GC), Project Leader - THEME Team. 

Alex Peters (AP). Dungeon Keeper Lead 

Programmer, Simon Carter (SC),- Project 

Leader, Ogle (game working on) Programmer 

and David Wilson (DW), PR, Bullfrog and EA 

Europe. 

How is the infrastructure of Bullfrog run? 

(GC) Everyone is under the wrong illusion 

that Peter Molyneaux was running every¬ 

thing, this is not true, it was only his own 

project and there was always more than just 

his title under development at any one time. 

(GCi) The teams are completely 

autonomous, exactly as they always were, 

they are run by project leaders, all the teams 

are independent of each other, of course 

there is shared resources but this is kept to 

the minimum and Les Edgar, who has been 

with Bullfrog as long as Peter was, is still 

here running the business. 

So have things changed since Peter left? 

(RR)The way things start are different. 

Before, Peter would come up with some 
ideas... 

(GCi) Hey, that’s not true, that is only for 
half of the projects. 

(RR) Agreed, it is now the teams and the 

leaders that decide what we should do. 

Things over the last 4 years have changed. 
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(I to r)Paul McLaughlin - Head of Art, Glenn Corpes - Project Leader/Engine Programmer, 

Alex Peters - Dungeon Keeper Lead Programmer, Gory Carr - Project Leader - THEME 
Team, Alan Wright - Lead progrommer/Project Leader on Populous 3:the Third coming, 

David Wilson - PR, Bullfrog and EA Europe, 5 Richard Read - Project Leader/ Voidstor, 

Simon Carter - Project Leader Ogle (game working on) Programmer 

When we only had one project at a time, 

then Peter did instigate things but over the 

last few years we have had many projects up 

and running. 

Syndicate was the first time we had two 

projects running in parallel and then the 

things started to move up to 6 projects and 

at present we are running 5. 

People’s perception of Bullfrog was very 

much influenced by Peter, the fact he is 

not around, do you feel it lessens the 

ethos of Bullfrog? 

(GC) I must confess I am worried about 

the public’s perception of Bullfrog. The fact 

is that Peter was a brilliant marketing PR 

person. He had a way with the press and 

now it is down to us to take that on our¬ 

selves but the QUALITY of the games will 

not change. 

Peter was a hands-on person but the teams 

and project leaders around Peter were 

always strong. Nothing has really changed. 

We do not have tyrants as producers, the 

teams all work collectively. Within Bullfrog, 

there is no real senior management to call 

the shots, it is the people, the designers, the 

artists, etc., who are making the games and 

that differs from many others developers. 

We at Bullfrog feel an integral part of the 

projects, we actually feel we own the games, 

there is not a long string of hierarchy on a 

game, it is a sharing of ideas. 

Did you ever feel shackled by Peter? 

(GCi) No, because as soon as we started 

to develop more than one project, Peter 

did not have any influence over most of 

the product managers. There was too 

much going on for him to be everywhere. 

I was finishing off Magic Carpet whilst he 

was completing Theme Park and he did 

not consider Magic Carpet for more than a 

few hours in that first year. The biggest 

problem with Peter was this perception 

thing, in that he got all the credit for 

games he was not directly involved with. It 

seem good at the time that Peter fronted 

the PR and he was the best person for the 

job but he always got the credit for things, 

even though he may not have been 

involved! 

A few of us got annoyed at it, but it was the 

best thing at the time but now it has come 

back to bite us on the ass. 

There were a few cases where Peter want¬ 

ed a game out and we maybe did not have 

the same enthusiasm for it as he did, like 

High Octane. He could have pulled the 

plug on any of us at anytime but he didn’t. 

Why do you think Peter set up again? 

(EA) That is not up to us to say. It is 

most likely that he had a lot of money and 

he did not see why he had to work for 

someone else, (collective) He liked pro¬ 

gramming and not management and he 

was always involved in a game. He is 

more of a cottage style industry as 

opposed to white collar. We are sure he 

will be a success and it is the right move 

for him. Bullfrog will continue to grow. 

Look at us, there are approaching 90 peo¬ 

ple here, how can one man be in charge 

of us all? 

So os Peter has quoted in a mag, a large 

dossier of game designs were left here? 

(Collective laughter from the whole 

team!!!) That is a complete myth and it was 

not very nice of him to say that. It was 

slightly offensive to suggest that game 

engines and designs were left here. There 

is nothing here left to do with Peter. I am 

working on Ogle. Dungeon Keeper 2, yes is 

a Peter idea but we have had to create the 

game. The next theme game has nothing to 

do with Peter. 

(AW) Possibly the reason why Bullfrog 

were so high profile was that Peter loved the 

press and the press loved Peter and he 

would go into great detail about games 

some of which were only ideas. We cannot 

do that but the games will talk for them¬ 

selves plus now every project manager will 

be able to give the press all the inside infor¬ 

mation they require and we hope the media 

will take us up on this offer. 

(SC) There is sometimes a problem in 

that you can be too early in talking about a 

game. Theme Hospital got slated because 

it was around for such a long time but it 

wasn't. There was too much talk about the 

game before the engine was even written 

and even mock up screen shots supplied 

to the mags before any coding was under 

way. This will not happen with the new 

set-up. The same problem applied to 

Dungeon Keeper. 

Do you feel stifled? 

(DW) None of the team feel in any way 

slighted by Peter and it is strange that the only 

reference to this comes from Peter in an inter¬ 

view where he says that it is now that a lot of 

talented people at Bullfrog will be in the lime¬ 

light and get the attention they deserve. 
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SPECIAL PREVIEW 
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With Grand Prix 2 still 

regarded as the best Fi 

racing sim, the compe¬ 

tition looks to finally hot up at 

the end of the summer when 

Lahkhor enter the fray with their 

own Fi sim. With the aid of 

McLaren this could be the next 

generation in terms or technolo¬ 

gy and gameplay. Derek dela 

Fuente visited the French com¬ 

pany and compiled this report on 

this exciting release. 

In the beginning 

The project started in Qi 1996. 

The first months were devoted to 

game specifications, game design 

and 3D engine research. The 

development team was put 

together in July 1996 and the 

number of people working on the 

Fi project varied from 8 to 13, half 

artists and half programmers. An 

equivalent of 2.5 programmers 

have been mainly working on 

tools. But all have been program¬ 

ming parts of the game. 

The concept and objectives 

Lankhor has developed success¬ 

ful racing games in the past and 

have gained a good understand¬ 

ing of what ingredients need to 

be there, and what has been 

missing so far. 

In order to maintain perfor¬ 

mance, most 3D racing games 

clip objects after a limited dis¬ 

tance (300 to 500 meters) and 

limit the 3D modelling to the 

track and the near track 

sides. Lankhor’s approach 

was not to limit at all the 

complexity of the models. 

They started from actual 

large size circuits maps 

and using as much docu¬ 

mentation as possible 

(video, photographs), 

modelled things to the 

uppermost detail. The 

only limit they had was 

time. Creating a circuit 

from scratch is months of 

work and there are 17 

Grand Prix championship 

tracks! 

17 Grand Prix tracks all built from 

scratch in minute detail, with more 

polygons than ever 

Some numbers: It’s got 

the look! 

The whole circuit areas 

are modelled and textured 

and they vary from 15,000 

to 20,000 polygons. 

Each of the 13 cars has 7 

models, from the closest 

and more complex to the 

simplest when the car is 

far away. The most com¬ 

plex has 1000 polygons. 

It is used not only in the 

garage or showroom but 

in the race. 

Some peak rendering 

situations involve more 

than 15000 polygons in 

one frame, with a clipping dis¬ 

tance close to one mile. These 

situations are those where were 

the X3D engine features are at 

work to optimise the rendering 

and maintain an acceptable and 

balanced performance. 

This realism factor/orienta- 

tion allows for new camera 

views (helicopter fly over, heli¬ 

copter view, free camera) that 

takes the player away from a 

narrow and limited track envi¬ 

ronment to an open landscape, 

non limited vision. 

No more bitmaps 

The cockpit is no longer a front 

bitmap used to reduce the size of 

the rendering window. The cock¬ 

pits belong to the car models. 

Changing view from the inside 

view with cockpit information to 

an outside view is a smooth 

movement of the camera. 

Engine and car physics 

They have put as much of the 

engine data and car physics as 

possible and this has been pro¬ 

vided by McLaren engineers. 

The cars model: 

- dimensions 

- performance of cars based on 

1995 data. It can be modified. 

- choice of tyres with different 
grip factors 

- brake balance 

- set-up of front and rear wings 

- set-up of front and rear sus¬ 

pension 

- gas level 

- gear/shift ration set-up 

Each circuit is defined by a spe¬ 

cific grip and an abrasiveness 

PC PowerPlay 



and defaults settings for each of 

the situation (qualification/ 

sunny, qualification/rainy, race- 

warm-up/sunny, race-warm¬ 

up/rainy). 

The player is able to play with 

the default settings or 

maintain/improve over time 

his/her own set of settings for 

each situation of each circuit. 

To some extend, they have 

characterised drivers with their 

known driving skills, creativity, 

fighting spirit etc. Therefore, 

identical cars with the same 

settings do behave differently 

in the race. 

The car physics are realistic 

and a fair model of an Fi in a 

video game environment. The 

programmers do not decide on 

any sliding or loose of control, 

the model does. There, 

McLaren support was crucial. 

Good documentation was avail¬ 

able to put that model into 

tables, etc. 

The tracks 

With the FIA licence, Lankhor 

were able to get some tracks 

directly from circuits (6), they 

got others with the help of 

McLaren . One of them (Brazil) 

has been recreated from docu¬ 

mentation and video. They also 

went to several European cir¬ 

cuits to take photographs, 

videos (Monaco, Spa, Magny- 

cours). They also have a lot of 

Fi documentation with over¬ 

head views of the tracks. 

The circuits were designed flat 

in 3D Studio. Then a tool that 

elevated the whole lot from topo¬ 

logical data both on the track 

and on outside the track was 

used. The 3D mesh was complet¬ 

ed and then transferred to the 

proprietary tool for texturing. 

3D cards 

The release will include a soft¬ 

ware only version (X3D engine), 

a 3Dfx version, a Power VR ver- 

Authentic teams and markings 

(except for the masses of cigarette 

and beer advertising, of course) 

sion. Mystique and Verite are 

also been worked at. 

The hard bit: AI 

The hardest part of making a 

sim racing game is definitely 

the Al for the drivers. Making 

them react as Fi drivers is not 

easy. Lankhor had coded suc¬ 

cessively several versions of the 

AI engine. The first engine, 

back in September 96 was 

quite comprehensive, each dri¬ 

ver was anticipating very nicely, 

and taking decisions based on a 

constantly updated appreciation 

of the situation. But it was tak¬ 

ing so many computer 

resources that the game speed 

was highly impacted. Lankhor 

say they will wait for the next 

generation of computers. Used 

now is a much more traditional 

solution. 

Frame rate is key for the dri¬ 

ving experience and this was 

an aspect that was worked on 

in detail. 

In terms of the driver AI, 

Alesi is very aggressive, whilst 

Hill is less forceful and 

Schumacher tends to break later 

at corners. It is all taken into 

account. By default cars have 

the performance of the 1995 

season. But this can be changed 

(randomly or specifically) by the 

player. Drivers have realistic 

skills (driving, reaction time, 

aggressiveness). 
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PREVIEW 

Into this world comes Arkhan 

(fanfare please) a young man of 

Stallite Sparta. Though bom to 

the Sunseers (the religious order 

that rules Sparta) he is just a reg¬ 

ular Spartan. Arkhan has also fall¬ 

en in love (ohhh) with a woman 

of a lower caste, the Scavengers, 

and so has joined the Guardians 

of Fire to make a life for the two 

of them. Arkhan is soon poisoned 

during an altercation while guard- 

between Tomb Raider and the 

Alone In the Dark games, but 

your character has a much wider 

range of movements and is part 

of a far more complex and 

detailed world. There are over 

one hundred NPC’s to interact 

with, 260 rendered locations, 

5000 animations, 5 hours of spo¬ 

ken dialogue, 800 sound effects 

and all this in 640 X 480 resolu¬ 

tion in 32k colours! 

Tomb Raider fans after a bit 

more action and adventure will 

have kittens when they get their 

hands on this! Not only is it a 

phenomenal adventure but your 

character has a full range of 

fighting moves and weapons, 

enough to make me say that if 

the developers plucked out the 

combat elements it wouldn’t take 

much effort for them to turn into 

a 3D fighting game! 

All the backgrounds are ren¬ 

dered art, which the developers 

chose over 3D because of the extra 

richness and detail it allowed. It 

also means that they didn’t have 

to worry about 3D card support. 

Because the computer is only ani¬ 

mating the characters, not the 

entire screen, Dark Earth will play 

fluidly on a modest Pentium sys¬ 

tem which should please a lot of 

people out there too. 

A huge, detailed world with lovely 

attention to detail to the intricacies 

that make adventure games great 
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ing The Great Temple and his 

quest begins to find a cure. 

Dark Earth is one of the most 

intricately realised and atmos¬ 

pheric games ever devised. After 

just a brief play it was obvious 

that Kalisto and Microprose are 

onto something big here. The 

printed material that comes with 

the package paints a compelling 

picture of the game and of our 

future and does it in a way that 

any fantasy writer would be 

proud of. Here is a world created 

with great care, imagination and 

attention to detail, playing Dark 

Earth is like being part of an 

interactive novel, a truly interac¬ 

tive novel! 

The mechanics of the game 

engine, as you can see from the 

grabs, are a bit like a cross 

Dark Earth 
Category | Adventure 

Players 1 1 
Publisher Microprose 

Available Christmas 

At the start of the third millen¬ 

nium, according to Kalisto, a 

gigantic comet will pass very 

close to the Earth. This comet, 

while not hitting our little planet 

directly, will spew out thousands 

of fragments of hot burning 

death, covering Earth with count¬ 

less catastrophes until our 

atmosphere becomes nothing 

but a cloud of thick black dust 

and cold, cold winds. They’re an 

optimistic lot game designers 

aren’t they? 

Yet even in this bleak future of 

invisible poison clouds and 

deformed night creatures there 

is hope. Hope in the form of the 

Stallites - fortified cities built by 

the survivors of the cataclysm. 

The Stallites are places of refuge 

from the bleakness, lit by mirac¬ 

ulous shafts of sunlight that 

pierce the gloom, and populated 

by people that worship the Sun 

as their saviour and life bringer. 
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PREVIEW 

The battle of the mech games is hotting up. In the blue corner we have MechWarrior III, and in the red corner, we have Earthsiege 3. Both 

promise excellence, and both designers of the game have gone back to the drawing board to bring us the greatest mech-sim game out 

there. With both games coming out roughly at the same time, we’ve gotten an interesting struggle for supremacy in the mech combat genre. 

MechWarrior III holds the FASA license, while EarthSiege is being developed by those that started the industry 10 years ago. Both developers nat¬ 

urally, are extremely competitive and have been slaving over their title for a good time now and are almost ready to unleash them on the gaming 
world. Here’s a look at what both have to offer: 

Earthsiege 3: future Ware 

Category 

Players 

Publisher 

Mech-Sim 

l-TBA 

Sierra / Dynamix 

Early ‘98 

Dynamix have decided to go the 

heavy story line route with 

EarthSiege 3. Good move too - as 

we all want a good reason as to 

why we’re blowing things 

to all hell. Don’t worry 

though, unnecessary game 

movies and the like won’t 

be seen (a la Wing 

Commander 3 and 4), as 

Dynamix promise this is a 

going to be an intense 

game of war and intrigue. 

The games tells of the war 

between the humans and 

the Cybrids (AI entities that 

developed an awareness 

and decided that the 

humans that created them 

were not worth the organic 

bother). A rebel band of 

freedom fighters are also 

part of the story. The thing 

is, you’ll get to play the 

game from all three angles! As 

either the humans, the Cybrids or 

the rebels, the game will offer dif¬ 

ferent kinds of play - including dif¬ 

ferent hercs for the differing tech¬ 

nologies. The promise list for 

EarthSiege 3 is rather impressive. 

Trying to avoid the whole “Barren, 

boring and flat” landscapes that 

seem to make up games of this 

type - Future wars is set all over 

the place. Not only do you get var¬ 

ied environments like moons, 

planets and asteroids, EarthSiege 3 

is also set in both outdoor and 

indoor environments. You'll get to 

play by either land, sea or air. 

Remember those flying Cybrids in 

ES2? Now you can attack from air 

too! There are over 45 missions, 

and over 40 fully configurable 

vehicles - and a further 50 

weapons and components to play 

with. Multiplayer support is also in 

there. The look of these machines 

are awesome - the cybrids especial¬ 

ly look dark and sinister. 

Dynamix claim that without a 

3D accelerator (which will be uti¬ 

lized by the game anyway), 

Earthsiege 3 will still look great 

and run smoothly. With 

Mechwarrior III looking great 

and with the bonus of the official 

FASA license, EarthSiege 3 has 

got what it takes to take the king 

of mech games on, even though 

it is the underdog. 

Mechwarrior 3 
Category 

Players 

Publisher 

Available 

Mech-Sim 

l-TBA 

Microprose 

Early ‘98 

The most notable thing about 

Mechwarrior III is that the torch 

has been passed from Activision 

to that of Microprose. Though 

the team is fresh to the genre, 

they’ve been working closely 

with FASA and the creators of 

the Battle Tech arcade multiplay¬ 

er game system to ensure the 

title lives up to the expectations 

of the many gamers out there 

(Mechwarrior 2 sold almost a 

million copies worldwide). 

And the biggest advantage 

Mechwarrior III has over 

EarthSiege 3 is that it has the 

official FASA license. Thus, it's 

based on the whole Battle Tech 

universe and has a wealth of 

characters, story and popularity 

to fall back on. Story-wise, not 

much has been released but 

what we do know is that it’s set 

in the Battle Tech universe and 

goes a different direction than 

earlier efforts - scavenging and 

scouring a war torn world for 

equipment is not your typical 

premise. 

One feature that brought a big 

smile to our faces was that play¬ 

ers will now be able to call the 

shots in MW3. You’ll be able to 

decide what you want to hit in a 

mission, where and how. It'll be 

interesting to see how this is 

implemented - for anything to 

hard will put off a lot of the 

more action-orientated players 

out there, and play that doesn't 

reward clever strategy will disap¬ 

point those that invest the time 

to plan a cunning mission. Still, 

the thought of being able to 

make those kinds of decisions in 

the game are more than slightly 

appealing. 

The other thing that will please 

fans is the ability to customize 

your mech. Down to parts, 

colour, and decals! Choose from 

a library of Battle Tech insignia 

or create your own decals. 

Microprose aren’t giving much 

away at this stage, but MW3 has 

the pedigree of a champion 

Other than that, the graphics of 

MechWarrior 3 look great. A 

wide variety of environments to 

play in and 3D accelerator sup¬ 

port is giving MW3 visual appeal. 

Unlikely to disappoint fans of 

the series. Review soon. 
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PREVIEW 

Baldur's Gale 
Category | RPG 

Players l-TBA 

Publisher Interplay/Bioware 
Available Early‘98 

The RPG genre is going 

through a bit of a revival of late, 

with most substantial efforts 

being the next instalment in a 

rather popular or well known 

series. We have Wizardry, 

Ultima, The Elder Scrolls, Lands 

of Lore, to name a few of the 

most recent (or upcoming) 

RPG’s to hit the market. While 

the general trend has been to 

ditch the classic isometric ‘top- 

down’ perspective (used in UO 

and Ultima IX - though UIX will 

also be fully 3D and allow per¬ 

spective change) and to go for 

the more popular first person 3D 

perspective (seen in the majority 

of the most recent titles), 

Baldur’s Gate is one of the few 

RPG’s coming out that is going 

to start a new well known series 

(add-on packs and a sequel are 

all ready confirmed) and keep 

the old school isometric perspec¬ 

tive alive and kicking. 

Arguments over which perspec¬ 

tive is better are going to have to 

be settled by personal preference 

now, for Baldur’s Gate is one hot 

looking game indeed. Using 

Bioware’s totally new BioWave 

game engine, the isometric per¬ 

spective is back and looking sexier 

than ever. Using full 16-bit colour 

(65536 different colours), dynam¬ 

ic full colour lighting effects, 3D 

height mapping (will allow realis¬ 

tic travel over terrain - like travers¬ 

ing rocky areas, falling into pits - 

not just stopping at these obsta¬ 

cles), night and day effects, real¬ 

time rain, snow, fog and lightning 

to name just a few of the visual 

splendours. Most notably‘though, 

Baldur’s Gate has done away 

with the use of tiling (a world 

made of up particular, and often 

repetitive, tiles) and gone a fully 

rendered game world - unique 

and massive. In fact, Baldur’s 

Gate will be made up of over 

10,000 640x480 game screens, 

and will ship on 5 CD's! 

Set in the Advanced Dungeons 

Jane's F-15 
Category 

Players 

Publisher 

Flight-Sim 

l-TBA 

Janes Simulations 

Feb/March 

If there was one standout prod¬ 

uct by Jane’s Simulations, it’d 

have to be Apache Longbow 

(which also put Jane’s 

Simulations name as a profes¬ 

sional flight sim developer on 

the books). And one of the main 

reasons behind the success of 

this game is that it was the 

brainchild of legend Andy Hollis. 

All hail Andy Hollis! Flight Sim 

designer extraordinaire and all 

round great guy! Well, his work 
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on MicroProse’s infamous F-15 

Strike Eagle series has been 

hotly discussed amongst the 

flight simmers for years. All the 

hard core flight sim enthusiasts 

criticized the game quite ven¬ 

omously, while all others sang 

praise for the game. 

For reasons totally unrelated, 

Andy Hollis is back at the helm 

of another flight sim - this time 

the it's the F-15 again! Promising 

the same level of detail that goes 

into all other Janes sims, F-15 

looks like it could be the one to 

satisfy both the hard core freaks 

and the casual enthusiasts at 

once. Designed in conjunction 

with Jane’s military 

analysts and a bunch 

of real USAF F-15 

pilots, F-15 has been 

designed with real¬ 

ism (and just a little 

bit of fun) in mind. 

For this purpose, 

there’ll be over 2.5 

million square miles 

of south-western 

Asia to fly over, 2 full 

battle campaigns to 

PC PowerPlay 

and Dragons Forgotten Realms 

universe, Baldur’s Gate aims at 

complementing complex charac¬ 

ter development with a rich plot 

and storyline. Using the entire 

set of the AD&D rules, Bioware 

claim that avid fans of AD&D 

will feel right at home, just as 

will newcomers to RPG’s and 

Visible ft invisible stats. Might 

even make Mr. Wildgoose happy 

AD&D. This is due to the ‘hid¬ 

ing’ of the rule system in the 

game - transparent to the user, 

or only visible if the player wish¬ 

es so. Unlike other AD&D CRPG 

efforts, there will be only one 

customizable character, however 

a further five non playing charac¬ 

ters will be able to join your 

party. Combat can be either real¬ 

time or turn based. 

From all appearance, Baldur’s 

Gate could be the RPG that we've 

all been waiting for - beautiful 

visuals, plenty of depth, and plen¬ 

ty of length. Start salivating now! 

Andy Hollis takes on the F-15 

again, in tandem with Janes's 

fly (both based on plausible 

potential situations), and the pre¬ 

cise modelling of the F-15 cock¬ 

pit, to name but some of the fea¬ 

tures. There’s also multiplayer, 

the ability to jump in the co-pilot 

seat, create your own missions 

with a comprehensive mission 

builder and one can only hope 

they provide the online flight 

tutorial that came with Longbow. 

As for the precise modelling of 

the cockpit, all we can say is 

HOT! The detail of the cockpit in 

F-15 l°°ks a treat (we can’t exact¬ 

ly vouch for it’s realism now, can 

we?), as does that of the sur¬ 

rounding terrain. No doubt need¬ 

ing the muscle of a 3D accelera¬ 

tor, F-15 maY even look as good 
as it may play. Should be avail¬ 

able early next year. 
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PREVIEW 

can be collected from the envi¬ 

ronment (and the other base) or 

players that are carrying them. 

Arsenal is more accurate test of 

skill than standard death match. 

Each players is randomly given 

six of the 21 weapons available, 

with the task of making a kill 

with each weapon once. With the 

kill, that particular weapon is 

dropped from the inventory. The 

player that gets rid of the 

weapons first gets a mega¬ 

kill. This shifts the skill 

focus away from the 

weapon to the strategies 

used. The final mode, 

Assassin, is just pure fun. 

Each player is assigned 

A top down, fast-paced action 

game? An aging concept, but Take 

No Prisoners is looking pretty good 

another player as their target, 

with the aim of hunting them 

down. Rather than promoting a 

free fall all killing spree, killing a 

non target in this mode takes 

away a kill or point - so caution 

is necessary. The killer is 

assigned a new player to hunter 

after a kill. 

With cleverly designed levels 

and multiplayer games to boot, 

Take No Prisoners looks like 

being a big hit. It seems to have 

it where it counts. It’ll be curious 

just to see how well this game 

will do in a world of first person 

shooters, and how well gamers 

will receive this and producers 

their own enhancements. 

lake No Prisoners 
Action/Shooter 

l-TBA 

Raven Software 

November 

Don’t get us wrong. We LOVE 

first person shooters. From the 

bleary-eyed conquest of Castle 

Wolfenstein, the hauntingly evil 

grin of the Cacodemons in 

Doom, to the macho speak of 

Duke Nukem 3D, we love our 

first person action. And of 

course, we can’t wait for the likes 

of Quake II. Dammit though! A 

change is as good as a holiday, 

variety is the spice of life, yadda 

yadda yadda - whatever. Just as 

the virgin territory of the real¬ 

time strategy game has been 

breached, we’ve got plenty of 

first person next big thing 

wannabe’s coming our way. 

Keeping busy with Hexen II, 

Raven have been busy working 

on not one, but two action games 

with a slight twist. A total change 

in perspective to be more pre¬ 

cise. Dropping the first person 

perspective approach, going with 

the overhead view and sticking 

with the basic philosophy of the 

Doom shooter, Take No 

Prisoners is set to be the most 

unconventional Quake killer to 

emerge in the gaming scene this 

year. Similar to MageSlayer 

(which can be associated 

in theme with Hexen), 

Take No Prisoners offers 

just about all that 

appeals in the first per¬ 

son action genre, with a 

few twists. First up - 

more of what made the 

others so good. 21 

weapons, 22 enemies, 

22 combat items, and 

plenty of different loca¬ 

tions. 3D accelerator 

support is also featured. 

The new perspective 

offers a less common 

style of play, and to 

those thinking a flat one- 

level environment is 

what’s on offer, think 

again. TNP has multi¬ 

levels with all manner of 

varying environmental 

traps and pitfalls. A 

detailed storyline is also 

promised, as well as a 

non linear level structure 

and various data access 

points scattered through¬ 

out the levels to keep 

things interesting. 
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The aspect though that will not 

only ensure Take No Prisoners' 

place in most gamers collection 

but also on the HD drive is the 

multiplayer side of 

the game. While the 

game itself is huge 

and will offer a great 

single player romp, 

Raven have really 

thought things out 

with the objectives 

of playing with other 

people. To this 

effect, TNP offers 

the three well 

known and tradi¬ 

tional modes of mul¬ 

tiplay - deathmatch, capture the 

flag, and co-operative play. Raven 

came up with another three 

damn good ideas make multiplay 

kick. Stockpile is similar to prin¬ 

cipal of capture the flag, though 

promote a more offensive and 

aggressive strategy. The aim is to 

collect a certain number of crys¬ 

tals that are dropped and count¬ 

ed at the team’s base. Crystals 

Category 

Players 

Publisher 

Available 
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$79.95 ^ Curse of Monkey Island $89.95 Super Bubsy 
$49.95' CyberJudas $89i)5 n 

$89.95 ^The Dark Project tba COlYiPlI; 
$89.95 * D-Day 99 $79.95 LucasArchives #1 
$59.95 Discworld $29.95 LucasArchives #2 

Discworld 2 $89.95 * X:Treme Velocity 

■:ighters ' "$29 95 
ngbow $29.95 
[igbow Gold $89.95 
Longbow 2 $89.95 

che 3.0 $89.1)5 
an Air War tba 

^Falcon 4.0 tba 
* iF22 Raptor $79.95 

$69.95 F22 Lightning II $49.95 
$79.95 ^F22 Raptor $89.95 
$79.95 * Fighters Anthology S89.95 
579.95 * Flight SimulatorY98 JI79.95 
$79.95 Flight Unlimited . $29.95 
$49.95' ^-Flight Unlimited 2 \ $79.95 
$79.95 Flying Corps 889.95 
$79.95 ^Flying Nightmares II 889.95 
$79.95 Hind 879.95 
$79.95 Jetfighter Ilf 879.95 
$79.95 Longbow Korea Expansion $29.95 
$79.95 * Pilot Companion 859.95 
tba Pro Pilot $89.95 
$79.95 ^RedBaron2 $89.95 

SU*27 ± $49.95 1 il Super^F Zt)00 Win95 $44.95 
$69.95 ^TFX3 tba 
$79.95' u- . 
$79.95 HllltS 

Doom Unlimited $9.95 
Hints Unlimited 1 $19.95 

58^95 Hints Unlimited 2 $19.95 
Hints Unlimited 3 $29.95 

►81.95 * Hints Unlimited 4 $29.95 
>29j)5^ Levels Unlimited tba, 

►89.95 Mechs 
>89.95 Big Mecfi Battlepack $49.95 
>49.95 ^Earthsiege3 $89.95 
>79.95 G-Nome $49.95' 
>69.95 J* Heavy Gear tba 
189.95 + Kill Suit .^^$89.95 
►89.95 Mech2: Mercenaries $49.95* 
>49.95 Shattered Steel $29.95' 
►89.95 TerraNova $29.95' 

£95 Role Plavina 

Alien Trilogy 
«* Blood 

Dark Forces 2 
Duke Nukem Atomic- 
Descent II 
Descent Infinite Abyss 
* Hexen 2 

Final Doom 
Hexen 
Heretic, 
Hexen Data Disk 
MDK ' 
Outlaws 
Quake 
Quake MissipnaMI 

Scourge olAmiagon 
* Quake Mis^pns#2 

Dissolution Sf Eternil 
^ Quake 2 
Redneck Rampage 

* Shadow Warrior 
Time Copimando 
Tomb Raider 

|,^TomB Raider 2 
Ultimate Doom 

Action 
Archimedean Dynasty 
* Battlesport 
^ Battlestations 
Bedlam 
Croc 
Crusader: No Regret 
Cyberspeed 
Oeadly Tide 
Dje Hard Trilogy 

) * Extreme Assault 
Fire Fight 
Fragile Allegiance 
* G Police 
* Grid Runner 
* Guts ’n Garters 
Hardwar 
Hellbender 
Hunter/ Hunted 

Magic Carpet 2 $69.95 
♦ Meat Puppets $79.95 
Necrodome $49.95 
^ Rascal tba 
^Respect, Inc. tba 
Re-Loaded * $69.95 
♦ Rebel Moon Rising $79.95 

Riot $29.95 
Rush Hour $89.95 
Scorcher k $49.95 
Scorched Planet $79.95 
Tiger Shark . $89.95 
Sandwarriors $69.95 
Scarab $29.95 
* Sentient $89.95 
+ Shadow Master tba 

Shadows of the Empire $89.95 
^ Shattered Light $79.95 
^►Swagman $89.95 
j* Swiv 3d tba 
Syndicate Wars $49.95 
* Terracide tba 

* Third Millenium 
^Tex Murphy: Overseer 
Timelapse 
* Twinsen’s Oddyssey 
* Ubik 

Versailles 
Yoda Stories 
^►Zork Grand Inquisitor 
Zork Nemesis 



{9.05 t^Subterrane $79.95 
19.95 Tank $79 95 
19 95 *4*Tank Resistance 2024 $99.95 

79.95 SPOrt 
;79^5 Actua Soccer $79.95 

*.Adidas Power Soccer $89.95 
Cricket ’97 $79.95 
FIRkSoccer ’97 

’98 Road/World Cup 
FPS: Baseball 98 
FPS: Football 97 
♦ FPS: Golf Bundle 
FPS: Golf Black Diamond 
^►Baseball 3D 
Hardball 5 
^ Legends of Football 97 
Madden NFL *97 

Madden NFL ‘98 
NBA Hangtime 
NBA Jam Extreme 
^ NBA Live ‘98 

149 95 NHL Hockey ’97 $49.95 
139.95 * NHL Hockey ‘98 $89.95 
149.96 Premier Manager 97 
13995 Soccer 

★ Triple Play ‘98 
Trophy Bass 2 

Trophy Rivers 
Virtual Snooker 

Golf 
Actua Golf 

* British Open Golf 

^Cyberstorm 2 H] 
teyy Conquest Earth i 

$79 95 Conquest New World Deluxe J.95 * Constructor $79.95 
.95' * Capitalism + 

_95 Destiny 
"TSflA Deadlock 

* Emperor/Fading Suns $79.95 
$49.95*^* Great Battles Alexandria $79.95 
$69.95 ^fcstory of the World $99.95 
tba **Wnperium Galactica $69.95 
$79.95 * Into the Void $79.95 
! 189.95 L JA;deadly Games $89.95 
! 179.95 Magic The Gathering $89.95 
: 189.95 Mastetof Orion 2 $89.95 
549.95 Mission Force: Cyberstorm $69.95 
149.95 \ *+■ Outpost 2 $89.95 
: 179.95 Over the Reich $99.95 

: $59.95' Pacific General 
; II $89.95 Sim City 3000 

$49.95 Star Control 3 

$2a95'^t4s! \ 
Stak General 

$69.95 StectPanthe/s 1 Exp 
JS59.95 , Slaef Padthers 2 
$48.95' Steel Panthers 2 Exp 
$79.95 Strategy Pack 
tba Third Reich 
$89.95 Wages of War $69.95 
$89.95 War Inc. $79.95 
$89.95 Wooden Ships & Iron Men $99.95 139.95 * X-COM III Apocalypse $89.95 

K Sp^eComliat 
49.95 Batticcrdteer 3000AD $79.95 

§: Darklightconflict $29.95 
$89.95 ^ Epic Space Marine $79.95 

$129 95 Privateer 2:^10 Darkening $49.95 
$49.95 +> Privateer \ 

The Darkening Special Ed. $79.95 
Rebel Assault m $59.95 

tba * S T Starflee%Academy $89.95 1.95 TIE Fighter tMKRk $89.95 
.95 Wing Commandeh 
.95' The Kilrathi Saga $49.95 
.95 Commander 5: 
.95 Prophecy * „ W™ $89.95 
95 X-WIngTWogy % $59.95 
.95 * X-Wing Vs TIE Fight* $69.95 
.95 -w-  ^ *+mmm*~* mairox mystique 
95 TSillKS & SilUS Orchid Righteous 3D 
.95 688i Hunter Killer $89.95 Sierra Screamin 3D 
.95 • Armored Fist 2 0 $89 95 Maxi GafjfmD 

J5 Abrams Joystick 
1.95 * Nuclear Strike $89.95 CH Jetstick 
.95 Silent Hunter $49.95 CH Flighfetick 

$89.95 Silent Hunter Patrol Disk $39.95 CH Flightstick Pro 

To check the date on any upcoming titles call our Infc 

189.95 MadOatz Steering Wheel $139.95 
179.9* IfasterPjloi $89.95 
179.96 ** Microsoft Sidewinder-Pro 
(49.95 Force Feedback $289 00% 
iba Microsoft Sidewinder Pro $79.95 
179.95 Microsoft Sidewinder Pad* W9J95 
189.95 % SpaceOrP360 - 7 “ $99.95 
;*9.95 Suncom F15F Hawk $79.95 
>89.95 Suncom FlrfE Raptor $109.95 
>49.'W^uncori FlfiE Talon $13495 
>49.95' Suncom W( 3000 $4?r§S 

jrust Master: 
F16 FLCS $329.95 
F22 Pro ATFC $369.95 
formula T2 $249.95 
r* Formula ProT3 $349.95 
Game Card (ACM) $84.95 
GP1 Wheel $149.95 
* Millenium Digital 3D $199.95 
Pinball Controller $99.95 
★ Rage 3D Gamepad $109.95 
Rudder Controls $299.95 

$79.95 TopGun '4&L95 
$79.95 TQS (for F16) $31^95 
$44*95 WCS MK2 $259.95 
$44.95 X-Fighter $124.95 
$89.95 * Wingman Extreme Digital tba 11 cd & mWiue; 

j* 7th Legion 
★ Achtung Spitfire 
^Africa Korps 
Afterlife 
j* Age of Ironclads 
Age of Sail 
Age of Rifles 
Anvil of Dawn 
★ Ardennes Offensive 
Battlegrounds 1-9: ea. 
Blitzkreig 
Caesar II ^ 
Cave Wars 
^Cave Wars 2 
Civilization II 
Civ II Scenario #1 I 
^ Civil War 2 !■ 



PREVIEW 

Category 

Players 

Publisher 

Available 

Aussie Rules sim 

l-TBA 

Creative Assembly 

December 

By the time you read this, the 

various big name football codes 

will have finished their seasons 

already and teams will be off on 

their end of season trip, wreak¬ 

ing havoc and disgracing them¬ 

selves wherever they go. 

However, as I write the preview 

for this very impressive looking 

(and much needed) game, finals 

fever is in full swing. Next week¬ 

end St Kilda meet the Crows in 

the Grand Final, and it promises 

to be a magnificent stoush. With 

the gain in popularity over the 

past couple of years, AFL has 

truly become the Australian 

Category 

Players 

Publisher 

Available 

Real-time Strategy 
1-2 

Eidos 

Dec/jan 

Real time strategy has become 

the Kraft Singles of gaming 

genres. Refined, bland, shrink 

wrapped and tasteless, there are 

only a few in the current crop 

that rate a mention. Into this 

climate of mass market exploita¬ 

tion steps Eidos with Conquest 

Earth. Knowing that they need¬ 

ed something different in order 

to stand out from the crowd 

they have come up with proba¬ 

bly the most unique real time 

strategy game to date. 

The underlying story is noth¬ 

ing new, Earth sends mining 

probe to Jupiter, local residents 

catch horrible disease from 

probe, local residents blame 

humans for sending probe, local 

residents decide to exterminate 

humans. Well, wouldn't you? So 

we have two sides locked in con¬ 

flict. Eidos’ original take on the 

story though is to provide com¬ 

pletely different interfaces and 

gameplay styles for the two 

sides. The alien interface is truly 

alien, it was to this gamer any¬ 

way, which adds nicely to the 

game’s atmosphere. 

There are other idiosyncratic 

game elements too, such as the 

ability to take over and command 

individual units, like a top down 

arcade game! But probably the 

most unique aspect is the way in 

which you conduct your cam¬ 

paign. There are no preset mis¬ 

sions a-la Red Alert etc. What 

you have is a map of the globe 

and warnings as to which areas 

are under alien attack. You 

decide where you want to take on 

the enemy, alien or human. It 

actually reminds me a lot of the 

early X-Com games in the way 

that it works and gives the game 

a more epic feel, with the world 

laid out before you. 

Conquest Earth has enough 

innovative features and overall 

strategic elements to breath new 

life into the genre and may just 

hit the spot with gamers sick of 

the traditional structure of real 
time strategy games. 

PC PowerPlay 
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game, due in no small part to the 

rape and pillage of the other foot¬ 

ball codes by the dirty dollar 

men. They’ve got the best com¬ 

mentator, in the legendary Bruce 

McAvaney, the best grounds, and 

arguably the best spectator sport. 

But the picture hasn’t been com¬ 

plete up until now - there hasn’t 

been a decent AFL computer 

game. There will be soon. 

It’s going to come as no sur¬ 

prise that the name behind the 

game is EA, for they are the 

king of sports sims, but it will 

probably surprise (and possibly 

scare) most people that the 

game has been developed by an 

English company. They should¬ 

n’t be worried though, it’s the 

same company responsible for 

the eminently playable ARL ‘96. 

and they look to have done a 

great job with this game too. 

They’ve obtained the AFL’s per¬ 

mission to use all the players 

and teams, with accurate stats 

AU that's needed now is a 

sim-tribunal... in my version Greg 

Williams would be banned for life 

for being a wanker 

to boot. Then there’s the graphi¬ 

cal look of the game, and it does 

look fantastic, with all the play¬ 

ers movements captured with 

rotoscoping, and they've even 

got the umpires nancy boy walk¬ 

ing technique down pat too - 

talk about realism! We haven’t 

had the chance to fully test the 

gameplay yet, but what we have 

seen does look awfully impres¬ 

sive, and it looks like finally we 

may have a decent AFL sim out 

there for us - yay! 

It's another RTS 

game that tries a 

slightly different 

approach. Is it Kraft 

I or Camenbert 

though? 
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PREVIEW 

Populousje Third Coming 

If you go back a good 4 
years you may remember 
the release of Populous, 

the game that really brought 
Bullfrog to prominence. It was 
a massive success all around 
the world and was followed up 
with a sequel that did equally 
well. This, the third instal¬ 
ment, is by far the most 
impressive looking of all the 
games. 

Polygon everything, but with the legendary Populous gameplay 

In control 
In terms of game- 

play, there is a new 
type of person with- 

riors and this is where you will 
send people to be trained as war¬ 
riors, who have the extra ability 
to fight, an essential ingredient 
when you do battle. At any time 
you can click on any building 
and a superimposed menu will 
appear informing how many 
people are either working, living 
inside the building, or even how 
many trees it has taken to build 
it. Right click on a person and 
you find out what they are up to. 
Initially you begin a level with 
just your Shaman and original 
people, called braves. 

A.I. 

The artificial intelligence in the 
game is very sophisticated and 
Bullfrog believe this alone could 
be marked as a tool and they are 
bold enough to state it is the best 
AI they have seen within a game. 
The AI is driven by an editor 
where the programmer can 
tweak a variety of difficulty fac¬ 
tors which make the default 
characteristics but additionally 
there are scripts that are written 
and placed in the program to 
cater for any and every eventuali¬ 
ty that may come up. This 
ensures that the game will make 
sensible moves. 

New and old 
There are similarities to the 

original Populous and there are 
differences. The similarities are 
that you still play a God and 
you have a whole range of 
spells that will effect the land 
and the enemies. You still have 
the simple objective of wiping 
out the computer player Gods 
and the way you do that is simi¬ 
lar, in that you have to build up 
your forces and settlements, 
expand and when you think you 
are strong enough go in and 
attack. Still predominant is a 
leader, and manna for using 
spells. The differences are that 
unlike in the original game you 
had thousands of levels and 
each level was computer gener¬ 
ated, what we have decided to 
do is set Populous 3 over a 
finite number of levels - 30 in 
all. Instead of the computer 
purely generating the levels, we 
have done this but then level 
designers have gone into them 
and tweaked the terrains and 
carefully choreographed them 
to make for a better game. 

A view to thrill 
In Popi/2 you never directly con¬ 

trolled your followers, you influ¬ 
enced them. Now you have more 
control. The original isometric set 
view has been changed to a full 
rotational 3D display. It is unique 
in that it has a curved horizon, so 
unlike other 3D games where you 

get fog in the back¬ 
ground and moun¬ 
tains, etc. appear 
from it as you move 
closer, with Populous 
3 you simply roll over 
the horizon which 
gives it a more dra¬ 
matic look and feel. 

CT Bullfrog are confident the A.I is the best ever 

PC PowerPlay 
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which we call the 
‘wild people’. The 
wild people are 
completely wild 
and run around tin 
landscape looking 
for water to drink 
and food to eat. 
The other type of 
people you will fin< 
are the blues 

(human player) and reds (com¬ 
puter controlled). You control 
your own followers. In order tc 
expand your army and to get 
big enough to attack the com¬ 
puter’s army, you will have to 
use your Shaman, to convert 
the wild people. She will go 
into a special trance and preacl 
to them and they will then be 
converted onto your side. 

Building - In control 
There are many types of build¬ 

ings. A drum tower will attract 
the wild people, so the bigger 
the settlement and the more 
buildings around your drum 
tower will attract more wild peo¬ 
ple, then you can call the 
Shaman and convert them in 
order to expand easily. A warrior 
hut will of course house war¬ 

Category 

Players 

Strategy 

l-TBA 

Bullfrog/EA 

December 
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MICRO PREVIEW 

DAYTONA USA DELUXE 
Category 

Players 

Publisher 

Available 

Racing 

1-8 

Sega Entertainment 

November 

Rnother Sega PC title getting the 

top quality treatment it deserves 

the SECOND time round. Well, 

better late than never. The question 

is though, how exciting can you make 

an arcade game where you drive around 

a fairly boring track and occasionally 

spin out? USA Deluxe lays down 

improved graphics, 5 new high-res 

courses, multiplayer capability, force 

feedback support and a nicer racing 

engine. It looks like it may be a bit of 

a winner, and compared to the last 

effort, it can’t be much worse. Maybe 

we’ll finally get to enjoy American 

stock car racing! 

Categor 

Publisher 

Available 

9 Action/Adventure 
l 

Bethesda Softworks 

November 

Redguard is set in Bethesda’s “Elder 

ScroU" series, Tamriel to be precise, 

though the feel of this Elder Scrolls 

game is much less medieval than Arena 

and Daggerfall games. This title has a defi¬ 

nite pirate feel - swashbucklers, cutlasses 

and cheesy “ahoy-there-mateys” should 

abound. However, this is not a full blown 

RPG that Daggerfall was, rather, an action 

adventure that borrows from Tomb Raider 

and Alone in the Dark. The protagonist 

becomes involved in a story and plot that 

sounds captivating, with the adventure bits 

broken by straight out combat to keep 

things fun. Looking very promising. 

SONIC 30 BIAS! 
Category 

Players 

Publisher 

Available 

Action 

l 

Sega Entertainment 

December 

Unlike Virtua Fighter and the racing 

games (Daytona and Sega Rally) 

released by Sega Entertainment, 

Sonic Blast 3D doesn’t seem to make as 

much sense as a glorified PC release. Why? 

Sonic 3D Blast on the Saturn wasn’t exactly 

worth prancing home about, and as a PC 

port, there’s little new and noteworthy to 

start shouting to the heavens about. 3D Blast 

is actually one of the more recent Sonic 

titles to break from the platforming tradi¬ 

tion, and may be tickle the fancy of quite a 

few of you out there. 

Players 

Publisher 

Available 

Sports 

l-TBA 

Ubisoft 

November 

Joy! Another football sim for the PC, 

this time from France for variety’s 

sake. We’ve seen an alpha, and while 

it did need a few tweaks and refine¬ 

ments, it did look pretty damn good. The 

animations aren’t quite as big as EA’s 

FIFA standard, but they moved extremely 

well, smoothly and beautifully. As far as 

gameplay goes, it’s not really fair to 

judge at this early stage, but the con¬ 

trols are fairly simple - shoot, pass and 

special, and it's looking much more oike 

an arcade style game rather than a full 

on sim. However, there are plenty of 

modes to play in (Tournaments, regular 

seasons, and so on), and heaps of teams 

to choose from - including three from 

Australia! Initial impressions for World 

Football are good, but we’ll have to wait 

and see the final product... 

TENTH PLANET 
Category 

Players 

Publisher 

Available 

Action/Strategy 
l-TBA 

Bethesda 

Christmas 

The lOthe Planet was originally being 

co-developed by Centropolis - the 

creators of the film Independence 

Day. Their joint vision was an action 

game with strategy and an awesome sto¬ 

ryline. Due to film commitments, 

Centropolis backed out and left the 

honour of finishing the game to 

Bethesda. Well, after an indefinite 

delay period, it’s finally on it’s way out! 

Comprising of 3D action space combat 

not unlike wing Commander or X-Wing. 

Customizing your space ships is 0 primary 

feature, as well as tinkering with them 

and running your own course in the game 

- non-linear gameplay. Sound like a bet¬ 

ter version of Privateer? It does a little 
to us. Full review soon. 

Category 

Publisher 

Available 

Sports 

l-TBA 

Sierra On-line 

November 

» I UVMUdll, DdbCUdll, Fiuiu rage Dpuns 

Golf, even Trophy Bass (fishing), now 

add Skiing to the list! Going straight 

past the likely choice of Basketball as the 

next sports sim in the famous FPS line, you 

can now shush down ski slopes in the latest 

of winter fashion. Literally. In true FPS fash¬ 

ion, almost every factor that may affect the 

way you ski (however trivial or insignificant) 

is included. Choose your brand name gog¬ 

gles, poles skis, etc before hitting four accu¬ 

rately modelled American ski fields. As well 

as multiple gameplay options (including 

multiplayer), this game is actually looking 
pretty good. 

PC PowerPlay 



Sony PlayStation or Nintendo 64? tfoU/ cfo)086. 
Either way we have a huge range of games, accessories & deals 

to keep you playing HARDER, FASTER & MEANER for longer. 

PERFORMANCE 

PlayStation 

Sony PlayStation 
Console - with mind- 
blowing 32-bit graphics & 
awesome CD sound. 

Uv hllEACH WW 
Sony PlayStation Memory Card. 1Mb Namco Arcade 
Controller. The original of memory allowing Stick. A must for 
pronged design for you to save up to 15 Doom-style games, 
ultimate gaming control. games. 

NINTENDO 64 GAMES 
FROM $5g95 
Take up the challenge of ... 
• Super Mario 64 ...S99 
• Wave Race 64.$79.95 NINTENDO64 
• Pilot Wing 64.$59.95 

Nintendo 64 Hand Controller. A 
multi-purpose controller provides the ideal 
layout for any type of game. Features 
14-button control. Lots of colours. 

SYDNEY METRO • AUBURN SUPERSTORE D2i 9202 4888 • BALGOWLAH SUPERSTORE <02 9948 4511 • BLACKTOWN (02) 9831 2155 
•CAMPBELLTOWN 02) 4628 4006 • CARINGBAH SUPACENTA 32) 9542 7088 • CHATSWOOD WALLACEWAY C2) 9419 6133 • FAIRFIELD 02 9727 8^ , 
• GORDON 02) 9498 1499 • MOORE PARK SUPACENTA 02) 9313 6500 • PENRITH 02.4732 1566 • WILEY PARK .02) 9740 6055 NSW COUNTRY 
• ARMIDAlE 02! 6771 3788 • BATHURST 12) 6332 3399 • COFFS HARBOUR 02) 6651 9011 • DENIUOUIN 03) 5881 5499 • DUBBO ^16884 4977 
■ ERINA 32 4367 6444 • GRAFTON (02* 6643 3266 • INVERELL 32) 6721 0811 . LISMORE 02) 6621 8888 • MAITLAND 02) 4934 2423 • MOREE 
(02) 6752 7531 • MUDGEE 32) 6372 6514 • NEWCASTLE SUPERSTORE 33) 4948 4555 • NOWRA 02* 4421 5755 • ORANGE 02) 63614111 • PARKES 
(02i 6862 2803 • PORT MACQUARIE 02) 6581 0088 • TAMWORTH 02) 6766 3999 • TAREE (02) 6551 3699 • WAGGAWAGGAJ^m69217100 
• WARRAWONG 32)4275 2722-YOUNG (02)6382 5744 ACT • FYSHWJCK 02)6280414)3 -WODEN PLAZA 02*628225"1 BRISBANE METRO • ASPLEY 
(07) 3834 1100 NOW OPEN • CARINDALE 37) 3843 1700 • MT GRAVATT 07)38494299 • OXLEY (07) 3332 1100 • WINDSOR .1 3357 7777 • GOLD 
COA? r SaaTaOPENTDAvS QUEENSLAND COUNTRY . SUNSHINE COAST (07) 5444 8277OPEN 7DAYS. BUNOABERG 071)51 ISN-UW* 
(070) 51 8499 OPEN 7 DAYS • GLADSTONE 379) 72 9886 OPENS OCTOBER • MACKAY 379) 42 2688 • NORTH ROCKHAMPTON 079)26 2755 
•TOWNSVILLE 37)255561 VICTORIA SUPERSTORES • OPEN 7 DAYS • DANDENONG 33 9706 9992 • MARIBYRNONG 33.9318 2700 • MOORABWN 
0319555 1222 • NUNAWADING 33) 9872 6366 • PRESTON 33) 9269 33C-3 VICTORIA COUNTRY • OPEN 7 OATS • ALBURY .02* 60411944-BALLARAT 

(03*5332 9344 - BENDIGO 33 5447 2333 • GEELONG 33' 5274 107~ • MILDURA 33) 5051 220C • SHEPPARTON 33) 5823 2533 • TRARALGON OPENS 
NOVEMBER WESTERN AUSTRALIA • CANNINGTON 08 9311 1100 NOW OPEN • OSBORNE PARK 38 9441 1100 OPENS OCTOBER *W &ALAN0 
. WAIRAU PARK. AUCKLAND *09* 441 9750 NOW OPEN • MANUKAU SUPACENTA 39* 262 7050 NOW OPEN HM16364 

Nintendo 64 Console. 
The hardware system power 
to burn. Features 64-bit 
graphics, CD quality sound, 
awesome running speed, 
analogue control stick and 
high quality games. 
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$3995 

Porsche Challenge 
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Crash Bandicoot 

SEE OUR HUGE RANGE OF PC GAMES. 



MICRO PREVIEW 

1 FIFTH FIEHENT 
Category 

Players 

Publisher 

Available 

Action/Adventure 

1 

Kalisto 

Early 98 

The Fifth Element wos another one 

of those block buster Hollywood 

special effects bonanza’s that’s 

beauty wos skin deep. Give us more 

skin deep if it looks this good! Well, 

thankfully the film’s licensers shopped 

around o bit and chose some one 0 lit¬ 

tle more up to the task. Kolisto, 

developers of Dark Earth, are going to 

weave their magic with this one. 

Spanning over 15 levels, this 3D action 

adventure ploys from either Korben 

Dallas’ or Leeloo’s perspective, on the 

quest to find the four elements. Puzzle 

solving and life taking will also be 

required. 

GROUND EFFECT 
Category 

Players 

Publisher 

Available 

Racing/Sports 
l-TBA 

Angel Studios 

Feb 98 

It’s about bloody time that there was a 

hovercraft racing sim out there for us to 

go crazy with. The whole idea of being 

propelled on a cushion air seems to have 

universal appeal. Not only that, but it makes 

a great kind of racing game too. Gone are the 

traditional and familiar physics of a road 

based racer, or even a straight water based 

racer, as the hovercraft is an interesting 

mode of transportation altogether. The devel¬ 

opment team spent a lot of time with hover¬ 

craft enthusiasts to get the feel of the thing 

just right. With 3D accelerator support, this 
is looking good. 

CYBERSTORM 2: coop wars 
Category 

Players 

Publisher 

Available 

Real time strategy 

l-TBA 

Sierra 

Xmas 

The first CyberStorm was loved by many 

- one of the few techy and easy to get 

into turn based strategy games to grace 

the market. In a totally non-surprising mar¬ 

keting move, Cyberstorm 2 will now be real 

time. No doubt many of you out there will be 

disappointed with this move (as we are),and 

Sierra is sticking by there guns. Planned for 

this sequel are more units, more upgrades, 

nicer graphics, friendlier multiplay and new 

terrain. Gone is the hex based movement, as 

are some of the micro management aspects 

like shield levels for example. 

MAGIC: INI GATHERING 
Expansion Pecks 

Sports 

l-TBA 

Ubisoft 

_November 

he Magic the Gathering computer 

gome has had its appeal, and if 

soles ore anything to go by, peo- 

Category 

Players 

Publisher 

Available 

pie are buying it by the box load. For 

this reason, Microprose hove to expan¬ 

sion sets coming our way. The first will 

feature 100 new rare digital cards from 

the Unlimited Edition, Arabian Nights 

and Antiquities trading sets, 0 new 

sealed deck generator, and 60 new 

premade decks. The second pack will 

include over 200 hundred new cords, os 

well os 0 multiplayer option via LAN, 

modem, serial or internet connections. 

The main drawcards of these two packs 

seems to be the inclusion of rare cords 

not reprinted since 1993. Those that 

love their Mogic, and love the computer 
game will love this. 

REFIHH 
Category 

Players 

Publisher 

Available 

Strategy 

l-TBA 

Metropolis 

Xmas 

Reflux is one of very few gome 

coming out of the good old east¬ 

ern bloc, and experience there is 

limited. Polish developers Metropolis 

(experienced) care not, for this is one 

gome that they’re very proud to show 

off. It’s yet another real time strategy 

game to add to the list. However, this 

one stands out for one porticulor rea¬ 

sons. The units (sort of roboty/cyborgy 

creations) controlled ore created by 

the player, from a choice of three 

areos. Legs, bodies and an extra mod¬ 

ule. with eight different legs and bod¬ 

ies, ond 8 extra’s, you con create a 

total of 512 different units. The gome 

will reword coreful and intelligent force 

creation, and calls for plenty of experi¬ 

mentation. Looking great! 

WORMS 1 
Category 

Players 

Publisher 

Available 

Strategy 

1-8 

Microprose 

November 

Wvnwia 10 uav.iv emu una lime, wc re 

getting a larger dose of manic 

cuteness. The object of the game 

is to guide your worms around the screen 

and destroy all the other worms in a glee¬ 

ful manner. The sequel boasts more 

weapons (60 of them), more detailed 

SVGA graphics, new character animations 

and multiplay over the internet. With 

another 7 players, you can lead your team 

against others through the randomly gen¬ 

erated terrain to victory. If the sequel is as 

addictive as the original worms, then we 

could all be in a bit of trouble. 

PC PowerPlay 
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DON'T LOOK BACK. 

THE PRODUCERS OF THE 

#1-SELLING, 3-D COMBAT SIM OF ALL TIME 

PRESENT THE NEW BREED. 

Pilot one of 16 Heavy Geax max 

MACHINES. AS NELL AS STKIDEXS AND 

OTHEK AXMOKED VEHICLES. 

The stunning oxafhics axe elevates to 

THE NEXT LEVEL WITH DlXECT 3D SUFFOXT. 

(ALL SCXEEN SHOTS SHONN FEATURE D3D) 

Something epic looms on the horizon. 

A future more devastating than the surrounding civil 

WAR. A HISTORY GRANDER THAN THE HEAVY GEAR WAR MACHINE. 

A UNIVERSE ONLY THE PRODUCERS OF THE #1-SELLING, 3-D COM¬ 

BAT SIM CAN TAKE YOU TO. 

Don't look back. 

What lies ahead is far too immense. 

HEAVY 
GEAR 
ON WINDOWS® 95 CD-ROM 
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REVIEW 

The wait is over. It’s here. All singing, all dancing, Quake with spells on. 

Hexen II is a 3D action 

based fantasy game, and 

the sequel to... Yeah 

right, as if this game needs any 

introduction. After months of 

drool inducing previews and 

screenshots, it’s finally time to 

forget about shotguns and rock¬ 

et launchers, and prepare both 

the incense sticks and the plate 

mail armour. 

Some really bad guy 

Your nemesis this time around 

is Eidolon, the third (and final?) 

member of the Serpent Riders 

bad boy club. You vanquished 

D'Sparil in Heretic, only to find 

out he was in reality just an 

apprentice in the world destruc¬ 

tion stakes. Hexen introduced 

his big brother Korax, a much 

nastier fellow but he died under 

your sword, and the world happi¬ 

ly went back to baking cookies 

and not worrying about demons 

burning down villages every 

night. Eidolon is the strongest of 

the three, and holds influence 

over hoards of deadly monsters 

as well as the Four Horsemen of 

the Apocalypse. Mmm maybe a 

shotgun and rocket launcher 

would come in handy after all? 

Chose your combat 

Four character classes are avail¬ 

able, and each has a style all to 

their own. Even a touch of role- 

playing has been thrown in for 

good measure. As you fight your 

way through evil beasties, experi¬ 

You gotta love a game that lets you cast spells at the 4 horsemen of the apocalypse 

ence points are gained that not 

only give you higher maximum 

hit points but also special abili¬ 

ties as well. Depending on how 

you want to play Hexen II will 

play a large part in deciding 

who’s shoes you want to step 

into. The Paladin is all swords 

and close up combat, quite plain 

but a sturdy enough fellow. The 

Crusader can freeze with his ice- 

wand plus create some very cool 

Hexen just wouldn't be the real deal without the catacombs 

looking whirlwinds with the odd 

power upgrade. A step above the 

Paladin in the interesting 

weapons category. Like the idea 

of skulking around in the shad¬ 

ows and the odd fatal backstab 

manoeuvre? Meet the Assassin, 

coupled with holy hand grenades 

and crossbows she holds her 

own quite well. My fave though 

is the Necromancer. Ok so he 

uses black magic and deadly fly¬ 

ing bone shards as projectiles for 

weapons, but he gets to suck 

health out of dead bodies and 

that makes him a friend in any 

dungeon crawl. 

Into the game and it’s time for 

some very good first impressions. 

The graphics are fantastic and a 

major step above Quake’s bland 

brown and grey colour scheme. 

The heavily promoted feature of 

smashing your way through book¬ 

cases, statues and household fur¬ 

niture is not only fun but neces¬ 

sary for uncovering some of the 

puzzles. It’s simply a lovely feeling 

travelling around, killing monsters 

and admiring the scenery... sort of 

like a twisted holiday. But then it 

happens, you insert that new 

3DFX card and it’s time to kneel 

down and worship in front of your 

monitor. I know some of you are 

thinking, “Oh here it comes, the 

boys at PowerPlay raving on about 

3DFX cards yet again”. The fact is 

that the accelerated version of 

Hexen II is bloody amazing and 

deserves a bit of a rave. 

The hub system from Hexen is 

back, and people are still going to 

either love it or hate it. Going 

back and forth between major lev¬ 

els, with some often very elusive 

PC PowerPlay 



REVIEW 

puzzles makes for a very different 

experience from the “This is 

Quake, I am Rambo, watch me 

kick some” type gameplay. The 

Medieval Hub contains a few 

nasty puzzles, but finding keys 

and shovels won’t have you in 

brain overload territory. The next 

level, being the Aztec Hub is in 

contrast a very tough nut. Finding 

the four elements in a heavy 

going multi-level maze can bring 

your gaming ego to its knees. To 

put it simply, I got completely lost 

on many occasions and desired, 

no craved some sort of automap. 

Quake didn’t need a mapping 

option, as it’s levels were linear 

and pretty easy, but Hexen II’s 

lack of a map seems a frustrating 

oversight. Better train that visual 

memory, as the Egyptian and 

Greco-Roman hubs will also have 

you wandering the odd corridor 

or two. 

Matching the puzzles, are the 

highly challenging monsters. 

From spiders, flying imps and the 

archers to the more exotic 

Medusa and Egyptian mummies, 

there is always something creep¬ 

ing around the next comer and 

they are smarter and more free 

ranging in movement than their 

Quake counterparts. Being sur¬ 

prised as a Were-|aguar leaped up 

in front of me from a far below 

balcony, then proceeding to slash 

me to death is one of the many 

examples of how you can be 

impressed with the monster AI 

and soil your pants all in one go. 

Big guns + magic! 

So apart from the absence of an 

auto-map feature, are there any 

other evils in Hexen 11? Initially 

the restriction of four basic 

Category 

Players 

Publisher 

Price 

Rating 

Available 

For 

ist Person 

1-32O-AN & Internet) 

Activision 

$89.95 

MA15+ 

Now 

A highly detailed 
and beautifully 
crafted puzzle and 
battle environ¬ 
ment. Atmosphere 
plus 

Against It truly scared me. 
Novice puzzle 
solvers are in for 
frustration 

Meed P90,16Mb RAM, 
WIN95 

Want P133, 32Mb RAM, 
3DFX card 

91© 

www. activision. com 

weapons for each character seems 

a bit on the stingy side of things. 

But take into account The Tome 

of Power's ability to transform 

these weapons into powerup vari¬ 

eties, plus all the other various 

magical artifacts to be found and 

any idea of weapon restrictions 

soon loses its sting. Deep satisfac¬ 

tion is found in summoning your 

own personal giant Imp, with the 

Icon of Summoning or the 

acquired art of sheep polymorph¬ 

ing with the Seal of the 

Ovinomancer. Hexen II is at 

heart, top quality ist person com¬ 

bat, coupled with puzzles and all 

imbedded in a beautiful use of 

the Quake engine. Hexen fans 

will love this. 

PCPowerPlay 



REVIEW 

Enter the Star Wars universe - in 3D. Use the Force, hack ‘n’ slash with light sabres and best of 
all, shoot stormies. Oh yes, this is magic. 

Handily, JK’s plot has been 

well-documented in pre¬ 

views and the like by this 

publication and others, so I 

shan’t dwell on it unnecessarily. 

You play Kyle Katarn, a trainee 

Jedi, seeking vengeance upon 

Jerec, a Dark Jedi who murdered 

your father. Before Jerec can be 

slain, however, Kyle has to 

accomplish various tasks that 

have been conveniently arranged 

into a series of missions, or lev¬ 

els. Hence, JK has some sem¬ 

blance of a coherent story, with 

the killing and destruction inter¬ 

spersed with FMV cut-scenes. 

Truly Star Wars feel 

After the usual “...in a galaxy far, 

far away...” opening sequence, 

The enemy A.I. is perfection 

Kyle begins the game 

in the high-tech city 

of Nar Shadaa armed 

with only his fists 

and a dinky, but use¬ 

ful, pistol. This is a 

metallic grey, futuris¬ 

tic city full of cav¬ 

ernous rooms, walls 

flanked by computer 

terminals, spectacu¬ 

lar views into deep 

space, and precipi¬ 

tous drops into black 

voids. At first, I 

enjoyed the gun- 

fights that take place 

across these huge 

open areas. It soon 

palled, though, as I 

realised I was merely wasting pre¬ 

cious ammo, and instead wished 

for some closer action where I 

could see more of my opponent 

than a distant scrawl of pixels. 

Many of the levels are massive 

areas that show off the architec¬ 

ture and 3D engine nicely - truly 

Star Wars in feel. The best ones 

are smaller and more compact. 

Jedi Knight is purely a ist-per- 

son shoot 'em up. The missions 

are all fairly basic affairs - 

“make your way through here, 

find this object and get out 

again” is a common aim. 

Completing each level requires 

no more than a swift trigger fin¬ 

ger and dextrous strafing skills. 

Genuine puzzles (beyond the 

The lightsabre is no gimmick. It 

blocks some fire and 1 swipe kills 

obvious “find key to open door”) 

are lacking, and so almost all 

the game transports you to very 

familiar Quake territory. This is 

not a problem, because, as 

Quake has proved, simplicity 

can be a great thing. JK does hit 

PCPowerPlay 
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i / 
/ V - 95© 

Category 

Players 

Publisher 

Price 

Rating 

Available 

Action 
1-8 
LucasArts 
$89.95 

MA15+ 
Now 

For Terrific music 
straight from the 
Star Wars movies. 
Decent graphics, 
and the Force and 
Lightsaber are cool. 

Against Takes too long to 
get going. Ho-hum 
weapons. 

Meed P90,16Mb RAM, 
2xCD, Win 95 
(Direct3D) 

Wont P166, 32Mb RAM, 
3D accelerator 

a spot of trouble occasionally 

though. There are mediocre and 

uneventful sections during 

some levels. Enemies are often 

placed in hopelessly predictable 

positions. For example, a long, 

bare corridor opens up into a 

room - do you think there could 

be someone hiding just around 

the corner? Wow, there is! 

Moments of shock or surprise 

are depressingly rare. 

It sounds amazing 

The music is great. 

Remember that dra¬ 

matic piece that was 

played nearly every 

time Darth Vader 

walked on screen? You hear that 

regularly throughout) K. For the 

most part, too, the music seems 

to mirror what’s happening, ris¬ 

ing and falling depending on 

Kyle’s situation. Jedi is also the 

very first commercially released 

game that supports the 

DirectSound cards with A3D 

support - such as the Diamond 

Monster 3D. True spatial 3D via 

just 2 speakers. This is probably 

one of the best sounding games 

yet made. 

The cut-scenes are reasonably 

good and lend the briefings a lit¬ 

tle in the way of atmosphere. A 

game of this nature, though, is 

simply crying out for some mid¬ 

mission briefings or interaction. 

Something akin to the frequent 

radio contact used in SkyNet 

would have added so much more 

to the game. 

The schwarz 

Kyle, as he progresses through 

the game, is able to gain a 

greater control over the Force. 

This idea, it has to be said, 

works very well. By discovering 

secrets in each level - these are 

the typical secrets for this sort of 

game, hidden rooms, etc - Kyle 

earns stars with which he can 

learn the myriad mystical ways 

of the Force - enhanced speed, 

persuasion, the ability to grab 

weapons from your enemy, etc - 

and those powers vary in accor¬ 

dance to whether Kyle joins the 

Light or Dark side. These are 

“bought”, so to speak, between 

levels and are with available for 

the rest of the game. 

The pistol and Stormtrooper 

rifle are good, both allowing 

accurate and rapid fire, while 

the remaining guns are a bit of 

a yawn. Thankfully, the 

Lightsaber is a success, perfect 

for cutting a swathe through a 

crowded room. Not only that, 

but it can deflect enemy gunfire 

with a degree of proficiency 

based on Kyle’s skill. 

Jedi isn't a Quake-beater, but it 

doesn’t try to be. Instead it's every¬ 

thing Dark Forces should have 

been and more. Essential gaming. 

David Wildgoose 
A good variety of baddies keeps it all exciting. Hello Mr. Squarefist 

PCPowerPliy 



REVIEW 

Think of Blade Runner, soft engine glows and a frame rate so smooth it spills like melted butter 
down your screen. This is G-Police. 

nm 

With the glo- 

™“,„r 
the 3D era most of 

us have developed 

embarrassing drool¬ 

ing problems which 

seem to occur when¬ 

ever a 3D game pops 

up on our monitors. 

Game after game 

manages to take the 

technology of our 3D 

cards one step fur¬ 

ther, causing us to 

lose hope in the 

prospect of ever hav¬ 

ing a normal, game 

free, life. 

G-Police does 

nothing to change 

this. In fact, it's 

advanced it. This 

game shows what 

3D cards are really 

capable of. 

Killing with reason 

The first thing 

that hits you about 

G-Police is the intro 

sequence. 

Psygnosis have 

used an interesting vertical 

interlace system instead of the 

usual horizontal interlace that 

presents an almost perfect, line 

free, seamless FMV. On top of 

this the intro itself is brilliant, 

providing the background, a 

plot and an introduction to the 

G-Police themselves. The tech¬ 

nology used to produce the 

actors is incredible — it’s like 

watching a movie populated by 

Max Headrooms. 

The background story is plausi¬ 

ble, dealing with Earth in 2097 

long after all 

resources have been 

sucked dry and indi¬ 

vidual countries 

took to the stars to 

establish colonies 

and mine the 

resources of other 

worlds. 

Corporations rule 

the stars and in an 

attempt to keep 

peace on colonies 

they allow Earth 

Government to create the 

Government Police, staffed by 

war veterans and idealists, not to 

mention the odd trigger happy 

gun slinger (that’s you). 

As a G-cop you get to fly the 

A variety of different viewing modes. Great! 

Simply stunning graphics, pushing the capabilities of 3D cards to their limits 

DASA-Kamov Havoc, which is 

really just a fancy codename for 

‘flying machine with big 

kahoonas'. Just the way we like 

it. However G-Police isn’t just 

about punishing undesirables 

and blowing up the odd civilian 

who was silly enough to get in 

your way, nope being a G-cop is 

about following orders and 

behaving like the well trained 

hovering weapons platform that 

you are. Oh, and then there’s 

this mystery solving business. 

This is where you, as Slater, 

come into the picture — joining 

the G-Police in an attempt to 

solve the murder of your sister, 

also a G-cop, who mysteriously 

died while uncovering some 

information relating to the cor¬ 

porations. As you fly the mis¬ 

sions the story slowly unfolds, 

giving you the clues you need to 

discover what happened to her 

and why. 

It’s refreshing to find a mildly 

interesting story associated with 

a sim such as this, and with cut 

scenes using the same technolo¬ 

gy as the introduction, you can’t 

wait to see what happens next. 

The missions in G-Police, like 

the background story, are well 

designed. There are 35 in all, 

split over four campaigns. 

PC PowerPlay 



REVIEW 

Sometimes you have to hunt 

down and destroy a certain 

enemy, or track down rogue 

vehicles, or provide air cover for 

ground police, or fly escort mis¬ 

sions and so on. All within the 

city domes that make up the G- 

Police world and all populated by 

air and ground ‘traffic’, giving 

the impression of an 

autonomous world around you. 

Bright lights! 

The next thing you notice 

about G-Police is the graphics. 

As you drift out into the city 

from your launch platform you 

see other hover vehicles glide by, 

traffic bustling on the streets far 

below and the odd tower billow¬ 

ing out smoke or 

fire in the dark 

skies above. The 

vehicles and build¬ 

ings have a distinctly 

Blade Runner-esque 

feel to them, which 

adds immensely to 

the atmosphere. 

G-Police is, essen¬ 

tially, a flight sim 

that takes full advan¬ 

tage of your 3D 

hardware. It’s not a 

complex sim that 

requires you to read and memo¬ 

rize 90 different keys, rather it’s 

more like a flight sim shoot-em- 

up where all you need to know is 

how to change weapons and 

shoot. Despite this basic 

approach, G-Police is a remark¬ 

ably satisfying sim. The world 

physics are relatively realistic and 

with the power of a 3D card 

there’s nothing quite like dog- 

fighting between buildings with 

a frame rate so smooth it causes 

that drooling habit to appear 

again. 

And fighting is, without a 

doubt, where G-Police shines. 

You don’t know what your 3D 

card is capable of until you go a 

few rounds with an enemy 

vehicle, hovering between the 

crowded city buildings, letting 

Want explosions? This is the game 
for you! 

lose IR missiles, dumb fire 

rockets and the odd bomb or 

two. All engine glows, missile 

streaks, explosions and the 

world environment taking full 

advantage of your card’s capa¬ 

bilities. You spend as much 

time drooling over the game as 

you do playing it. 

Ashton Mills 

(above) By far the best bit is the 
'blowing stuff up* bit. Unfortunately, 
it seems to be your wingman in the 
sights here... 

92© 
Category 

Players 

Publisher 

Price 

Rating 

Available 

For 

Flight Sim 
1 
Psygnosis 
$TBA 
TBA 

| Now 
Excellent example 
of what 3D cards 
can do. Easy to get 
into, easy to play. 

Against Slightly too sim¬ 
plistic approach to 
the sim genre. It 
won’t keep you 
hooked for long. 

Meed P133, 32Mb RAM, 
Win 95 

want Direct3D hardware 
accelerator, P166 + 
3Dfx recommended 
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REVIEW 

C&C, Red Alert and Dark Reign are all just OK. The title ‘Best Real time strategy game' belongs 
to only one game. That game is Total Annihilation. 

Where do I start? This 

game is everything you 

ever wanted in a real¬ 

time strategy, including all those 

things you never knew about, 

but wanted anyway. I could list 

features (and I’ll do that anyway) 

but that doesn’t capture the 

gameplay. I could compare it to 

C&C and its clones, but that 

would be like comparing 

Australian beer to that watery 

yellow stuff the Americans drink. 

Nope, the best way for me to 

try to help you understand the 

brilliance of TA is to waffle on 

about it for a page until you beg 

me to stop teasing you with its 

awesomeness. 

Real battle action 

Picture this: Your tanks trundle 

slowly over the rocky terrain, 

rocking sideways as they attempt 

to hurdle the rocky outcroppings. 

A VTOL aircraft above casts its 

shadow over a mountainside as it 

carries a construction unit to the 

field. Engines flaring, it tilts 

smoothly to the side in a seamless 

arc and lands softly. Meanwhile, a 

group of spider tanks tread nim¬ 

bly over the mountain, crawling 

horizontally where tanks and 

robots can’t. And as a scouting 

vehicle rolls down a hillside, its 

perspective and tilted frame 

reflecting the true elevated envi¬ 

ronment beneath it, a mobile 

artillery cannon lets lose its pay- 

load, rocking backwards at the 

kickback of the blast. 

And you ain’t heard the half 

of it. Sexy is not a strong 

enough word. 

Without a doubt the graphics 

and world physics engine in TA 

is beyond compare. Unlike C&C 

and its clones, which for a better 

term I’ll call ‘arcade strategy 

games’, the terrain is truly 3D. A 

scout will climb a steep hillside 

and if blocked by impenetrable 

rock, will try to circumvent it. 

Tanks on high ground will have 

a line of sight advantage over the 

units below it. Amphibious tanks 

will visibly submerge and 

become vulnerable to sub¬ 

marines at deeper depths. Wind 

will affect the direction of smoke 

from damaged vehicles and 

PCPowerPlay 
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www. totalannihilation. com 
Visit here to download new 

unit and building types. 
Then go pummel your pals 

again. 

ture may take anywhere from io 

seconds to io minutes to build, 

and if you do opt for a high pow¬ 

ered structure, you can expect 

your base production to grind to 

a halt as it sucks on your 

resources like the ravenous baby 

of war that it feeds. In TA every¬ 

thing has a purpose, everything 

has a cost. Strategy is the key to 

everything you do. 

Downloadable units 

Because units are drawn from 

data, they take up a minimal 

amount of memory. TA comes 

with 150 different unit types, 

with promises from Cavedog 

that you’ll find new units 

uploaded to their website on a 

r regular basis, thereby solving 

possible (downright highly 

unlikely) boredom problems 

when gamers get to know all 

units back to front. If you’re the 

type of player who bets all on a 

favoured combination of strate¬ 

gies, you’ll find yourself having 

to continually re-think them as 

new units enter the field. 

And isn't it dumb how in 

arcade strategy games that explo¬ 

sions are all sprites and then the 

wreckage vanishes into mid 

bloodied-air? Not so in TA. 

smoldering trees and tide speed 

will affect the amount of power 

produced by tidal generators. 

The world physics in TA is 

simply stunning. 

All units and buildings are true 

3D — drawn real-time from any 

angle and any perspective. Even 

explosions are individually 

drawn, with fragments flying off 

in all directions with the same 

momentum of the unit that was 

so efficiently blown apart. 

And throw away all your 

kindergarten C&C/Red 

Alert/Dark Reign tactics, TA 

requires you to think about what 

you build and how to use what 

you build. A struc- 

Wreckage is both physical and 

permanent. But why waste 

metal? Just get a constructor bot 

to patrol the area, recovering 

wreckage for use in construction 

and repairing all friendly units 

on his travels. 

Big maps, long games 

Want big maps? TA’s are limit¬ 

ed only by your memory and it 

comes with maps tailored for 16, 

32 and 64 meg systems. How 

droolworthy is that? Did I men¬ 

tion cool multiplayer (up to 10 

gamers) options such as restrict¬ 

ing or preventing unit types in a 

game, sharing information and 

resources to allies and enemies 

(if you’re that type of sick, twist¬ 

ed, bastard) and even letting 

other gamers sit in and watch? 

Did I happen to point out that 

units gain experience and that 

Artillery can strike anywhere you 

wish... 

(above) Big Bertha doing her duty. 

You learn to love this gun. 

(left) Loading land units onto a sea 

going transport. Note comment of 

appreciation from one Peter Sharpe. 

each player can have up to 200 

units on the field? And get this: TA 

can addict you at all resolutions up 

to and including 1280x1024! Are 

you impressed yet? 

I’m raving. I can’t stop. This 

game is incredible. Until you see 

it action, you can’t imagine the 

beauty of this game. This is what 
real-time strategy gaming should 

have been from the start. 

All hail the new king! 

Ashton Mills 
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Category 

Players 

Publisher 

Price 

Rating 

Available 

For 

Real-time strategy 
1-10 
Cavedog 
$TBA 

G8+ 

Now 

Everything that 
isn’t against. If you 
don’t like this 
game, there’s 
something wrong 
with you. Real¬ 
time strategy has 
evolved to the next 
level. Nothing else 
compares. 

There aren’t 
enough hours in 
the day, days in 
the week, and 
weeks in the year. 
I think I’ll have to 
quit work. 

Meed PlOO, 16MB RAM, 
4X CD-ROM, Winps 

Against 

Wont P166+, 32MB RAM 
Total Annihilation’s 
3D graphics don’t 
require a 3D card, 
it’s all CPU power 
and memory. The 
more the better. 

PCPowerPlay 
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CIOS! COMBAT 2: A Bridge loo For 
Cry havoc and let loose the Guinea Pigs of war, Microsoft have donned the cammo gear and 
thrown us into the trenches with Close Combat 2: A Bridge Too Far. A sequel to the ever 
popular Windows 95: An Operating System Out Of Control. 

Close Combat 2 again places 

the gamer in the danger¬ 

ous trenches, alley ways 

and hedgerows of WWII western 

Europe. Testing your mettle 

against Allied or Axis forces in a 

battle to control the bridges that 

protect Germany's eastern flank. 

The battle rages across three sec¬ 

tors, Eindhoven, Neimegin and 

Arnhem, which can be played as 

three separate campaigns or 

together as a ‘grand' campaign. 

Little blokes killing each other 

The original Close Combat, 

which started its’ life as a com¬ 

puterised version of the Avalon 

Hill classic ‘Squad Leader’, sur¬ 

prised a lot of hardcore 

wargamers with its’ unique por¬ 

trayal of battlefield psychology, 

intuitive gameplay and brilliant 

attention to detail. For the first 

time ever it also introduced the 

idea of a fluid battlefield into the 

campaign scenarios, replacing 

the linear mission structure of 

every previous wargame. In short 

it was tops! So what has been 

done to make it even better? 

Superficially the game graphics 

have been enhanced with more 

detailed terrain and structure tex¬ 

tures and support for higher reso¬ 

lutions to allow you to see more of 

the action on screen. Other than 

that Close Combat veterans should 

be able to find their way around 

the program with ease as the 

menus and mission structure are 

very similar to the original. We 

must look a little deeper to find the 

main improvements in the sequel. 

Smart grunts 

The best thing about the origi¬ 

nal CC was the live battlefield 

system it introduced. Rather 

than obeying your commands 

like robots, your troops were able 

to sum up a situation for them¬ 

selves and act accordingly. CC2 

has improved on that system by 

tweaking the AI to make your 

men a bit smarter in the way that 

they analyze their situation and 

execute your orders. They are 

more likely to take 

sensible routes to 

their destinations 

than with the pre¬ 

vious AI imple¬ 

mentation, and 

move into firing 

positions more 

readily. Where 

previously they 

had a tendency to 

stay were they 

were when you 

gave the order to 

fire, stuck behind a tree or build¬ 

ing and out of LOS. There is also 

a new movement command, 

Sneak, which sends your troops 

crawling on their bellies or 

crouching on their haunches to 

their destination. When fired 

upon sneaking troops have better 

defensive capability than in any 

other movement mode and can 

Good units, excellent A.I., and lor#% 
maps. Microsoft have chosen well... » 
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get to cover more quickly as they 

usually stay as close as possible 

to it. The line of sight (LOS) and 

line of fire (LOF) features have 

also been improved to take into 

account the new terrain types 

and urban environments. 

If and when you get sick of the 

‘reality limitations' of the cam¬ 

paign game, Atomic have provid¬ 

ed a scenario designer too. It’s 

quite easy to use and enables you 

to try out those ‘what if situa¬ 

tions that wargamers are so fond 

of. It’s also possible to use these 

custom scenarios in multiplayer 

play too, perhaps you could recre¬ 

ate a German invasion of the US 

mainland by recreating maps of 

San Francisco or New York! 

Mortal Combat 

The other great thing about 

Close Combat was the way in 

which campaign missions flowed 

into each other with casualties 

and resources carrying over to 

the next mission. Close Combat 2 

takes this even further with a 

truly fluid battlefield. The entire 

campaign (or the 

three sub cam¬ 

paigns) works like 

one single massive 

mission with battles 

taking place concur¬ 

rently across the 

front. Resources can 

be allocated to each 

area at the begin¬ 

ning of each day 

which determines 

how many resupply 

points you'll have to 

reinforce your troops 

Battle maps aren't just 

‘won’ and then left 

behind, if your enemy 

launches a counter 

attack you may have to 

defend it again, and 

again! At the end of 

each battle there is 

also now an option 

that allows you to 

specify how long you 

want to wait until the 

next one. This will 

determine how many 

replacements your 

(and your enemies) 

units will get to bring 

them back up to 

strength. Both sides 

nominate a cease fire 

time period and the 

shortest one is then 

used. In multiplayer 

games this feature can be used to 

drive your opponent into the 

ground when you have a numeri¬ 

cal advantage! Lastly, no review of 

Close Combat 2 can be complete 

without a mention of the incredi¬ 

ble sound effects. Now crisper 

Pause in between missions for re-supply of cannon- 

fodder...er, valuable infantry units 

CC2 contains all the good parts of 

real time strategy with enough 

detail to keep hardcore wargamers 

satisfied 

and sharper than ever, the neigh¬ 

bours will think the Russians 

have landed in your backyard 

when you crank this up! 

Close Combat 2 is an evolution¬ 

ary development of the first title 

and will please fans of the origi¬ 

nal immensely. Atomic and 

Microsoft have worked hard to 

give wargamers what they wanted 

and have succeeded brilliantly! 

George Soropos ^ 

IHIUIMilTOO IAII /, 

http://www.microsoft. com/g 
ames/closecombat/ 

Microsoft’s Close Combat 
site has heaps of info on the 

game and the people that 
made it. You can find oppo¬ 

nents on the ‘Internet 
Gaming Zone’ here and get 
tips for particular missions. 

90© 
Category 

Players 

Publisher 

Price 

Rating 

Available 

Real-time strategy 

l-multi 

Microsoft 

$89.00 
TBA 

Now 

For Genuine atmos¬ 
phere, brilliant Al 
and attention to 
detail make this a 
great game. 

Against A few more tanks 
would have been 
nice! Not many 
bad points really. 

Meed P90,16Mb RAM, 
4X CD, SVGA 
graphics 

wont P133, 32Mb RAM, 
6X CD 

PC PowerPlay 
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A post apocalyptic nightmare scenario of a future devastated by radiation where mutants 
have risen and the free spirit fights on. Bloody hell... That’d be a new RPG then... 

Picking up the box to 

Fallout and giving it a good 

shake, I immediately 

smiled at the heaviness of the 

box. Over the last 20 months or 

so, the boxes of RPG games have 

been unnaturally light, and the 

manuals contained within simi¬ 

larly thin and sparse. Do a few 

token pages stapled together 

equal a shoddy RPG? Not neces¬ 

sarily. But this lack of quality 

material of perusal seems to 

reflect a trend in the number of 

the second rate RPC’s out there. 

It could also be generally agreed 

upon that the last few years have 

not been kind to the genre (there 

are a few exceptions of course). 

Fallout was always being pushed 

by Interplay as a true, old-school 

RPG, and as I flicked through 

the rather hefty manual, I 

noticed that things definitely 

seem on the up. 

Nuclear war! Cool! 

The most standout thing about 

Fallout as an RPG is its setting. 

It’s set in the in the 21st century, 

about 80 years after a massive 

nuclear war that left the Earth 

barren and lifeless. Ditching the 

well-worn dungeons and goblins 

fantasy theme of the majority of 

RPG’s, Fallout uses a classic sci- 

fi premise of an apocalyptic and 

grim looking future. Prior to 

this war, the corporations of the 

day developed and produced 

massive underground shelters 

called vaults to protect and 

house the survivors of any 

potential nuclear war. The game 

m u > , . 1 iiwy 
V 

• V- 

Well, there you go.Vf, 

SkidSKilrilS * ■ 

RPG’s don’t have to be 

about elven warriors. 
r * 

v* K ?£•.. - . - : '• fi ■ 

dragons, and ’Mithral 

swords of much hurt- 

ing ♦ 33*. Who wants 

to know? 

starts 80 years after the 

inevitable, in the lucky Vault 13 

where the shelter’s water recy¬ 

cler has gone on the blink. After 

a short introduction showing the 

Vault leader explaining the grim 

situation to you, you set out on 

search of the computer chip that 

will save the Vault’s rather des¬ 

perate population. The signifi¬ 

cance of the task is not to be 

down-played either - you are the 

first inhabitant of Vault 13’s to 

venture outside the shelter. 

What’s out there except for other 

vaults is not known. 

PCPowerPlay 

Stats schmats 

It was once said that the quali¬ 

ty of the RPG can often be 

deduced from the quality of the 

character creation screen. This 

theory of course is a whole load 

of crap, but you can tell a lot 

about a game from such a game 

screen. Fallout has an ultra- 

comprehensive skill system and 

thus a comprehensive creation 

process. There are seven main 

character statistics (Strength, 

Perception, Endurance, 

Charisma, Intelligence, Agility 

and Luck). There are 16 skills - 

ranging from energy weapon 

skill to lockpick to first aid. 

There’s also a rather interesting 

set of attributes called traits. 

These are characteristics that 

further define your character. 

Such things as Finesse (greater 

chance of a critical hit in com¬ 

bat), Bruiser (stronger person) 

or Kamikaze (faster combat). All 

these have character disadvan¬ 

tages attached to them, so wise 

choosing is vital. Throughout 

the game too, you’ll collect the 

most typical of RPG features, 

skill points. As expected, when 

you kill or maim something, 

you'll get some points that can 

Excellent and progressive charcter 

stats help to make (and keep) the 

game interesting 
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be spent on skills every time 

you go up a level (of which 

there are 21). This aspect of 

Fallout is one that is most 

impressive. The skills you can 

use are relevant to, useful, and 

fun in the game. They’re all 

related in some way to the play, 

affecting the way you play and 

in some respects, the course of 

the storyline. For example, a 

character with high diplomatic 

skills will be able to get to cer¬ 

tain areas due to the gift of the 

gab, and get certain things that 

the gung ho meat head would¬ 

n't. As far as character interac¬ 

tion goes, it’s of the point and 

choose a line of response variety 

(this is another area that is 

affected by skills - high verbal 

skills gives you more options), 

and NPC’s respond intelligently. 

Main characters get their por¬ 

trait replaced with a fully ren¬ 

dered head that responds with 

facial expressions and the like. 

All very nice and gives the con¬ 

versation a bit more of a enjoy¬ 

able quality. 

Conscientious killing 

As far as movement and time 

goes. Fallout is real-time. One 

minute equals one minute in 

game time, except for when you 

perform certain actions (like 

healing, resting, etc) and travel 

over certain terrain and use the 

travel map. This important for 

the game as the first quest 

(called ‘adventure seeds in the 

game) calls on you tracking 

down a vital component before 

your Vault's inhabitants all die 

of thirst. Combat, however, is 

turn based. In the era of real 

time obsession, it took some 

time to get used to, and pro¬ 

vides combat with a much more 

important element of strategy. 

There are over 22 weapons 

available, with multiple results. 

In what is probably the most 

comprehensive combat system 

seen in an RPG, you can target 

specific body parts of the 

enemy. You can even target the 

enemy’s groin! Talk about grue¬ 

some detail! Turn based combat 

works by the use of Action 

Points. Depending on the char¬ 

acters statistics, you’ll have a 

certain number of these to use 

per turn, at the end of which 

the enemy responds. A reload, 

swing, or even step use action 

points, so you’ve got to really 

have to be a bit more conscien¬ 

tious when killing something 

(or to put it more disturbingly - 

be totally into it). Overall, it’s a 

great method of combat, though 

can be disruptive to the player. 

This is my major gripe - you’ll 

be wandering around and your 

character will pause to allow the 

game to calculate the surround¬ 

ing characters movements. 

Frustrating at times, but gener¬ 

ally forgivable. 

No randy dwarves! 

So there are no goblins, no 

randy dwarves, and no incom¬ 

prehensible fantasy mechanics 

to worry about. In a genre that 

needed a bit of a fresh 

approach, Fallout has come and 

helped revive the RPG with a 

mix of the old and new. It’s got 

statistics, turn-based combat, 

dark, compelling and detailed 

SVGA graphics, awesome ambi¬ 

ent music, great story line, non¬ 

linear game play, plenty of 

weapons, and replayability. 

© 
Luckily, you can hit the bad guys in 

the groin. Hit this guy in the face 

and you'd get a sore hand... 

Many traditionalist RPG’ers 

have already expressed their dis¬ 

interest in Fallout purely due to 

the reason that it isn’t set in 

some Fantasy realm and in 

Southern California instead. To 

discount Fallout just because of 

its more sci-fi setting would be 

a tragedy, because with all of its 

features. Fallout is one hell of 

an RPG. Be warned though, 

those expecting flashy 3D graph¬ 

ics and a real time frenzy may 

be a little put off - combat is 

turn based and this game uses 

the overhead third person per¬ 

spective. Ultimately, Fallout is 

an old school RPG smothered 

with features and traditional 

RPG gameplay. It can be 

enjoyed by the casual gamer, 

and is a must buy if a connois¬ 

seur of the role playing game. 
March Stepnik 
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Players 

Publisher 

Price 

RPG 

Rating 

Available 

Interplay 
$TBA 

M15+ 

_Now 

For An RPG with turn 
based elements! 
The story is great, 
as is the interface. 
Plenty of detail. 

Against Pauses during play 
due to the turn 
based combat - 
normally forget¬ 
table, but often¬ 
times the comp 
recognizes all 
things on screen 
as enemies and 
thus slows normal 
gameplay down. 

Meed P90,16 MB RAM, 
50MB HD space. 
Win 95 

Want P133, 32 MB RAM, 
190 MB HD space. 

PC PowerPlay 
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shadows or inr empire 
A Nintendo port??!! What the hey? Settle in and get used to it PCers, for the beauty of the 
SGI-powered console will deliver some mighty pretty games in the coming months. 

vciaiun iuuks : 

(left) Dash Rendar's ship, the Outrider, 

bears more than passing resembelance 

to the Millenium Falcon 

dealt with a question¬ 

able story line in one 

of the most overrated 

games in the systems 

rather short and 

sparse history. Why? 

It just played like a 

dog. The were some 

fun moments (the 

Hoth Snow-speeder level especial¬ 

ly) and looked great, but generally 

SotE on the N64 was thoroughly 

disappointing. LucasArts men¬ 

tioned that SotE for the PC was to 

be enhanced. Expecting this to 

mean prettier graphics, I jumped 

into my T-47 and pondered just 

how many ways I could interpret 

the word ‘enhanced’. 

3D accelerator required 

Wow! I couldn’t wipe the silly 

grin from my face as I zoomed 

around in my snow-speeder tak¬ 

ing down probe droids, AT-ST’s, 

and the mammoth but slightly 
silly and impracti¬ 

cal-looking AT-AT’s 

in the games very 

first level. The grin 

was partly due the 

graphics. Having 

played the N64 ver¬ 

sion, it must be 

said that the PC 

audip- 

er, crisper, and sexi¬ 

er than the some¬ 

what blurred 

appearance of the 

console’s visuals. 

Thanks again to the 

magical power of 

the 3D graphics 

accelerator (SotE is, 

incidentally, one of 

the first few games 

of the “3D accelera¬ 

tor required” gener¬ 

ation), SotE looks 

consistently amaz¬ 

ing. Not as detailed 

as Quake, Hexen II 

or other recent 

efforts - some repet¬ 

itive and dull tex¬ 

tures mar the visu¬ 

als - but SotE still 

packs an impressive 

punch. Most mov¬ 

ing parts (like ene¬ 

mies and the AT-ST 

for example) are so lavished in 

detail and look so close to the 

real thing, that you’ll start to 

understand what Lucas Arts 

meant when they were harping 

on about a truly cinematic expe¬ 

rience. This is also due to some 

rather spiffy cut-scenes. The 

N64 version didn’t have them 

thanks to lack of memory, and 

it’s amazing just what a few 

well placed cut scenes can do to 

the experience. The other area 

getting a major touch up is 

audio. Thanks again to the 

capacity of a CD, SotE PC uses 

streamed CD quality tracks 

taken directly from the archives 

(and a few new scores), as well 

as plenty of new sound bites 

(the N64 version suffered from 

a limited repertoire and repeti¬ 

tion). The overall visual and 

aural quality of SotE is beauti¬ 

ful, and definitely more pol¬ 

ished than the N64 SotE. 

The Nintendo version lacked the amazing cut scenes 
present on the PC version 

A dream come true for fans; piloting 

a Rebel snowspeeder against 

Imperial walkers on Hoth 

The Star Wars revival is well 

underway. We had the 

superb Star Wars Trilogy 

Special Edition - with mixed suc¬ 

cesses. There were those that wen 

swept away by seeing new Star 

Wars material (those precious sec 

onds of footage that weren’t down 

loaded from the ‘Net months 

before the films release) or just 

seeing it on the big screen all over 

again. Then there were those that 

were disappointed and those that 

were straight out miffed by the 

whole phenomenon. Not surpris¬ 

ingly either. The trilogy re-release 

though has had many wonderful 

implications on the world of gam¬ 

ing. X-Wing vs TIE Fighter, 

Rebellion, Dark Forces II, even 

Yoda Stories! And then there’s 

Shadows of The Empire. The 

“other” tide that most Star Wars 

fans and gamers alike try to 

ignore. Appearing first as an 

exclusive on the Nintendo64, SotE 

Limited long term appeal 

The real problems most had 

with the N64 version however, 

haven’t been fixed. The first 

level is great fun, but has limit¬ 

ed long term appeal. The first 

person sections handle fairly 

poorly too. Of the ten different 

levels there are 4 playing styles. 

The shooting at TIE fighters 

and asteroids level is plagued 

by stiff control. The speeder 

bikes don’t handle too well 

either. Variety keeps things 

fresh, as does the constantly 

changing level settings. 

Unfortunately LucasArts didn’t 

tamper too much with the 

gameplay. Lovers of Star Wars 

and action games will love this, 

and SotE will thrill most people 

- just not as ‘enhanced’ as it 

could have been, or we could 

have hoped. 

March Stcpnik 
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Players 

Publisher 

Price 

Rating 

Available 

For 

Action 

1 

LucasArts 

$TBA 

M?? 

Now 

Gorgeous graphics, 
awesome sound and 

Star Wars. A sense 

of playing through a 

Star Wars adven¬ 

ture, and not just 

shooting at things. 

Against No mid-level save 

feature (c’mon now 

Lucas Arts!!), some 

questionable enemy 

Al. Control takes a 

little getting used to. 

Meed P133 (P90 for 3Dfx 

based cards), 3D 

accelerator, DirectX 

5,16 MB RAM, 

Win 95 

Wont P150, 32MB RAM, 

joystick/joypad 

PCPowerPlay 



ACCELERATE 
^NOW! 

The fastest 2D-3D 
accelerator card 

r/JjJjJJjJG PZiiFOiii'lAi \CB 

True 128-bit Multimedia Engine for 

Maximum Performance 

4MB of 128-bit SGRAM Memory with 
l600MB/sec bandwidth 

MPEG-2 Compatible Digital Video 

Engine Supports DVD Theater or other 

MPEG-2 Data Streams 
230MHz RAMDAC supports flicker-free 

high refresh rates up to 160Hz and res¬ 

olutions up to 1600x1200 
STB Multimedia Hub Architecture™ 
with support for high resolution SVGA 
monitors, flicker-filtered NTSC/PAL 
television and high quality S-Video out¬ 

put 
AGP or PCI bus 

p 
M TJIM: 

ALFA 
Tel. 02- 93173344 
Fox 02-93173859 
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What is it with these “Tall Ship” strategy games? Forever there were none, now there’s a rush 
Who’se playing these games and why. Peter Sharpe is on the case... 

“Wi 
■hat’s the wackiest 

game element com¬ 

bination you can 

think of Pete?” Ben asked with 

an evil looking smile. There was 

the hint of challenge in the air. 

“Mmm, a Golf game that com¬ 

bines regular sporting action, but 

with a subtle mix of Wing 

Commander type space flight”, I 

smartly answered. Ben checked his 

hidden stash of games for review. 

“Nope, none of those today”. 

I can come up with weird, off the 

planet game combo’s all day, I hap¬ 

pily thought to myself. Cop this: 

“How about a board game style 

Tall Ships strategy game, mixed 

with Doom 3D elements”, this 

was one guessing game I could¬ 

n’t lose, or so I thought. 

“Yep, got one of those” and 

with a quick throw from Ben, 

Man of War landed in my hands. 

Lucky I didn’t guess at a game 

that mixes a day in the life of 

Humphrey Bear with a Myst type 

adventure style. 

Man of War uses a turn based 

overhead map system that 

requires taking advantage of 

wind speed and direction with 

the aim of getting your fleet 

into the best firing position 

possible. When a 

turn is complet¬ 

ion r> TO A mir. W IIKN I \M> WAS 

W ON AT Sr. A . 

www.strategyprst.com 
Further campaigns are slat¬ 
ed for release some time in 
the future for free download. 

ed, you are placed onto 

your flagship with a 

very nifty first person 

perspective view. Here 

you are free to wander 

around the deck and 

view your battle map 

decisions 

played out in 

real time. After 

four minutes 

(or sooner if 

you use the 

accelerate time feature) 

it's back to the map and 

on with the next turn. 

It’s purely an observa¬ 

tional role, and aimed 

at giving the crusty old 

turn based format a 

new level of immer¬ 

sion. Well it’s a nice 

effect if you forgive the 

fact that you are the 

only crew member on 

your ship. A feature 

which no doubt made 

the programmer’s life a 
lot easier. 

is not expected... but just draw¬ 

ing a red line between two ships 

with no info on success or fail¬ 

ure? Takes the fun out of skir¬ 

mishes, when tossing up which 

enemy vessel to aim for. While 

ship captains probably stuck 

a sunset (real time weather and 

day/night elements are featured) 

is good stuff. It’s just that Age of 

Sail, (reviewed back in issue 13) 

handled combat and weather 

input more effectively than this. 

Pete Sharpe 

Over simplification 

While wandering about on a 

virtual ship and watching your 

enemies catch fire is a nice 

effect, Man of War's tactical 

meat and bones is not quite up 

to scratch. Lacking is any form 

of ship micromanagement, so no 

moving crew between gun and 

general ship duty, detailed dam¬ 

age repairs or anything of the 

sort. While some gamers might 

treat such details as a burden, 

what's left on offer doesn’t fill 

the void. The biggest annoyance 

is the absence of any range indi¬ 

cators or visual firing arcs for 

your cannons. A digital readout 

on whether a shot will hit or not 

The genre we had to 

have: Ma board game 

style tall ships strategy 

title mixed with Doom 3D 

elements 

their finger in the air, 

and guessed fairly accu¬ 

rately at the rate of 

knots, a keyboard cap¬ 

tain has no such luxury. 

Man of War contains 

no speed indicators, and it takes 

a keen non-land lubbers eye to 

watch the horizon and work out 

what ships are going at any given 

speed. Pretty tough when there 

are 20 vessels all around you. 

Thankfully amongst all this, 

there is at least a compass at 
hand. 

Sunset death 

If you are a die hard fan of the 

classical age of naval warfare, it 

wouldn’t be too much of a 

stretch to enjoy Man of War. The 

strategy element is not horrible, 

just quite basic. Watching board 

game tactics get played out from 

the deck of your flagship during 

71© 
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For 

Strategy 

1-2 Modem, LAN & 

I Hotseat 

Strategy First Inc. 
STBA 

G 

TBA 

Scenario Editor 
allows for personal¬ 
ized battles. 
Historical cam¬ 
paigns covering the 
period 1178-1806 
are on offer. 

Against Only one campaign 
(English Navy) 
included. Light and 
fluffy on battle and 
movement statistics. 

Meed P60, 8Mb RAM, 
DOS 6.0/WIN95. 

Want Pl20, 16Mb RAM 
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graphics, film-quality animation and a few surprise celebrity voices. Not to mention vegetarian cannibals and a guy 
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REVIEW 

Oh look, another sci-fi RTS. Does this one have the magic we all hunger for? 

Files type "Grays” that have been 
kidnapping our women folk, and 
mutilating our cattle for some 
time now. Being the space 
cretins they are, the Taar also 
love Petra-7 and desire Mars for 
a launching point for the obliga¬ 
tory invasion of Earth. Choose 
your side and it’s on to the bat¬ 
tlefield. 

Dark Colony falters early on 
with its base construction sys¬ 
tem. All major buildings are 
placed on a simple five sided 
plate, and the choices are very 
limited. An infantry factory, 
heavy unit factory and two varia¬ 
tions of science lab. The fifth 
space is reserved for the Petra-7 
resource converter. There are a 
few upgrades for each building, 
allowing variety in units but 
there just isn't enough to do. 
The building on a single plate 
method eliminates the 
fun of strategic place¬ 
ment, and the limited 
upgrade path is so lin¬ 
ear it might as well be 
on auto-pilot. The dol¬ 
drums continue with 
the battlefield units. 
While the Taar utilize 
bio-weaponry with 
lots of slobbering 
mucus field beasties, 
the humans rely upon 
traditional robotics Another RTSsci 

and big guns, but they the other stand 
Nein. Ohi 

Looks nice though... 
Graphics are a 

strong point of your 
battle brethren. Big, 

colourful and very animated, 
they are akin to visually 
enhanced futuristic versions of 
Warcraft 2 characters. Attractive 

fl game. Does it compare with 
-outs in this issue? Nope. Nyet. 

are both essentially 
the same. Both have 
infantry units that 
looks different but 
are equal in battle 
performance, both 
feature an artillery 
weapon that is only 
different graphically 
and so on. While this 
Warcraft 2 feature 
doesn’t bother some 
gamers, unique units 
on each side makes 
for a more interest¬ 
ing game in the long 
run. Something that 
Dark Colony isn’t. 

Let me share the nightmare 
that has plagued my sleep¬ 
ing hours the last few 

weeks. I’m on a battlefield some¬ 
where, being chased by a giant 
constantly clicking mouse. I am 
desperately searching for 
resource X, so I can construct 
buildings A, B, C and D. Enemy 
units ranging from WWII tanks, 
cybernetic killing machines and 
a whole host of nasties surround 
me. The nightmare always ends 
with my imminent death by 
mouse click, waiting in the vain 
hope for the model Y super 
weapon of destruction to power 
up and save the day. 

The question is, do we have yet 
another dust collector special or 
a ground breaking real time strat 
game? 

Mutilated cattle 
Mars seemed a nice place to 

go. Lots of red sand and not an 
Apple Mac in sight. But most 
importantly, Mars was abundant 
in the precious element Petra-7. 
The Earth of the future needs 
high quantities of this high yield¬ 
ing energy source, so plans for a 
Martian colony were quickly put 
into place. Being that we 
humans can never set foot past 
the moon without some harass¬ 
ment from aliens, enter the Taar. 
While the name might be exotic, 
these aliens are the Roswell/X- 

Dark m *1 
Cqlonv 

■ u 

WWW. darkcolony. com 

yes, interesting not really. You 
can get away with producing lots 
of Reapers/Sy Demons (Human 
& Taar heavy battle units) and 
just rushing the enemy. Just 
throw in a few infantry for air 
defense and off you go. Air 
scouts and a steroid induced 
infantry warrior are all available, 
but you’ve seen it all before and 
they are only icing on a very 
plain cake. 

New additions such as veteran 
unit leaders getting battle experi¬ 
ence over a campaign and 
night/day cycles affecting LOS 
for units don’t fill the gap that is 
the anemic gameplay. Dark 
Colony is an average War2 clone, 
that serves up as a quickie diver¬ 
sion from the big boys of the 
present real time strat onslaught. 

Pete Shaqje 

60© 
C&C Clone 

1-8 Modem, LAN & 

TCP/IP 

Take 2 

STBA 

MA15+ 

_TBA 

For Aggressive AL 

Mission editor for 

multi-play maps. 

Against Building construc¬ 

tion is weak, units 

are only moderately 

entertaining. 

Meed P90, 16Mb RAM, 

WIN95 

Want P133 & violent atti¬ 

tude to ET’s 
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enhanced 3D environments 
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REVIEW 

I SHOCK 
VALUE 
Welcome to the new wave 

of action games. No 

longer are your enemies 

mutant aliens. Cyber¬ 

demons and the like. No, 

now it’s time to kill cops, 

murdfer innocent civilians 

and generally create 

havoc in a real world set¬ 

ting. Containing all of 

these elements are both 

Postal and Grand Theft 

Auto, seemingly pushing 

the barrier of so called 

"Community Moral 

Standards”. This is chal¬ 

lenging Governments to 

either impose draconian 

censorship legislation, or 

more sensibly create an 

adult game rating. 

Because of this lack of an 

R classification in 

Australia, at the time of 

writing both of these 

games hang under the 

Censorship Blade of 

Horror. New Zealand’s 

recent conversion to the 

Big Brother” way of deal¬ 

ing with their gaming 

community also doesn’t 

bode well for either 

games’ release. Whatever 

the Government’s deci¬ 

sion, enjoy the freedom to 

at least read about these 

two games courtesy of 

your Friends against 

Gaming Censorship at PC 

PowerPlay. 

posmi 
Postal: American slang for 

going berserk in a very vio¬ 

lent and public manner. 

The name originated from a US 

Postal worker who, armed with 

guns, lost it in a big way at the 

expense of his co-workers. 

Splatter-fest 

Certain elements of the 

media are going to have a field 

day with Postal. A storyline 

centered around your average 

Joe Citizen going on a killing 

spree in response to his house 

being taken by the bank. Mix 

demonic imagery with this 

splatter-fest and headlines 

along the lines of “Video 

games will destroy modern 

society as we know it” won’t be 

too far off. The reality is that 

hiding behind all this shock 

value is a game so boring that 

it won’t hold the attention of 

gamers for more than five min¬ 

utes. Let alone be in any way 

responsible for the downfall of 

society. 

Everything is very straight 

forward and to the point in 

Postal. You begin outside your 

house surrounded by the local 

SWAT team. Armed with an 

Uzi, it’s basically open season. 

Run around and shoot every¬ 

thing on two legs, constantly 

looking out for weapon 

upgrades and Medipacks to 

keep you in tip top condition. 

After mowing down everything 

in the vicinity, it’s on to further 

levels that take place in various 

local suburban settings. Your 

opponents are nearly always 

Military/Police units armed to 

the hilt, with civilians really 

only consisting of the occasion¬ 

al marching band. Wherever 

you are though the mission is 

the always the same, shoot and 

then shoot some more. While 

an arsenal of Rocket 

Launchers, Napalm and Flame¬ 

throwers are all welcome addi¬ 

tions in any action game, there 

are just too many flaws in 

Postal. Firstly there is the non¬ 

interactive scenery. Shoot a 

missile at a Petrol Station, and 

we want to see explosions... 

not just a few barrels flying in 

the air. Cars, houses and even 

shrubbery are completely obliv¬ 

ious to whatever attack you 

commit. While all the gore 

coupled with seeing (and hear¬ 

ing) victims agonizing on the 

ground is supposed to evoke an 

emotional response, this isn't 

conveyed, as poorly animated 

stick figures make up the 

graphics department. 

Being very 

STOP PRESS! 
Word has come in at the last possible 

minute that a toned down version of 

Postal may be released. The develop¬ 

ers have removed many offensive fea¬ 

tures, as just about ever country in 

the world (except Nth America) was 

set to ban it. Rightly so we say. The 

original version was offensive and 

way, way over the top. Even to us. 

Games like Postal give us gamers a 

bad name. We’re all for mindless vio¬ 

lence, but •‘executing" burning chil¬ 

dren while they beg for mercy is not 

our idea of fun. 

The main changes are: 

1. All female voices and samples (such 

as “I can’t breath” and screams) will 

be removed from the game. 

2. Execute command will be removed 

3 Marching band will be removed 

from the second level and all other 

unarmed civilian characters removed. 

4. School yard massacre level will be 

removed. 

Effectively this will now put the 

emphasis solely on self defence 

against people shooting at you, clear¬ 

ing the way for the possibility of a 

classification of MA15+. 

POSTAL 
£73 

4WARNING’ i 

www.gopostal.com 

38© 

PC PowerPlay 

The developers thought mindless 
violence was all a good game 
needed. Sad, ignorant fools... 

naughty Category 

All this has Players 

been done before, 

and a lot better. 
Publisher 

The original Price 

Syndicate saw us Rating 

flame-throwing Available 

civilians and gen¬ 

erally being very 

naughty, except it 

had a better plot 

and a level of 

Par 

strategy. 

Somewhere along 

keting guys got together and 

decided just because gamers 

like Doom and Quake we'll 

hopefully play anything as long 

as it contains violence. A very 

wrong assumption. 

Pete Sharpe 

Action 

| 1-4 
Running with 
Scissors 
$TBA 
TBA 
November 
Weapons raise a 
smile. Scenario 
editor allowing for 
“You Vs. hoard of 
unarmed marching 
band members”. 

Agaimt No variety in 
gameplay. Vague 
and sometimes 
inaccurate weapon 
aiming. 

Meed P90, 16Mb RAM, 
WIN95. 

Want PlOO, 32 Mb RAM 



REVIEW 

(level). To keep 

things non-linear 

you get points for 

all sorts of 

“Activities” along 

the way that you can 

undertake at any 

time. Running over 

pedestrians in that 

stolen sports car of 

yours gains some 

street cred. Arming 

yourself with a 

machine gun, and 

creating havoc 

downtown is also 

considered a benefi¬ 

cial activity. Causing 

a vehicle to explode, 

then watching the 

firetrucks and 

ambulances arrive 

and... you guessed 

it, taking aim at 

them as well. It’s 

fun, but in a guilty 

way 1 suppose. Committing 

such crimes might give you the 

points required, but it doesn’t 

put you on friendly terms with 

the local Constabulary. The 

more chaos you instigate, the 

higher your "Wanted” rating 

goes and soon enough it’s time 

for high speed pursuits and road 

blocks. Be warned, the police 

shoot back, and some pretty 

nifty driving skills are needed. 

Good taste aside, you can always 

fire back at the Cops and hijack 

their cars. 

Smash into the firetruck, murder the fireman & take off through a shopping centre spraying 
pedestrians. By gamers, for gamers? We think not... 

No lessons here... 
All of the graphics are pre¬ 

sented as a bird’s eye view of 

the city, which looks simple 

but gets the job done. Control 

consists of running around the 

city finding weapon power-ups 

in crates and then simply 

standing in the middle of the 

road and hijacking whatever 

car takes your fancy. Steal a 

family sedan and the perfor¬ 

mance is adequate, borrow a 

road burning sports car and it’s 

time for powerslides and high 

speed traffic weaving. 

For a while GTA is fun, experi¬ 

menting with the different cars 

and being a naughty criminal 

type with no ramifications past 

your computer monitor. Soon 

enough though, it becomes a 

case of “Drive around, 

steal/shoot something and then 

drive around some 

more”. Even with 

the bonus of support for 3DFX 

accelerators and a terrific 

Techno/Rap/Country music CD 

soundtrack Grand Theft Auto is 

a short term experience. 
Pete Sharpe 
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Action 

1-4 
BMG Interactive 

$TBA 

TBA 

November 

www.bmginteractive.com 

For lt*s fun for a while, 
being an agent of 
chaos. Offers 
potential for Multi¬ 
play mayhem. 

Against Too much driving in 
maze like environ¬ 
ments, made worse 
with an absence of 
a radar map. 

Need P90,16MB RAM, 
DOS/WIN95. 

wont P133 and no cen¬ 
sorship. 

Have you ever the felt the 

need to steal cars just for 

the hell of it? A desire to 

hijack a bus with the aim of blow¬ 

ing it up in the middle of a busy 

street? Of course we don’t want to 

do these things in the real world, 

(well most of us anyway) and 

Government officials please take 

note: Grand Theft Auto will not 

transform us from socially 

responsible gamers into criminals 

intent on such deviant activities. 

Although after playing GTA for a 

while, that Porsche parked 

around the comer from my house 

does look very inviting... 

Not so subtle 
Playing the role of your typical 

garden variety gang member, it’s 

your job to keep the streets of 

your city free from the influ¬ 

ences of social stability. To assist 

you in this aim, the local 

Gangland bosses delegate mis¬ 

sions to you and this is where 

we can say goodbye to any hint 

of 90’s Political Correctness. 

Ranging from car theft, you’ll 

soon graduate to tasks such as 

assassinating the local police 

chief because he wants a larger 

bribe and the classic “My 

Brother has found out I’m bang¬ 

ing his wife, go waste the Son- 

of-a-bitch”. Well.. .um.. .delicate 

this game ain’t. All of the 

numerous missions gain you 

points, with the ultimate aim of 

graduating to the next city 

When PCs aren't PC 
PC PowerPlay 
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REVIEW 

Strap in for a trip back down memory lane to the last of the piston powered warbirds, the first 
conflict where the jet engine dominated the sky, and to where dogfights were guns, guns, guns 
all the way! 

Virgin Interactive is soon to 

release a 3D accelerated 

Korean War flight sim, 

Sabre Ace. The game provides 

the standard set of options on its 

Main Menu such as Training, 

Missions, Custom Flight, Quick 

Flight, Muliplayer Options for 

modem, null modem, network 

and Internet play. 

Mission Flight is a Campaign 

concept, and gives you the option 

of flying Allied or Russian air¬ 

craft (the North Koreans/ 

Chinese employed the Russians 

as advisors during this war). 

Mission Briefings are simple, but 

probably quite representative of 

what was given at the time. Flight 

commences as a Wingman in a 

Mustang, then as you successful¬ 

ly completed each mission, you 

eventually go to the F86 Sabre or 

F80 Shooting Star. If you are fly¬ 

ing a Russian aircraft, you leave 

the Yak9, and go to the MIG-15. 

It’s what we all yearn for; a time 
when the Russkis were the bad 
guys. Sure, you’re flying over 

QJg Korea, but they're Russian planes 

PCPowerPlay 

certainly is in this game, so 

maybe the Sabre's flight model 

is realistic? The flight model also 

lacked the feeling of motion. 

In air communications was 

well simulated between Flight 

members and other friendly air¬ 

craft; it really added to the game. 

Sound effects are great, probably 

Dolby Stereo. The throb of the 

piston engines was wonderful, 

and the sound of flak 

growing louder as 

you neared a target 

Aviation 
Enthusiasts Corner is both 
an excellent resource for 
data on classic warbirds, as 
well as a great launch pad 
for other sites via its links. 
http://aero web. brooklyn. cu 
ny.edu/air.html 
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Flight Sim 

1-8 

Virgin Interactive 

$TBA 

G8+ 

November 

£5% 

For 3Dfx terrain at high 

levels and target 

areas is brilliant. 

Formation flying 

and comms 

between aircraft 

makes you feel part 

of the war. 

Against Low level terrain 

graphics and explo¬ 

sive effects are 
poor. 

Meed P133,16Mb RAM, 

4 X CD 

Want Direct 3D hardware 

acceleration, 

32Mb RAM 

Real time 

The game has no 

Accelerate Time 

function, so I had to 

fly every inch of 

each mission, in 

formation with up 

to 10 other aircraft. 

This took up to 1 

1/2 hours a mis¬ 

sion, and even with 

my Thrustmaster 

throttle, stick and 

pedals, this was a 

mentally demand¬ 

ing task. The time 

waste was enor¬ 

mous, but the skill 

required to stay in 

formation gave you 

the feeling of really “being there”. 

The missions were quite obvi¬ 

ously “canned”, but that’s no 

criticism. I just couldn’t get 

through them all! The cockpit 

graphics are great; different for 

every plane, and an accurate por¬ 

trayal of the real thing. No plane 

had rear vision mirrors, and 

although radar was well and 

truly invented by the 50s, I don't 

think it was sufficiently advanced 

to identify targets by type beyond 

visual range! The air is a dynam¬ 

ic battlefield, with many other 

enemy and friendly missions are 

concurrent with yours. 

Must get 3Dfx... 

I fired the game up initially 

with my S3 graphics card and 

was very disappointed. But 

luckily, I got my hands on one 

of the new Dragon 1000 3Dfx 

cards, and this bought the 

game to life; just check out 

some of the terrain shots! Once 

in the air, and up above 2,000 

ft, the terrain graphics are 

beautiful and crisp. Below 

2,000 ft, this game suffers the 

same problems as iF22; all defi¬ 

nition is lost, and it really is 

quite poor in areas away from 

targets or airports. 

The flight model seemed bor¬ 

dering on sluggish, much like 

that of F14 Fleet Defender. I 

believe a Mustang would have 

been more maneuverable. I 

know the MIG-15 was much 

more agile than the Sabre, and it 

Impressive and realistic cockpit 
views and decent battle action 

was frightening. 

Overall, 3D games herald the 

things to come in the world of 

flight simming. 

Maj. Ian Lindgren 

82© 
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REVIEW 

It’s a brave developer that makes a top-down racer in a world of 3D accelerated simulations. 
Hooray for Virgin then, for this is truly excellent. 

There are a lot of games and 

a lot of reasons for playing 

games. One of those rea¬ 

sons is probably enough to make 

Ignition a success, but it’s hard 

to be sure. This is driving. No 

tricks, no strategy, no plan of 

attack. Ignition follows the tradi¬ 

tion of countless arcade racing 

games, with thrills, spills and 

absolutely no reason to touch the 

break pedal. 

Great, pure fun, fast and simple 
arcade style racing. Nothing wrong 
with that at all 

coming train before taking the 

chequered flag is all too rare in 

the real world. Not in Ignition. 

This is seat of the pants racing, 

where contact is more often than 

not constructive, and conserva¬ 

tive driving is treated with the 

disdain it deserves. 

Throw the car around. There is 

no death here, only the shame of 

an ordinary performance. The 

only way to avoid a boulder spat 

from the mouth of a lost Inca 

temple is to slap the navigator 

and hit the turbo. 

Once out of the beginners 

‘novice’ mode, the AI on the 

opposition cars is exceptional. 

Deliberately sent gorge-jumping 

once too often to be in con¬ 

tention, the odd expletive will no 

doubt escape your lips. As 

always, when the opposition is 

another human being the thrills 

Birds-eye candy 
The first thing that hits you 

about the game is that it looks 

fantastic. For those without the 

latest 200MHz Pentiums and/or 

3D accelerators, resolution stan¬ 

dards in a lot of games are disap¬ 

pointing, but Ignition is one of 

the smoothest and most visually 

impressive games on the market 

for most machines. A 

real 3D environment 

lends a fantastic feeling 

of real weight to the car - 

even in the unnaturally 

impressive 320 x 200 

mode. And although the 

perspective is birds-eye, 

the sensation of speed as 

you skid maniacally into 

a comer is remarkable. 

There is no story-line 

apart from your obvious desire to 

complete the races in order and 

in better than third place to quali¬ 

fy for the next round. From 

Moose-Jaw Falls high in the 

Rocky Mountains, to Snake Island 

and beyond, the technical achieve¬ 

ments of the track creation are 

apparent. But you’re left wonder¬ 

ing whether its enough. The 

game isn’t immediately mastered, 

but it doesn’t take too long till 

you’re winning races consistently, 

and looking for a challenge. 

Paddock thrash 
That is not to say that there 

aren’t thrills and spills on the 

way to becoming a champion. 

Driving your school bus “Otto¬ 

man” style, at 140 mph into the 

local constabulary and sending 

him over a 200 foot cliff is, quite 

frankly, my idea of fun. 

Similarly, the feeling of satisfac¬ 

tion that comes from forcing an 

_ opponent into the path of an on- 
EB 
PCPowerPliy 

(and the language) move to a 

whole new level. 

Split-screen smooth 
The multi-player is a happy play¬ 

er. As a network game, Ignition 

really comes into its own. 

Unfortunately, not all of us have 

the luxury of multiple-PC hook¬ 

ups in our house, or even access 

to the Net, but Virgin haven’t for¬ 

gotten that once in a while a mate 

might drop in. A game that can 

be played by two people on the 

one computer is a good idea, and 

it’s a factor that weighs heavily in 

Ignition’s favour. The split-screen 

mode runs as fast and as smooth¬ 

ly as the solo game, and while 

some of the drivers view is 

reduced to allow the split, you can 

now experience the thrill of 

creaming the guy, or 

girl, sitting next to 

you. 

Fast, furious, and, for a while, 

fun. Ignition doesn’t try to be 

everything. Still, there is some¬ 

thing to be said for doing what 

you do well. 

David King 

r —1 
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Arcade Driving 

1-6 

Virgin 

$79-95 
G 

Now 

http://www. vie. com 
Virgin’s main site - but not a 
word about Ignition at the 

time of going to press. We’re 
sure they’ll have something 

up soon... 

For Great quick buzz. 

Does not require 

hours of time or 

top-end system to 

look great. Multi¬ 

player capabilities 

are a real bonus. 

Against Once you’re good, 

you’re good. There’s 

not a whole lot of 

depth to the chal¬ 

lenge, just keep 

practising. 

Need P100, 8Mb RAM, 
Win 95/DOS, 2xCD 

Wont P133,16Mb 
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REVIEW 

OKI 2 
The original did massive short-term damage to Sierra’s rep¬ 
utation. Now they’re having another go.... 

Many people may consid¬ 

er the release of 

Outpost2 to be an act of 

bravery on the part of Sierra, 

considering the great well of 

indifference created by the origi¬ 

nal title. Outpost2 basically 

throws the original colony build¬ 

ing game onto the real-time 

strategy bandwagon, a largely 

uncluttered sector of the gaming 

market... NOT! 

The story goes something like 

this: Earth undergoes environ¬ 

mental collapse, rich and power¬ 

ful buy their way onto colony 

ships, the colony commander 

realises he has a passenger hold 

full of useless, fat old real estate 

agents and jumps ship. Ship 

crash lands on barren, hostile 

world, colonists fight over who 

uses up hot water every morn¬ 

ing, colony splits in two - provid¬ 

ing perfect scenario for real-time 

strategy computer game. And 

there you have it! In the game 

world one side, Eden, favours 

terraforming while the other, 

Plymouth, would rather learn to 

live in harmony with their new 

environment rather than alter it. 

Well, Why Should I Buy 

This One? 

A good question, what makes 

Outpost2 different from the cur¬ 

rent crop of RTS’s ? For starters, 

as you might expect from the 

sequel to a colony building game, 

there is much more emphasis on 

structures and their management 

than in similar titles. Care must 

be taken to keep all your buildings 

connected to each 

other by service ducts 

(a nightmare in net- 

work/intemet play) 

Morale must be kept 

up with enough med¬ 

ical centres, nurseries 

and recreation cen¬ 

tres to cater to your 

population and scien¬ 

tists must be trained 

in your universities. 

Something else that 

will impress empire 

builders is the size of the maps 

supported by Outpost 2, they’re 

huge! Easily big enough to allow 

for very long and ingenious multi¬ 

player games. Another interesting 

feature is the Colony game. Sort 

of like Red Alert’s skirmish game, 

the colony game pits you and up 

to five others together to either get 

into space or gather a preset num¬ 

ber of resources before anyone 

else does. 

But What About the Units? 

Well, this is where it starts to 

get a little grim. Outpost2 doesn’t 

have a great deal of variety in this 

department. Comparing it to 

Dark Reign or Total Annihilation 

in this respect is like comparing 

Tip Top White with a nice Burgen 

Rye loaf! The units are mostly 

based around three different chas¬ 

sis with weapons chucked on top 

as they are developed. 

Unfortunately weapon develop¬ 

ment is rather short, leaving you 

with only a handful of useful 

combat units. Basically the tech 

flow is based on a realistic model 

and development takes place in 

small hops rather than the big 

leaps that occur in most RTS’s. 

And Now the Really Bad News 

Apart from the lack of combat 

units there are two things that 

really kill this game. The first is 
The good news is that it’s an improvement over the 
original...the bad news is that it's till pretty average 

PCPowerPlay 

http://www.sierra.com/titles 
/outpost2/site/index2. html 
is the Outpost 2 home site 

where you can get the most 

up to date info on the game, 

download the latest demo 

(with two exclusive, demo 

only levels) and register with 

Sierra to get news of any 

patches or extra missions 

that may be on the way. 

the terrain. Just when other com¬ 

panies are starting to incorporate 

true hills, valleys and line-of-sight 

Sierra go and bring out an RTS 

with almost completely flat, fea¬ 

tureless terrain. We’re not even 

talking C&C here but Dune II! 

But worst of all, some bright 

spark at Sierra thought it would 

be a really good idea to have a 

time limit to every mission, in 

the form of erupting volcanos. I 

hope he has been sacked. It ruins 

the whole game as far as I’m con¬ 

cerned, even if O2 had heaps of 

cool units and 3D terrain, the vol¬ 

cano erupting, lava flowing time 

limit thing would still make it 

suck. Later in the game you gain 

tech that helps to protect your 

colony, but it still sucks. There is 

no option to turn it off. 

An interesting real time strate¬ 

gy title that hasn’t lived up to its’ 

promise. 

George Soropos 

68© 
Category 

Players 

Publisher 

Price 

Rating 

Available 

For 

Real time strategy 

1-6 (LAN or ‘net) 

Sierra 

$89.95 
G8+ 

Now 

More colony man¬ 

agement than 

other games of 

this type, large 

maps. 

Against Time limits, lack of 

unit variety and 

flat terrain. 

Meed P60, 16Mb RAM, 

2X CD 

Want PlOO, 32Mb RAM, 

6X CD 



Now you can feel everything from the recoil of your own weapon to the mortal impact of being 

hit with the new Sidewinder Force Feedback Joystick. For a demonstration at your nearest store, 

phone I 900 I 700 61 * and quote ID Code: 1015. * Calls cost $0.50<. payphones and mobiles charged at higher rate. 

Microsoft 
Where do you want to go today? 

LBCM MSG0011/PC 



REVIEW 

Roland Garros 

PUIS FRENCH OPEN 
Boom! Poc... Poc... Poc... Poc... Poc... Poc... Poc... Poc... Arghhhhhh! Woooooo! Yaaaaay! 

Watching a fuzzy ball get 

hit over a net hundreds 

of times is nowhere 

near enough incentive for me to 

stay up for those 4am TV tele¬ 

casts. While Tennis isn’t the 

most exciting spectator sport 

around, in a strange twist of fate 

it usually fares much better in 

digital form (although the last 

memorable tennis sim I played 

was Jimmy Conners Pro on the 

SNES). While Jimmy’s foray into 

the world of the SNES might be 

ancient history, it demonstrated 

that digital tennis could be 

enjoyed by the non-tennis fanat¬ 

ic. Saying goodbye to my SNES 

quite a while ago due to a terrify¬ 

ingly large Huntsman spider tak¬ 

ing residence somewhere in the 

cartridge slot, I was hoping that 

Roland Garro’s French Open 

would get me back into a racket 

and ball mood. 

486 friendly 

The 486 minimum require¬ 

ment might be a welcome relief 

for owners of the Good ‘Ol Days, 

but the trade off is evident in the 

poor graphics. The players are 

blocky, small and rather cheap 

looking, but at least animate 

smoothly due to motion capture 

technology. More annoying is 

the small court, with far too 

much screen space being allocat¬ 

ed to the crowds and frilly bits 

around the edge of the court. If 

all this scenery had been ditched 

or minimized we could have had 

a larger playing/court area which 

would have been appreciated. At 

least you can adjust the angle of 

view behind your player, an 

option not used in many tennis 

sims of days gone by. 

A Tennis game will either stand 

tall or crash and bum, depending 

on whether the ball physics and 

The edition of cool elements like 
‘hand grenade tennis* are a nice 
touch 

player control possess the neces¬ 

sary quality. French Open gets a 

tick in both these areas. Only on 

one occasion did I have reason to 

check my Newton’s theory of 

Gravity (pocketsize edition) to see 

if a ball can really bounce, come 

to a deadstop and then roll back¬ 

wards. The players move briskly 

around the court, with no feel of 

glue on their shoes but for some 

reason can’t dive out wide for that 

stray hit. This is an oversight, as 

diving for the ball adds that nice 

bit of drama in tennis games. 

Hitting the ball is logically laid 

out, with two buttons covering 

Topspin and Slice. The longer 

Topspin is held down, the further 

your shot will go. Pressing back¬ 

wards and forwards on the joypad 

results in extra shot power, plus 

the nicely executed lobs. One 

important note here, don’t consid¬ 

er this game without at least a two 

button Joypad. Keyboard control 

is abysmal, and should only be 

attempted by piano players. 

Grenade-ball! 
A bit of a kick in the guts is the 

weak Tournament option. 

Tennis is all about Tournaments, 

but all we have here are four 

PC PowerPlay 

matches that complete with a 

loss or a lame “You have won” 

screen. No rankings, exciting 

playoffs or any hint of gloss and 

glamour. Better news is the play¬ 

er list, which has a complete set 

of abilities (speed, forehand, 

backhand etc) so you can choose 

the style of player you want. 

Mind you, big name licensed 

players seem to have been 

replaced with generic players in 

the name of not blowing the 

game development budget. Apart 

from the clay, grass and synthet¬ 

ic courts is the sexier Future 

court which does give an inter¬ 

esting twist. All sorts of specials 

become available like confusing 

hologram balls and “Pass the 

Hot Potato” using a grenade 

instead of a ball. Guaranteed to 

add some twitch to your topspin. 

A poor tournament facility and 

drab graphics will not see people 

going into tennis loony mode 

over French Open. It is fun to 

play, and exhibits a well balanced 

learning curve as you progress 

through Easy, Amateur and Pro 

Level. A competent tennis sim 

that will satisfy when you’re in 

the mood for some volleying and 

backhanding. 

Pete Sharpe 

www. interplay, com 

72© 
Category 

Players 

Publisher 

Price 

Rating 

Sports 
1-4 (IPX Network) 
1-2 (same computer) 
Interplay VR Sports 

$79-95 
G 

Available 

For 

Now 
Good control sys¬ 

tem, Singles and 

Doubles play 

included. 

Against Shabby presenta¬ 

tion and graphics. 

Meed 486DX/100, 8Mb 

RAM, DOS 5.0 

Want P90, Gamepad. 



In Age of Empires, your challenge is to develop one of 12 ancient and Sparta. With rich 3-D graphics and advanced multi-player 

civilisations (including Egyptian, Greek and Roman) from tribal capabilities, we think Age of Empires is the most realistic 

beginnings to the machinations of world domination in 10,000 years of strategy game ever created. But we’d prefer the guys from 

real-time evolution. But only a brazen attitude and well crafted strategy PC PC 

will get you there. And once you’ve 

chosen your tribe, you’ll want to 

explore scenario editor. It allows 

you to create a personalised scenario 

or dwell and conquer in factual I- 

campaigns. For instance, you may want Microsoft 
Where do you want to go today?' 

to re-create the battle between Athens 

PC POWERPLAY magazine to describe it; “It gets the Red Eye 

Award...a combination of the 

best three strategy games of 
v 

the past five years and plenty 

more’’. It’s the world according 

to you. To locate your nearest 

>soft stores call 1900 1700 59 and quote 
■t to go tod**?' | Q Code. 1015 Ca||s cost $o.50c* 

‘Higher rate from mobiles & payphones. 



REVIEW 

It's funny, it’s fun, it’s real time strategy and it looks great. You want more? What else is there? 

Category Strategy 
Players 1 

Publisher Electronic Arts 
Price $89.95 

Rating G8+ 
Available Now 

For Gameplaythat 

finds the sweet 

spot between 

Keeping the player 

busy and over¬ 

whelming with 

activities. 

92© 

Meed P90, 16Mb RAM, 

WIN95 

Want P133, 32Mb RAM 

We love the King day! 
As the leader of an exiled 

community of medieval country 

folk (the Bumpkins) it's your 

job to protect them from the 

terrors of the wilderness (the 

Beasts) and hopefully over the 

course of 30 scenarios end the 

exile of your downtrodden peo¬ 

ple. Good news is that Beasts 

and Bumpkins uses a dynamic 

real time environment. As you 

construct a village for your sub¬ 

jects, they fetch water, collect 

eggs and obey your tasks with 

endless loyalty all before your 

eyes. The complete cycle from 

birth to death is always before 

you, complete with the weather 

effects of the four seasons. 

Curse that frosty winter, it 

makes people hungry and the 

cows cold. These god-games are 

still as compelling as the days 

when Populous launched the 

genre. There's just something 

compulsive about having a 

community totally dependent 

and reactive to your decisions. 

some rough and tumble” fol¬ 

lowed by a run into a nearby cot¬ 

tage soon result in the cries of a 

new born baby. The Bumpkins 

pay you for all of life’s good 

things, which allows for the 

building of social amenities, and 

thus the village economy is mod¬ 

eled. The “They pay, you build” 

system works, but a well bal¬ 

anced hand is called for. 

Charging too much for food will 

create unhappiness and eventual¬ 

ly kill off your people, but being 

too generous could ruin your 

building program into the 

ground. Later missions involve 

more than just Build-Food- 

Happiness-Sex, your 

people must van¬ 

quish enemies and 

conquer the sur¬ 

rounds. This 

invokes the use of 

Guilds, especially of 

the military variety. 

Enlist some of your 

men into the ser¬ 

vice, and they are 

set to explore the 

mysterious wilder¬ 

ness and hopefully 

not get killed. The 
Feed your people well, give ‘em some nice houses, and 
watch 'em bonk themselves silly! 

F*CPowerPlay 

Against No multi-play. 

Weekends with 

family and friends, 

forget it, you’ll be 

playing this. 

Don’t let the innocent 

sounding title fool you. 

Beasts & Bumpkins is a 

game based on good old fash¬ 

ioned sex and violence. Now 

before that description has you 

envisioning a 3D action fest 

starring scantily clad country 

folk armed with blood soaked 

pitchforks (Yes! Yes! Yes! Ed.), 

take a cold shower and think 

again (Doh!). At last we have a 

strategy game where building 

and economic management 

couple perfectly with exploding 

cows and sex crazed medieval 

peasantry. 

The widow-maker 
On the first few levels, things 

are simple enough with just the 

basic prosperity of your village 

being your only concern. 

Construct chook houses, a dairy 

farm and a bread mill so all of 

your townsfolk have a healthy 

diet. A steady supply of new cot¬ 

tages is vital for your popula¬ 

tion’s growth. Given all the right 

elements, your citizens will 

(very) happily shame rabbits in 

the rumpy pumpy stakes. 

Comments such as “How about 

There’s plenty of depth and variety In the missions. This is a 
winner 

problem is that sol¬ 

diers don’t indulge 

in carnal activities, 

thus leaving your 

village a bit under 

populated. Many a 

time did I get car¬ 

ried away with a 

military campaign, leaving a vil¬ 

lage populated by widows who 

grew old and lonely leaving a 

ghost town - what fun. 

stats, but initiate building pro¬ 

jects at your own pace. I’m com¬ 

pletely addicted to Beasts & 

Bumpkins, every element comes 

together so well. The easy to use 

interface, the variety of missions 

and without a doubt the involv¬ 

ing strategy entwined with a 

unique personality. 

Pete Sharpe 

Little bit faster now... 
Playing through the game 

reveals a whole world of new 

building technologies and chal¬ 

lenges. Wizard Guilds, Churches 

and the much maligned tax col¬ 

lecting Town Hall are just some 

of the many projects that can be 

undertaken. A problem does 

exist in the lack of a speed 

adjustment option. The villagers 

move around very rapidly, and 

things do get frantic when you’re 

learning the ropes. This isn’t a 

major concern as the pause fea¬ 

ture allows you to not only exam¬ 

ine all of the social 

and economic 
i 



Your heart pounds as you wait for the starter to drop his flag. It drops. 

Tyres spin.You’re away. 

It’s halfway through the first lap. You’re leading. By how much? A quick 

glance at your side mirrors tells you - two car lengths. ! You quickly get 

advice from the pit manager via the in-board computer. The needles on the 

authentic dashboard are waving in the comfort zone. 

You stomp on the accelerator. 

The cheering crowd and landscape a k PrBCSsiOH 
are so realistic because of 3-D I B mr RacSngjzsz. 
acceleration and MMX technology. 

Lap 15. Your arms are getting tired 

because the Force Feedback Pro Joystick creates the physical reality of racing. 

Two cars overtake you through the chicane. You’ve forgotten that 

multi-player allows you to race up to seven other drivers. 

One hairpin to go.You know how to take it.You’ve seen others master 

it. The track has been electronically surveyed to within I Ocm of the real 

thing using Global Positioning System (GPS) technology. 

The chequered flag is out. Let 

the champagne flow. To locate 

your nearest stores call 1900 1700 63 

and quote ID code 1015. Calls 

cost $0.50tf*. 

A 

* Higher rate from mobiles and payphones. Microsoft CART Precision Racing 1997 Official Licensed Product of Championship Auto Racing Teams Inc. 
Reproduction of all logos and marks of CART, its Teams, Drivers, without the prior written consent of CART Licensed Products. LP. is prohibited. 

V.W.V.W. 
Microsoft 

Where do you want to go today?" 
www.microsoft.com/games 

LBC&M MSG00I0 PC 
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PC PowerPlay 

way 

entertaining 

story unfolds 

before your 

eyes. 

While the 

visuals and 

story can be 

rather dark, 

Abe himself 

is sort of lov¬ 

able in his own 

kind of 

game, very few 

will be able to resist the tempta¬ 

tion to make finishing the game 

a major priority. It’s that good. 

March Stepnik 

Oddworld: Abe's Oddysee 

is one of those kind of 

games where the quality 

of the graphics - both the still 

backgrounds and animations - is 

so high that you get hooked into 

the adventure straight away - no 

holds barred. That’s high enough 

praise already, and this is where a 

game of this kind can take two 

directions. The more beaten track 

is the one where the graphic 

splendour starts to wear thin 

(after all, graphics aren't every¬ 

thing), revealing standard game- 

play (or worse) that for lack of 

originality is often forgotten 

about a few weeks after you give 

up on it. The other, more rugged 

track that this kind of game can 

take is that where the gameplay 

continues to display the brilliance 

of the graphics. Not only that, but 

it often displays plenty of charac¬ 

ter and has a level of addiction 

that renders the player hooked 

and totally sapped in. Abe’s 

Oddysee looks amazing, sounds 

wonderful and plays even better. 

Soylent Green is people! 

Abe is a Mudokon - one of the 

many strange inhabitants of the 

very odd world of, er, Oddworld. 

Working at the massive Rupture 

Farms food processing plants, 

Abe stumbles across the main 

ingredient for the recipe of the 

next big thing from Rupture 

Farms - his own flesh! Given 

that most of the other Mudokon 

(and Abe’s friends) are slaves at 

Rupture Farms, Abe takes it on 

himself to not only escape 

Rupture Farms, but to help free 

his fellow Mudokon as well. 

This is where the adventure 

game begins. I say this not only 

to give you some background 

info to set the scene, 

90© 
Category 

Players 

Publisher 

Price 

Rating 

Available 

For 

Puzzle/Platform 

1 

GT Interactive 

$TBA 
M15+ 

Now 
The stunning graph¬ 

ics - Abes makes 

great use of rich 

and detailed back¬ 

grounds, and 

there’s enough of a 

variety in them to 

prevent de ja vu. 

Gameplay is 

damned addictive, 

and very satisfying 

Against The repetitive 

nature of the garni 

will put off some, 

will the seemingly 

sensitive issue of 

puzzle timing - 

sometimes you m< 

stumble on the rig 

sequence but give 

up because the tin 

ing is off 

Meed P150, 32MB RAM, 

8x CD 

Want That’ll do 

6XP£R:“EMT! 

V . 
•V A. 

From the first time you hear Abe say * 
you’re hooked, and with gameplay as 
this, that's a good thing 

but also because Abes is one of 

the few games around where the 

rendered cut scenes blend 

smoothly with the gameplay sec¬ 

tions. One minute you’re watch¬ 

ing one of the many cut scenes 

that beautifully tell the story and 

introduce new gameplay ele¬ 

ments, and the next you’re actu¬ 

ally guiding Abe around the 

screen. Now would also be a 

good moment to mention that 

Abe’s is in fact a puzzle/platform 

game. It takes the appearance of 

a typical 2D platformer (if you 

ignore the amazing 

graphics), but plays 

substantially different¬ 

ly. Remember Another 

World, or Prince of 

Persia? Abe’s Oddysee 

plays similarly to these 

two games, but with 

enough to keep it 

rather unique and 

fresh. Abe has the abil¬ 

ity to run, sneak, walk, 

Hello’’ 
good as 

jump, climb and duck 

through Oddworld. 

With plenty of baddies 

armed to teeth in his 

way, Abe is going to 

have to use all his skills 

and creativity get past 

them and onto free¬ 

dom. To this end, Abe 

can also possess the 

body of one of the 

many enemies blocking 

his way. Abe can also 

hide in shadows, and 

use his many vocal abil¬ 

ities to progress 

through Oddworld. 

Abe’s Oddysee is one of 

the few platform games 

that makes use of real¬ 

time speech in standard 

play. Abe can greet peo¬ 

ple or get their atten¬ 

tion, ask them to follow 

or ask them to wait. He 

can also whistle in two 

different ways, give an 

angry growl, laugh and 

even fart. Yes! Farting 

is put to great use in 

Abe’s Oddysee! To get 

past many of the guards 

and obstacles, clever 

use of vocal (and other) 

abilities is vital. 

Best ending ever! 

As far as gameplay goes, the 

puzzle aspect is much more 

prevalent than the platform 

flavour. Given infinite lives, 

Abe’s is much a game of using 

your noggin to get through a sec¬ 

tion of the game - trying differ¬ 

ent strategies over and over till 

you succeed. Experimentation, 

and obviously death, is a big part 

of Abes, but as is immense satis¬ 

faction. The difficulty increases 

in notches as you progresses the 

ODDWORID: HE'S ODDYSEE 
Just another platform game? Cease those thoughts this instant, for this is something really 
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REVIEW 

The last showing of the Duke Nukem Build engine is easily the best yet. 

With the world of First 

Person Shooters well and 

truly utilizing True 3D 

engines; a’la the Quake engine, the 

question is often asked why do 3D 

Realms persist with the older 

Duke Nukem Build Engine? The 

answer probably lies in that they 

have a top secret Kick Ass Engine 

under development (Prey) and the 

fact is the Build engine can still 

deliver top notch action. Shadow 

Warrior is the latest (and probably 

last) of the Build games, and exem¬ 

plifies all that is good and bad with 

the legacy of Duke Nukem 3D. 

It’s funny! 

Shadow Warrior’s kinship with 

Duke is apparent right from the 

start. Wisecracks, and throw 

away one liners come thick and 

fast. Answering a phone results 

in “Hello is your refrigerator 

running...Better catch it” and 

that’s only one of many. Sure, 

it's corny to the hilt, but it’s only 

one part of the excellent atten¬ 

tion to detail that the Duke fami¬ 

ly of games showcases. 

As Lo Wang, you can operate 

radio controlled cars around a 

track, play that silly looking 

Japanese Pin Ball game and most 

useful of all summon up a mirror 

copy of yourself by squeezing 

some bodily organs found along 

the way. The level design contains 

lots of surprises, and is a distinct 

step above Duke. This is largely 

due to enhanced architecture 

(rooms above rooms) technology, 

and the cool ability to drive vehi¬ 

cles around - well vehicles, as in 

the occasional Tank/Go Cart 

hybrid that appears on certain lev¬ 

els. Hop in one of these babies, 

and you can not only blow away 

your enemies in style, but run 

them over as well. We desire max¬ 

imum carnage in these games, 

and only the most Testosterone 

inspired, Amie derivative, kick ass 

weapons are going to do the job. 

Shadow Warrior gets a 110% in 

this area, from swords and Ninja 

stars to an Assault cannon with 

built in rapid/single shot firing 

modes. Grab the Missile Launcher 

for your choice of standard rock¬ 

ets, heat seeking missiles or the 

King of all explosives...the Nuke. It 

acts like the BFG out of Doom, 

but with that welcome mushroom 

cloud giving you that feeling that 

you have done well. There are 

non-nuclear delights too, such as 

Grenade Launchers and the 

coolest look that can only be an 

Uzi 9mm in each hand, complete 

with on screen reloading action. 

A gun totin’ kick ass gore fest, let down a little by the aD, blocky monsters 

A game of love 
Being a well armed fellow, 

your enemies are a plenty and 

they mean business. Evil 

Ground shaking Sumo’s, 

bondage women that are loving 

in the best sense of the word 

and Ninja's armed with rockets 

and guns ahoy ensure that you’ll 

never feel lonely. Shadow 

Warrior has pushed the 

difficulty notch up, with 

monsters inflicting higher 

damage than your friendly 

Pig Cops dished out to 

you in Duke. Unlike 

Quake, Shadow’s bad guys 

actually wander about 

more and will often duck 

and sidestep your attacks. 

It’s a quality feature, but 

here we come to Shadow 

Warrior’s link with the weakness 

of Duke's legacy. The monsters 

have that cardboard cutout flat 

appearance and are poorly ani¬ 

mated, they frankly look like 

crap when you get that blocky 

effect up close. A 3DFX patch 

should be out by the time you 

are reading this, here’s hoping it 

radically improves 

the monsters. 

v/5/ 

Shadow Warrior is a cartoon 

blood fest, and it’s fun. Poor 

looking monsters aside, the 

action delivers the goods and it 

would be very difficult not to 

extract some good times out of 

this game. In saying that, it’s 

not radically different to Duke 

and the gang but it is the best of 

the Build games. 

Pete Sharpe 

80© 
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If Duke Nukem was like an Arnie movie, then Shadow Warrior is like a John Woo 
movie - which is a damn good thing www. 3d realms, com 

Category Time to kick some 

Players 1-8 

Publisher 3D Realms 

Price $89.95 

Rating MA15+ 

Available November 

For Mayhem 

Headquarters, 

Level Editor includ¬ 

ed and some inter¬ 

esting multi-player 

maps. 

Against It’s Ninja-Duke, 

and the similarities 

will remind you of 

over a year ago. 

Heed P75.16Mb RAM, 

DOS 6.22 

Want P133 and a sense 

of humour 
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REVIEW 

73© 
Graphical cartoon 

adventure 

1 

Playtime Interactive 

$79-95 
TBA 

Now 

For November 

It’s Duckman! It’s 

(almost) authen¬ 

tic! It’s funny! You 

can put Fluffy and 

Uranus in the 

blender! 

Against Nothing really 

new in terms of 

gameplay, and can 

tend to be a little 

linear in plot. 

Need Win 95,16Mb 

RAM, 4XCD 

wont That’ll do. 

Category 

Players 

Publisher 

Price 

Rating 

Available 

It's one of the vanguard of 90’s 

adult oriented cartoons, along 

with the Simpsons and Beavis 

and Butthead, that showcase just 

how powerful (and hilarious) the 

medium can be both as a form of 

social commentary as well as gen¬ 

eral entertainment. Chock full of 

in-jokes, self-reflexivity, and depic¬ 

tions of base human emotions in 

a more lifelike manner than most 

other television shows, Duckman 

has been sadly missed from my 

screen since it disappeared earlier 

this year. But now salvation is at 

hand, for the obnoxious little 

yeller feller with the beak and no 

pants is back - this time on a com¬ 

puter screen. 

A starless night 

The good news is that it’s 

almost as funny and entertaining 

as the series, but the bad news is 

that the voice-actors don’t appear 

in the computer game. In the 

television version, Jason 

Alexander (who plays George on 

Seinfeld) gives voice to 

Duckman, with a host of other 

(top) Fluffy & Uranus - care bears 
from hell (below) Duckman in the spa 

celebs taking the part of the 

other main characters, including 

Dweezil Zappa, Nancy Travis 

and Tim Curry. The voices for 

the game, though they are 

noticeably different, are very 

close to the original actors, and 

this doesn’t detract from the 

gameplay all that much. 

But what about the game? Well, 

it follows a plot that 

fans of the show 

should feel at home 

with, suitably silly and 

hilarious, with 

Duckman’s self dep¬ 

recating humour and 

sharp one liners in 

almost every scene (Duckman 

about his twin sons: “they make 

my heart swell like Pamela 

Anderson’s chest in front of an 

open fire”). It begins with 

Duckman living (his idea) of a life 

of luxury; In a spa with two.Jadies 

of the evening...and an obsequious 

wetback serving drinks at his com¬ 

mand, living the high life off the 

residuals from his top rating 

show, ‘Duckman’. All is not well, 

though, and Duckman soon 

learns that he has been replaced 

on the show by a new, sexy, fit, 

smart, well endowed, and kind 

natured Duckman (in short, his 

complete opposite) who, through 

his talking doll dispenses such 

sage advice to the kid¬ 

dies as ‘obey your par¬ 

ents, or I’ll hunt you 

down and crush your 

windpipe’. 

Duck in hell 
It’s from this point 

that things start to go 

downhill for 

Duckman, and this is 

where the game kicks 

in. Your task is to point Duckman 

in the right directions as he tries 

to regain his (perceived) position 

at the top of the Paramount star 

ladder, dethroning the New 

Duckman in the process - who is 

of course, all part of a cunning 

plan by than King Chicken to 

screw Duckman’s life completely. 

Along with the help of his long 

suffering sidekick, Comfed and 

the two care bears from hell, 

Fluffy and Uranus, you guide 

Duckman through a series of sce¬ 

narios that become more and 

more bizarre. In terms of game¬ 

play, there’s nothing new for the 

genre - control is purely through 

the mouse, with two modes avail¬ 

able at a click of the button. One is 

for questioning, and the other for 

action, as well as an inventory of 

items you collect along the way. 

It’s the usual click on whatever 

look likely, and figure out which 

item you need to get from there to 

get the next, and so on, and solve 

the odd puzzle or two along the 

way. For me, though, the game¬ 

play elements were secondary to 

the humour, the plot, and the 

actions of the characters - and in 

this case I don’t think there’s a lot 

wrong with that. Certainly don’t 

buy this game expecting to be 

amazed at the revolutionary use of 

the GA genre, or expect mind 

bending puzzles that will involve 

you for hours on end, or jaw drop¬ 

ping graphics. For fans of the 

series though, Duckman is a very 

pleasant game to watch, and has 

some pretty good gameplay ele¬ 

ments as well. 

Gareth Jones 

ln,*l 

http://duckman. msn. com/pr 
omo/default. htm 

King Chicken, Duckman’s nemesis 
with his luverty pompadour 

PCPowerPlay 
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MICROFILES 

Front Page Sports Golf 
Category 

[PLAYERS 

PUBLISHER 

Golf. No Kidding. 

i-Lots (Network/ 

Modem/ Internet) 

Sierra 

PRICE $TBA 

RATING R 

VAILABLE Now 

NEED P6o, 16M RAM, 

2xCD 

WANT P90, 32Mb RAM, 

4xCD, 4Mb vid card 

overall 

77© 
A good golf slm that has tried 

something a bit different. 

Style! Pure style! 

Often, the best thing about 

computer golf games hap¬ 

pens when you get to 

dress your little onscreen golfing 

guy (or girl). I couldn’t wait to try 

out my snazzy (don’t you think 

that “snazzy” is such a golf 

word?) combination of lime 

green shirt with brown pants. 

Except I couldn’t. Front Page 

Sports Golf doesn’t let you 

choose brown pants! Incredible. 

Disgruntled, I had to make do 

with tan instead. Tan pants! Ugh. 

Anyway, FPSG is a golf game. It 

has all the usual golf game 

“things” - trillions of play options, 

nice graphics (with a nippy 

redraw), ambient noises, two 

courses (plus a third 

add-on course bun¬ 

dled in for the 

Australian release - 

lucky us), etc. A cou¬ 

ple of options did, 

however, stand out 

from the crowd as 

things I hadn’t previ¬ 

ously seen in a golf 

sim. And I thought 

they might be worthy 

of mention in the 

following paragraph. 

Computer players 

can be completely customised, 

for a start. This, I think, is bet¬ 

ter than the usual difficulty lev¬ 

els. Simply create a few players 

of varying ability 

(some crap, some 

almost as crap), and 

you’ll have a rough 

guide as to how 

you’re improving. 

Basically, it should 

mean that you are 

always guaranteed of 

a challenge. The sec¬ 

ond option will give 

further assurance of 

this. There are two control 

methods - the traditional Tri- 

Click and the all-new 

TrueSwing. With TrueSwing, 

you pull back the mouse for 

your backswing, then push it 

forward to bring your club 

through and strike the ball. If 

you think of the bit of the 

mouse where the cord joins as 

the club face, you’ll be right. I 

found it worked very well 

around the fairways, but putting 

was pretty tough. The Tri-Click 

is fine, however. 

David Wildgoose 

Legacy of Kain 
nTTTO-JM 1 

PUBLISHER 

RPG adly, there are too few 

games that let you play the 
1 k J “bad guy”. Aside from 

piloting an Interceptor in X- 
Activision Wing Vs TIE, being the Ores in 

Warcraft or Michael Schumacher 
STBA in GP2, I can’t think of any oth¬ 

ers in which you take that step 
M onto the Dark Side. Now there’s 

Legacy Of Kain to add to that list. 
Now Originally conceived on the 

Playstation, Kain is a action- 
Pioo, 16Mb RAM, 

4xCD 

P166, 200Mb HD 

space free, 

gamepad 

styled RPG in which you play a 

horrible blood-sucking vampire. 

You're not really nasty, though, 

because you were a “good guy” 

killed by some rogues and resur¬ 

rected as an undead creature of 

overall 

65© 
Gruesome RPG that can’t dis¬ 
guise its simplistic console 

origins. 

DntiiArDlik,, h-'L rowerriay 

the night. Priority One, then, is 

to try to escape this predicament. 

To do this, you stroll around vil¬ 

lages and caves, maiming perfect¬ 

ly innocent people and drinking 

their blood (it actually restores 

your health). Proceedings are 

viewed from above and, while it 

looks okay in hi-res, there’s a def¬ 

inite tendency towards everything 

appearing flat and, well, a bit 

squashed. The animation is only 

sort of alright, too. 

Despite this, Kain does manage 

to produce a reasonably grim 

atmosphere, thanks in part to the 

gloomy crypts, the spooky 

effects, the excellent use of 

speech from Kain himself, and, 

of course, the deeply unsavoury 

nature of the whole thing. I also 

liked the way Kain can transform 

himself into a wolf, a bat or a 

misty cloud. Cut-scenes are 

superbly done, in both execution 

(haha) and integration into the 

gameplay, bringing the story to 

life in an effective and, it must 

be said, quite touching way. 

How many litres of blood? Let's 

COUNT! Onel(boom) Hahaha... 

Two(boom) Haha ha... Three!... 

Shame then that much of your 

playing time will be exhausted by 

chopping down countless num¬ 

bers of peasants, bandits, skele¬ 

tons, ghosts, etc, in the dullest, 

bash-the-Ctrl-key-until-it-dies, 

way possible. Not bad, all told, 

but be prepared for some boring 

sections. 

David Wildgoose 
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MICROFILES 

PUBLISHER 

AVAILABLE 

i-27 Ranker 
Flight Sim SI have released a mission 

disk to Su-27 Flanker, and 
1-16 by LAN WJ just like the original game, 

you’ll either love it due to its 
SSI depth of gameplay, or hate it due 

to its dated graphics. 

$39 95 The game is an upgrade to 

version 1.5. If you don’t own 
M the original \Vin95 version, you 

can’t upgrade, but can still play 
Now all of the 150 additional mis¬ 

sions that come with the CD. 
486 DX 4/100 Other significant additions are 

AWACS view, LAN and inter¬ 
Pentium 100,16 net play, but perhaps the best 
MB RAM new features of the game come 

in bundled zip files which con¬ 

tain an Extended Mission 

lission Disk 

overall 

88$ 
Detailed gameplay and the 

ability to run with most options 
on a 486 DX 4/100. Personally, 
I love it, it's fast, ultra-realistic 
and utterly absorbing. Forget 
about the dated graphics for 

just one last time! 

Editor, a Random 

Mission Generator 

and a Mission 

Success Evaluator. 

AWACS view 

gives you total situ¬ 

ational awareness 

over all of the 

Crimean Peninsula 

by displaying all 

enemy and friendly 

ground and air 

objects. One look 

and you can appreciate the 

whole virtual battlefield! Click 

on an object, then its heading, 

speed, altitude etc is displayed. 

The objects then move as they 

would as if you 

were getting a live 

AWACS feed. The 

Extended Mission 

Editor lets you save 

a mission “world 

state” at any time in 

flight. This is 

impressive in a 

flight sim because if 

you like the com¬ 

plexity of the cur¬ 

rent “world state”, 

Sure the graphics aren’t on par 

with most flight-sims around, but 

for game realism & compexity this 

one beats many hands down 

you can save it, fly the mission, 

then go back and customise it to 

your heart’s content! The end 

result can be very challenging 

missions indeed! 

Apparently a version 2.0 is 

somewhere around the comer. 

From the screen shots I’ve seen, 

it looks hot, and we should wait 

with great anticipation! 

Maj. Ian Lindgren 

Voodoo Kid 

PUBLISHER 

Adventure a dventure games can be 

very engrossing experi- 

Aiences, but they can be dam 

frustrating as well. The sad tale of 

1 

Infogames Mr Gamer found slumped over 

the keyboard, the search for that 
STBA all important but elusive puzzle 

key involving too many late nights 
G and zilch attention to nourish¬ 

ment. We’ve all felt the pain at 
Now one time or another. Voixioo Kid, 

comes along and it’s very easy on 
486DX/66, 8Mb the grey matter, in fact I didn’t 
RAM, WIN3.11/ even skip a meal. Ok it is aimed 
WIN95. at the younger generation, but 

this is no lame poor quality “Kids 
16Mb RAM, 4X CD- title”. Voodoo Kid delivers. 
ROM. A bad dream leads to your 

overall 

79© 
Young gamers will find atmos¬ 
phere, well balanced puzzles 
and a good storyline - all the 
necessary adventure game 

elements. 

imprisonment on the evil Baron 

Saturday’s Spanish Galleon. 

Stopping the ship from reaching 

the Island of Lost Souls and 

helping the crew-mates who 

have been Zombifled is all part 

of the fun. The majority of the 

game uses the traditional Point 

and Click method, with some 

full screen mechanical slider 

type puzzles appearing from 

time to time. The puzzles are 

fairly straight forward, but still 

maintain that important interac¬ 

tive factor. Anything from rescu¬ 

ing a bar of soap, 

using a cannon (I 

won’t spoil it) to 

assembling some 

food ingredients in 

the creepy kitchen. 

The mechanical 

brain-teasers involve 

assembling machine 

cogs by size so as an 

important device 

can run again, fix 

the plumbing so a 

magical water foun¬ 

tain can flow once 

more... etc. Kids 

aged 9-13 will get a 

kick out of these 

puzzles, challenging 

but always fun. 

Voodoo Kid is 

Multimedia all the 

way, with attractive 256 colour 

visuals and good voice acting - 

now that’s a change. The storyline 

does have horror topics, plus 

weird things like Out of Body 

experiences and the like. 

Although the subject matter isn’t 

as creepy as say RL Stein’s 

Goosebumps TV series. Parents 

don’t have to be too concerned 

with this one, it plays more like 

Look parents! This game will make 
your child (aged 9-13) THINK! 

And they'll have FUN! 

an intense cartoon. If only 

Voodoo Kid was a longer experi¬ 

ence. Even younger novice adven¬ 

turers will probably complete the 

adventure in roughly 5 hours. Oh 

well, it’s fun while it lasts. 

Pete Sharpe 

PC PowerPlay 



MICROFILES 

War Gods 

The PC isn’t exactly known for it’s fighting games. 

War Gods won't change this 

It's probably been quite a 

while since you’ve had a wag¬ 

gle on that joystick of yours, 

well in the realm of fighting 

games anyway. For whatever cos¬ 

mic reasons Beat-em-ups have 

been a rare site in PC land for 

quite a while now. Sure we've 

had the odd Mortal Kombat 

game, but little sign of all 

singing, dancing wonders like 

the Playstation Tekken series. 

Times they are a changing, for 

not only is Virtual Fighter 2 

approaching on the horizon, but 

(insert deep thunderous voice 

over) WAR GODS has arrived. 

War Gods is definitely painted 

with a similar brush to Mortal 

Kombat. All the ele¬ 

ments are there. A 

cast of wacky charac¬ 

ters that consist of 

the “Humans find 

magical substance 

and get turned into 

Martial Arts Gods” 

category. Fatalities 

that involve arcane 

combinations of but¬ 

ton clicks, twirling 

your gamepad above 

your head with one 

hand, beating an egg 

with the other and all the time 

whistling the theme from a Bruce 

Lee film. Even the classic Mortal 

Kombat uppercut is on hand, com¬ 

plete with puddles of 

red stuff. What stands 

War Gods out is the 

use of 3D fighting are¬ 

nas, instead of Mortal's 

2D backgrounds. This 

allows for moving 

around your opponent, 

and is a worthy addition 

for the fighting game 

connoisseur. 

What stops War 

Gods from competing 

with the big boys of fighting 

games, is it's the lack of move 

variety. Whilst all the characters 

have custom special moves, they 

all rely on the usual generic 

attacks, such as High Punch, Low 

Kick etc. This makes for a level of 

complexity that just doesn’t com¬ 

pare with Tekken 2 and the like. 

Still though, the graphics move 

well on a Pi33 and Direct 3D is 

supported for some very nice 

framerates and texturing. War 

Gods makes the grade consider¬ 

ing the PC is a virtual desert 

when it comes to Beat-em-ups. 

Pete Sharpe 

AVAILABLE 

WANT 

Beat-em-up 

1*2 (same computer) 

GT Interactive 

$8995 

MA15+ 

Now 

P60,12Mb RAM, 

WIN95. 

P133,16Mb RAM, 

avoid keyboard 

horrors, grab a 4 

button gamepad. 

overall 

70© 
A competent, but not 

spectacular example of 
Fists of Fury PC style. 

2154 

Jfi liTj 
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MICROFILES 

oon Buggy ‘98 
PLAYERS 

Arcade Classic 

1 

PRIC^^l 

Sprint Software 

$2995 

RATING K 

AVAILABLE Now 

NEED P75,16Mb RAM, 

Win 9; 

WANT That'll do! 

overall 

810 
A fine and enjoyable game at 
a very cheap price, updated 

for the 9o*s with new graphics 
and FMV cutscenes (which 
aren’t really necessary, but 

they’re nice anyway). 

Once again, it’s time to 

take a trip down memo¬ 

ry lane, back to a mis¬ 

spent youth of afternoons spent 

at the local bowling alley or 

arcade parlour surreptitiously 

scamming the machines with 

the help of the spark from a gas 

lighter gun. Yes, it’s Moon 

Patrol (well, they called it Moon 

Buggy, but it’s really Moon 

Patrol) and it’s back! Never an 

overly complex game in the 

first place, the 98 edition hasn’t 

changed things much - which is 

altogether a good thing. You're 

still driving from left to right 

along the surface of some 

moon for some rea¬ 

son, dodging and 

blowing up some 

weird alien ships, 

jumping lava holes, 

tanks, minefields 

and all the same 

stuff from the 

arcade classic. It’s 

an updated version 

though, not a 

straight conversion, 
we know this 

because of the rather spiffy (if 

completely pointless) FMV 

sequences that play at the start 

of each mission. The graphics 

have had a makeover too, with 

scrolling hi-res 

backdrops and 

slightly better look¬ 

ing buggies and 

adversaries. While 

it is great fun to 

relive the arcade 

classics, there 

aren’t all that many 

people willing to 

part with 8o-odd 

bucks for the privi¬ 

lege. Luckily for us, 

Moon Buggy 98 is 

Conclusive proof that the moon 

isn’t made of cheese or covered in 

dust & craters 

going to retail for around S30, a 

bargain basement price which 

adds a hell of a lot to the attrac¬ 

tive qualities of the game. It’s 

not the kind of earth-shattering 

release that’s going to rock your 

world for years to come, but 

there’s plenty of hours of enjoy¬ 

ment to be had with it, and 

don’t be surprised if you find 

yourself saying ‘just one more 

level, and then I’ll stop’, over 

and over again. I know I did. 

Gareth Jones 

Solar Crusade 
l 

[ 

| 

WANT 

Rail Shooter 

i-2(Co-op maode) 

Infogames 

$TBA 

G8+ 

Now 

486,16Mb RAM, 

WIN95. 

P75. 6x CD 

overall 

260 
“Burn baby, burn!” was over¬ 
head as I physically torched 

this CD. 

The CD-ROM has become a 

gamers trusted companion 

over the last few years. 

There is a dark side to this 

whirring little friend of ours 

though. The true horror that is... 

The Rail Shooter. Pre-rendered 

backgrounds that get streamed 

off the CD, with you armed only 

with a mouse controlled cursor 

clicking away. No control over 

your direction, or much else for 

that matter. These games are 

best compared to a nasty viral 

infection that just won’t go 

away. Even companies like 

LucasArts and Microsoft have 

been involved with Rail Shooter 

travesties (Rebel Assault and 

Deadly Tide) over the years. It's 

scary, but Solar Crusade is tak¬ 

ing us down this road of despair 
once again. 

Over six main levels (and a 

few secret ones) you are faced 

with waves of attackers from 

yet another space based evil 

alien empire. The levels do 

offer some variety in location, 

from the surface of Mars 

through to deep space and 

down to the murky depths of 

Earth’s oceans. But these 

change of settings have no 

effect on the comatose game- 

play. Wave your mouse around 

the screen, clicking on whatev¬ 

er happens to appear in front of 

you. A featured Multiple 

Weapon System only involves a 

different coloured crappy look¬ 

ing laser beam, that has cheap 

written all over it. The only 

interactive bit is deciding 

whether to go left or right every 

few minutes when a junction is j 

reached. Oh God, it’s so boring. 

In between each mission is a 

cartoon based storyline, which 

looks like it might have been 

On-rails shooters conjure up 

memories of dodgy “interactive” 

theme-park rides. And what bad 

memories they are 

interesting with a game that at 

least has decent player input. 

One day in the future, we 

might all gather torches and 

implements of pain so as to 

storm the offices of game pro¬ 

ducers that turn out dribble like 

this. Alas we live in a civilized 

age, so just steering clear of 

Solar Crusade will have to do. 

Pete Sharpe 

PC PowerPlay 
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DARK FORCES™ 
Behind a veil of secrecy the evil 
Empire is creating a doomsday 
army - one that, if finished, will 
become the final cog in the 
Empire's arsenal of terror and 
domination. Your Mission? Join 
the Rebel Alliance’s covert 
division, infiltrate the Empire, 
then battle every man and 
machine the Imperial forces 
can muster. 

REREL ASSAULT™ II: 
THE HIDDEN EMPIRE™ 

You delivered the fatal blow to the Death 
Star, but there's no time to celebrate. 

Darth Vader wants revenge and is on a 
galaxy-wide hunt for a lethal weapon. 

He is determined to defeat the Rebel 
Alliance for good. A completely original 

chapter in the Star Wars saga offers 
breakthrough technology in graphics and 
an entirely new storyline, resulting in the 
most exhilarating and interactive space 

combat experience in this or any galaxy. 

_ LucasArts 

Collectors series 

*AS ClVXt A5 YOU CAN Ok I IO BEING IN A MAH WAJG MOVIfc' 

LucasArts Col 
now JUST 

LucasArts 

Collectors series 

IN THE DEAD OF SPACE. SOMETHING IS ALIVE* 

THE DIG’” 
From the combined talents of 
LucasArts and legendary filmmaker 
Steven Spielberg comes an epic 
adventure that plunges headlong 
into the very core of the unknown. 
An asteroid the size of a small moon 
is on a crash course toward earth, 
and only NASA veteran Boston Low 
has the expertise to stop it. You’ve 
saved the earth from total destruction. 
Now. can you save yourself? 

AFTERLIFE” 
Welcome to Afterlife, the world 

building simulation that lets you 
create the hereafter in the here and 

now. As "regional spiritual director" 
your task, given to you by the Powers 

That Be. is to develop two prime planes. 
heaven and hell, simultaneously and 

keep billions of souls happy by giving 
them the rewards and punishments 
they deserve. Telling people where 

to go is just the beginning. 

Exclusively distributed by oTOcrnxoouBwuea 

MATURE 
T (15 YEARS A OVER) 

MGHLBVO. 



LucasArts 

Collectors series 

IT IS TH! DAWN OF Rf&ELUON 

X WING™ COLLECTORS CD ROM 
The complete X-Wing collection on 
CD-ROM. The old republic is gone. 
The senate has been abolished. The 
ledi Knights have been exterminated. 
Now the Emperor seeks to crush the 
last remaining opposition. Against 
the overwhelming might of the 
Empire stands a small but growing 
Rebel Alliance. Will you join their 
struggle to end this tyranny? Will 
you become a hero of the Rebellion? 

TIE FIGHTER™ 
COLLECTORS CD ROM 

The complete TIE Fighter collection on CD- 
ROM. Through their treachery on Yavin. 

the Alliance of Rebels and other criminals 
has threatened the very foundation of the 

Empire. As an Imperial navy starfighter 
pilot, you will safeguard imperilled lives 

throughout the galaxy. Join the Emperor's 
cause in eliminating this Rebel uprising 

as the Empire strikes back! 

-LucasArts' 

Collectors series 

SkRVt I Ht tMftWJKJ 
JOIN THE IMPERIAL NAW AND SAVE THE GALAXY* 

lectors Series, 
$39.95 EACH r—_ 

/ mojvkbv>?Ess-' 

*2».» 

LucasAris 

Collectors series 

MOTORCYCLES MAYHEM MURDER. 
A HEAVY METAL ADVENTUPi 

FULL THROTTLE™ 
Beat-Up. Busted. Mad. Ben s been 
double-crossed before. But this 
time they messed with his gang, 
they trashed his bike, and they’re 
about to come back for more. 
What they're all gonna get is up 
to you! Blow your money on 
another game, or kick-start your 
computer and go... Full Throttle! 

MONKEY ISLAND " MADNESS 
In the tradition of true LucasArts 

humour and classic graphic adventures, 
the Monkey Island series is brought 
together for the first time to create 
a truly unique collectors pack. This 
exciting pack features The Seaet of 

Monkey Island. Monkey Island 2: 
LeChuck's Revenge”* and a demo of the 

next adventure in The Monkey Island 
series. The Curse of Monkey Island”*. 

LucasArts 

01990-1997 LucasWm Ltd and LucasArts Entertainment Company Ail rights reserved THE DIG, Afterlife. Full Throttle. The Seer# of Monkey Island Monkey island 2 LeChuck's Revenge and The Curse ot Monkey Island are trademarks 
of LucasArts Entertainment Company X Wmg Rebel Assault The Hidden Empire. TIE Fighter for* Forces. Star Wars and me LucasArts logo are trademarks of LucasNm Ltd used under authorisation MUSE U S Patent No 5,315.057 



Another attempt to make learning 
fun - they’re not fooling us though! 

make you proud, not only of our 

musical history, but of the talent 

behind the CD itself. 

Most of the interface art comes 

courtesy of Reg Mombassa. It’s 

seriously trippy stuff and sets an 

ambience that’s a pleasure to be 

a part of. In fact, through the 

many hours we spent checking 

this disc out, not a single screen 

popped up that was anything less 

than a design masterpiece. 

There’s a big dose of pointless 

clickables to keep you poking 

around too, multimedia design¬ 

ers like that, and we 

do too, if it’s done 

cleverly and with 

humour. Which it is, 

of course. All of it, 

in fact. Real Wild 

Child is a witty, 

fresh and original 

creation. 

Usually missing 

from these good- 

looking multimedia 

CDs is depth. An 

hour or two of clicking around 

the place and you’ve generally 

seen it all. Not so here! Some 

numbers: 2200 images, over 100 

movies, over 200 excerpts from 

original recordings and a 500 

word entry for every band, per¬ 

former or related topic. That’s 

huge. Value doesn’t get any bet¬ 

ter than this. 

Anyone can get into this. The 

CD profiles the period from 1956 

through to the 90s. You’ll learn, 

regardless of your special interest. 

This really is a phenomenal 

achievement. It’s not a game, so 

we’re not going to rate it, but 

apart from the occasional use of 

JJJ's Michael Tunn for voiceover, 

it’s perfection itself. Do yourself 
a favour... 

When first we heard of this CD 

our preconceived misconcep¬ 

tions went to red alert. Fantastic, 

we thought, an interactive multi- 

media edutainment CD based on 

the history of Australian rock... 

Images of a few scratchy black 

and white Johnny O’Keefe clips 

and an over-enthusiastic plug 

from Mr Meldrum sprang to 

mind. Bzzzt! Wrong! 

From the outset this CD reeks 

quality. The effort that’s gone 

into this anthology is phenome¬ 

nal, and gosh darn if it doesn’t 



'Man of War petitions those aspects of battle many 

wargames are still dreaming of properly addressing/' 

Computer Game Entertainment Magazine 

"Man of War could be the Horatio 

Nelson of age of sail games/' 

Computer Gaming World Magazine 

"The graphics are phenomenal/" 
PC Gamer Magazine tH m 
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Climb aboard (or the spectacular high sea battles of Man of War. Set during the age of 

lighting sail, a time when the oceans thundered with cannon shot and splintering timber, 

Man of War's 3D first person perspective Jets you experience all the drama of an Admiral's 

life at sea. With a fleet of ships in your charge and a nation's destiny in the balance, 

take command and change the course of history. 
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Strategy First Inc. 
SIMULATIONS 

CANADA 

Directsoft Australia Pty Ltd 
P.O. Box 658 

Wahroonga NSW 2077 
Phone: (02) 9482 3455 

Fax: (02) 9482 3650 
E-mail: info@directsoft.com.au 

©1997 Strategy First Inc. All rights reserved. Man of War is a trademark of Strategy First. All products and corporate names are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of their respective owners. 
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At last! A decent 
affordable Wheel! - Advantage 1 

It’s called the Advantage i, it’s 

Australian made and designed, 

and it’s by far and away the best 

wheel and pedal set we’ve had 

the pleasure of playing with. 

This of course, excludes the 

unearthly Hyper Stimulator, but 

at $4000 vs. $400, that’s no big 

surprise. 

The design you see on these 

pages is an evolution of the origi¬ 

nal garage-job. It’s brilliant. 

Thrustmaster can hang their 

heads in shame, for the inade¬ 

quacies of their designs have 

never been more apparent. 

Ferraro Design is, essentially, 

Jason Ferraro. He’s an 

Automotive Engineer by trade, 

and much like our last beloved 

Freak of the Month, Filthy Phil, 

built his own wheel as a result of 

his dissatisfaction with the 

Thrustmaster wheel. Over the 

last couple of years he has 

refined the design and pro¬ 

duction process, so as to 

Nice, wide pedals, a 
comfy footrest & 
durable design. 

Finally! 

bring down the price 

and fine tune the 

design. 

Let's start with the 

pedals. Unlike the 

silly Thrustmaster 

Ti and T2 wheels 

which have 2 tiny 

pedals set too 

close together 

(especially con¬ 

sidering the 

overall size of 

the base, as 

well as the 

average 

human's feet), 

the Advantage 

instead has a 

nicely moulded 

base with the two 

oversized metal 

pedals set a per¬ 

fect distance apart 

- whether you be a 

1 or 2 foot driver. 

The foot rest is a 

soft, pliable plastic 

and is VERY comfort¬ 

able. The sides of the 

base are raised too, and 

hold your feet in position, 

forever doing away with the 

cramps and awkward posi¬ 

tioning Thrustmaster seem to 

want to inflict on us. 

Up top the happy story contin¬ 

ues. The steering wheel unit is 

held onto your desk by the only 

proper tool for the job 

humankind has yet devised - the 

all metal G-damp. None of this 

Velcro nonsense or ineffectual 

plastic crap, nope, the Advantage 

stays put. 

The wheel itself is a lovely 

thing. The rubber coating is 

soft and grippy, with contours 

that position your thumbs right 

over the gear changing buttons. 

Yep, buttons. Fi style levers at 

the back would push the price 

up too much and 

Thrustmaster’s one-handed dri¬ 

ving-preferred gear knob has 

long been banished. They work 

perfectly and are the most nat¬ 

ural, effortless and intuitive 

way to shift gears. 

The whole top unit is very 

heavy due to its steel chassis con¬ 

struction. We ripped the cover 

off one and marvelled at the 

Jus! like the real 
thing... except for the 
lack of horn. Bugger! 

inner workings. We can safely 

say that the Advantage looked 

unbreakable. 

We’re not kidding you here, 

this really is the best wheel and 

pedal set out there. Call 0412 

082244 for more info, or email 

advantage@dezzanet.net.au, or 

visit www.ferrarodesign.com.au. 

Total 
Control II 
Virtual 
Joystick 
Here’s a nifty new 

device for 

those of 

us frus¬ 

trated 

with tra¬ 

ditional joy¬ 

sticks taking 

up a large 

amount of desk 

space and conf- 

ing you into one 

position for the 

duration of the 

game - a Virtual 

reality* joystick. 

Well, it’s not actually 

a virtual reality joy¬ 

stick, but a joystick 

with motion sen¬ 

sors and no 

base. The idea 

is that you 

wiggle the joy¬ 

stick around in mid air, 

and the (imaginatively named) 

Internal Motion Sensors (tm) 

take account of where you move 

your hand while you play, track¬ 

ing forward, back, left, and right 

movements. There’s no drivers to 

load, and a decent array of nor¬ 

mal joystick buttons (including a 

hat switch) as well as a hefty 

bundle of shareware games 

along to help you test out the 

new toy, including Duke3D, 

Hexen, Terminal Velocity, ROTT 

and Doom. It’s the kind of thing 

that falls into the ‘cool concept’ 

category, but for just $99.00, it is 

worth checking out. More info 

from Pactronics on 

(07) 3889 7177 

PC PowerPlay 



MORTAR 
You what? Ooh no, the 
only game I know's the 
building game. Not much 
call for computers round here 
Unique cinematic 
interface? More than my 
job's worth matey. 
Build an entire city by 
Monday? Right-o! 

CONSTRICTOR 
Iby J 
OW 

TIVL 
I’nmJh Ihtlnhuud by 

V ROADSHOV 
INTER ACTIV 4«lgim iw.vilug*. 

AVAILABLE TO NATURAL 

BORN BUILDER^/ROM: 

NOW 

on PC CD-R0I& 

Constructor™ & © 1997 Acclaim Entertainment. All Rights Reserved. Acclaim is a registered trademark of Acclaim Entertainment. Original concept developed by System 3. LOW LEVEL 
ANIMATED VIOLENCE 
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YPER STIMULATOR 
The creme* de la creme of driving sim 
setups - note the drink tube too... 

Evacuate the 

house, open up that hermetically 

sealed vault, don your sterilised 

surgical gloves and carefully 

remove your most precious pos¬ 

session. With PC PowerPlay #i 

in hand, turn to page 13. There it 

is. The seemingly ridiculous but 

incredibly desirable Hyper 

Stimulator. At the time this bold 

Aussie innovation was just being 

introduced to the world. After 2 

years we’re happy to report that 

the auto-simulator cockpit has 

achieved great success, both 

locally and internationally. 

Besides bring¬ 

ing joy to many happy 

(and rich, we suspect) private 

owners, the Hyper Stimulator is 

also doing its bit for the 

Williams Fi team who have 2, 

and the Kool IndyCar team, who 

have 10 of them. 

Many new models have been 

released in the last 2 years. All 

are derivatives of the base unit, 

but with unique paint and 

decals, as well as a variety of add¬ 

ons such as the rear spoiler and 

The Mind Drive 
You remember the 

movie Firefox, 
where granite 
jawed Clint 
Eastwood stole that 
Russki plane with a 
direct mind-to-con- 
trol interface? Well, 
coolness such as 
this has come to 
the land of PCs 
with the Mind Drive 
- and the added 
bonus is that you don’t have to think in Russian like Clint did. How 
consumer-friendly is that! It works by using your finger as the inter¬ 
face point, with a little strap-on thingy that reads your mind via your 
fingers, and connects to any serial port. The software available for 
it, as you might expect, is a little limited in its appeal though. 
There’s a tutorial where you control a line that moves horizontally 
and try to make a sine wave kind of formation by thinking ‘up!* and 
‘down you bastard!*. Then there’s the downhill slalom skiing experi¬ 
ence, which is just the same thing except you’re thinking in terms of 
left and right and it looks slightly prettier. It does work, I think, but 
there were times when my attention was diverted (for a phone call, 
for example) and my little man kept pretty much turning left and 
right when he was supposed to, still making the gates for the 
slalom, which was a little disconcerting. VR is pretty likely to be the 
way of the future... but I think the key word here is future. Available 
for $299 from Mindflux (02 9416 9619). 

the indispensable drink bottle. 

We recently visited the com¬ 

pany’s headquarters, ostensibly 

for this updated report, but 

mainly because really needed 

another blast, having dreamt 

about the last time, 2 years ago 

just a bit too frequently. Yep, 
we’re that sad. 

These things are amazing. 

Sure, the first time you see one 

you’ll think it’s all somewhat too- 

ley, but within a few seconds of 

driving your favourite racing 

game all thoughts of expensive 

silliness vanish. The driving 

position is completely realistic, 

the leather-bound steering wheel 

is adorned with programmable 

buttons and the metal pedals are 

sprung perfectly, with the brake 

quite stiff and the accelerator 

light and sensitive. Perfect. 

Basic D.I.Y kits are available 

from $995, with the top of the 

range painted and fully acces¬ 

sorised car going for S3995. 

You can test one at one of the 

many Racing Centers popping 

up around the place. Clubs are 

forming and it’s all getting very 

serious. Nothing else comes 

close to delivering the fun and 

realism. Sure, they are expen¬ 

sive, but the quality is superb 

and if you think you're serious 

about racing sims then you 

absolutely must 

check out the 

Hyper 

Stimulator. Call 

the Racing 

Center on 02 

9968 1670 for 

info, or email 

radfx@oze- 

mail.com.au. 



LEGEND Performance Technology LEGEND Video Accelerators 

Award winning manufacturers and exporters 

of computer performance technology 

Adelaide Ph (08)83742355 

Fax (08)83741520 

Melbourne Ph (03)92813750 

Fax (03)92813751 

Sydney Ph (02)99294114 

Fax (02)99295330 

Singapore, South Africa, Slovakia, USA 

BBS (08)82776322 

Email askus(« computercraft.com.au 

Web www.computercraft.com.au/legend 

LEGEND 3DfX 

The answer for those users demanding the ultimate in arcade 

and console gaming graphics! 
Designed to operate with your existing video accelerator the 

LEGEND 3DFX pass-through card provides affordable, full 

screen 3D rendering with all the latest, leading edge 3D features. 

LEGEND 3DV 

This is the card for aggressive 3D gaming. 

The LEGEND 3DV provides 3D features and incorporates premium 

2D performance. Engineered for both 2D and 3D performance. 

LEGEND 3DD#ffo 

A 3D graphic accelerator for the next generation of 3D games 

and committed 3D CAD users. 

The LEGEND 3D Delta has been engineered for professional 3D 

graphic environments. A fully featured product encompassing 

premium 3D performance with all the leading 3D technologies. 

Manufactured in Australia by 

Legend (Pacific) Pty Ltd 

31-35 Conmurra Avenue 

Edwardstown, South Australia 5039 

The LEGEND 64Mi is a complete TV tuner, capture 

and TV output multimedia graphic solution. 

• Input from conventional TV antenna, satetite TV, VCR or camera 

• Television display on your monitor in a window or full screen 

• Still and motion video capture and playback saving to your hard drive 

• Video output to composite and s-video televisions 

• Audk) output to your sound card 

LEGEND 1287* 

The LEGEND 128T6 is a multi award winning graphic 

accelerator card, providing premier performance levels. 

Designed for superior 2D graphic performance the LEGEND I 

128T6 is ideal for CAD, graphic design applications and serious I 

gamers who demand the highest performance leveLs. 1 

LEGEND 64Mb 

The LEGEND 64Mi+ provides superior performance at entry 

level prices levels. 

Targeted at price stressed integrators without compromising 

performance, manufacturing quality or driver support. 

Made in Australia 
for the World 

LEGEND Memory Upgrades 

LEGEND Memory Upgrades have received approval from a multitude 

of computer manufacturers. 

Legend provides a comprehensive range of memory solutions, 

from legacy computer systems through to the latest leading edge 

information technology products. 

Legend Memory solutions cover desktop, server, notebook, 

workstations, printers and popular proprietary computer systems. 

Available at Harvey Norman, VOX, 

Dick Smith, Radio Rentals (SA only), 

Myer Electric and all popular 

computer outlets. 

Send to Legend (Pacific) Pty Ltd. Entries close 22/1297. 
Drawn at Legend's Adelaide office on 23/12/97 at 12.00. 

Winner notified by mail, results published in The Advertiser 

Newspaper 24/1297^^ 

rmance Technology 

Icomputercraftl 

Aug 96 Dec ‘96 

LEGEND 128 LEGEND 128 



BUtechnews 
This month in 3D Technews we’re coinc to pay some attention to 

THE QUESTIONS YOU HAVE BEEN ASKING. IT SEEMS TO A NUMBER OF YOU 

OUT THERE THAT 3D ACCELERATORS ARE STILL QUITE A CONFUSING CON¬ 

CEPT. Which one to buy? Known problems? Will all games be accel¬ 

erated? These are all fair and logical questions, as not everyone 

UNDERSTANDS THE CONCEPTS OF DIRECT3D, OPENGL AND PROGRAMMING 

API To COUNTER THIS, EXPECT TO SEE A LETTER OR 2 PRINTED HERE 

EACH MONTH WITH ANSWERS TO YOUR QUESTIONS. 

"We are offering current 

Voodoo Rush customers the 

opportunity to exchange their 

Voodoo Rush doughtercords 

from their dual-planar Hercules 

Stingray 126 3D boards for o 

3D-only Voodoo Graphics board. 

For those that elect to partici¬ 

pate in this offer, you will 

retain the base Hercules board 

with the Alliance 2D controller, 

and will receive o Voodoo 

Graphics based full screen 3D 

solution. This offer is available 

to current owners of Voodoo 

Rush based products, and is 

good through October 24, 1997. 

Simply send your Voodoo Rush 

based doughtercord to 3Dfx, 

and 3Dfx will ship you o Voodoo 

Graphics based board in return, 

no questions asked." 

By the time you reod this 3D 

Technews however, October 24th 

will be long gone. It does howev¬ 

er point out that 3Dfx are willing 

to make amends for a product 

that doesn’t perform totally up 

to consumer expectation. 

3Dfx Voodoo 
or Rush?_ 

I have studied this tome of 

knowledge and drunk deeply of 

the wise advice over the last few 

issues and have finally decided 

on a 3D card. A 3Dfx card was a 

must due to performance and 

support according to the last few 

issues, so I decided on a 

Hercules Stingray 128/3D. Just 

as I was about to lay down my 

hard earned cash I read in a 

pommy magazine that shock! 

Games optimised for the Voodoo 

Graphics chip are not compatible 

with the Voodoo Rush chipset 

and as such games optimised 

specifically for the Stingray 

128/3D are fairly rare at the 

moment. I cant find any info on 

this either at the Hercules or 

3Dfx web sites. 

Help me PCPowerplay. Is this 

true? Must I wait many more 

months to see if the Voodoo 

Rush chipset takes over from the 

Voodoo Graphics as the one of 

choice? Or will 3Dfx or Hercules 

release patches for the Voodoo 

rush chipset? I don't want this to 

be another VHS vs Beta experi¬ 

ence. (Yes I admit it. Years ago I 

bought Beta). 

Bill Pugh 

Very interesting, and even 

more-so, very topical question 

there Bill. Firstly, read a pommy 

magazine and suffer the conse¬ 

quences. Did they really say 

Voodoo Graphics is not compati¬ 

ble with the Voodoo Rush? 

Shame on them, that, quite 

simply, is not true. 

What is the truth though, is 

that the Voodoo Rush chipset 

does have 0 definite speed dis¬ 

advantage and some minor 

incompatibilities. Users on the 

Internet being the pedantic, 

fastidious and totally anal 

bunch they are, have been at 

3Dfx about this since they dis¬ 

covered that Quake played a 

few frames per second slower 

on a Rush then a Voodoo. 

3Dfx’s response has been 

quite decent. Here’s an official 

quote from Greg Ballard, the 

president. 

(all pics this page) Archimeadean 
Dynasty 3Dfx - ooh lovely 

fis for you buying Beta, hey, I 

bought Beta too. fit the time, 

it was the superior format. You 

all know the story, marketing 

triumphing over technology. Rs 

for what you should buy now. 

Rgain, I’ll turn the final say 

over to Greg Ballard. 

’’The Voodoo Rush is an 

extremely high performing 2D/3D 

product. Our exchange program 

was launched in response to a 

very narrow concern - that some 

consumers had not realised that 

in return for the addition of 

windowing capability and 2D 

functionality, they would expe¬ 

rience a slight reduction of 3D 

performance on a small number 

of games. This program is not a 

product recall. Our exchange 

program is designed to allow 

customers who misunderstood 

the differences between these 

products to re-evaluate their 

decision. So it comes down to 

this: if you are someone who 

absolutely must have the most 
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Bladerunner (the movie) had a level 
of detail so convincing it had to be 
real Thankfully, it looks like 
Bladerunner (the game) developers 
Westwood are opting for the same 
approach 

powerful 3D only technology for 

gaming, then Voodoo Graphics is 

the right choice for you. If 

you're o gomer who wonts 

excellent 3D performance AND 

2D functionality with added 

windowing, multimedia, and 

video capabilities then Voodoo 

Rush is clearly the best product 

for you.” 

what do I say? If you’ve got 

the dough, but an Apocalypse 

5D for 2D and windowed 3D, and 

a 3Dfx Voodoo for the rest. 

The V2200 is 
COMING 

Hands up if you ran out and 

bought a Rendition card when 3D 

accelerators first hit the market. 

Ouch, a bitter pill to swallow was¬ 

n’t it? Paying top dollar for the 

card only to have it superseded in 

about 2 months by the 3Dfx. 

Rendition have fought back 

with the recent announcement of 

their V2200 chipset, which will 

be keeping pace with other board 

makers, if not passing them by! 

The Rendition V2200 features 

an integrated 230MHz RAM- 

DAC, improved Z-buffer, support 

for AGP and up to 16Mb of 

SGRAM, hardware MPEG-2, 

video input and output and two to 

eight times the performance of 

the Vi000! Some early tests place 

this chipset at about double the 

power of the original 3D6C 

Voodoo. 

One of the first incarnations of 

the V2200 will be on the 

Hercules Thriller 3DTM (TM 

stands for True Media). It will 

ship in both AGP and PCI ver¬ 

sions and access as much as 

8Mb of SGRAM. This greater 

amount of texture memory will 

mean that the board will likely 

run in higher resolutions than 

the Voodoo boards. 

The V2200 will feature all the 

enhancements we’ve come to 

expect such as Mip-Mapping, tri- 

linear filtering and texture mod¬ 

ulation. However it also includes 

advanced code in the RISC archi¬ 

tecture that enables special 

effects such as the water in 

Tomb Raider to be written in 

micro code. 

The card will ship with Open 

GL drivers for NT and 03d for 

WIN95, and later GL drivers for 

WIN95 will arrive. It’s also the 

first card that seems designed 

with Direct 3D in mind, since it 

can calculate a 14-attribute Direct 

3D pixel in one ‘cycle’. According 

to Hercules, this means that with 

an engine clock running at 

6oMhz, the card can generate up 

Monster 3D 2 

Diamond are currently feeding 

us snippets of information on 

the Diamond Monster 3D 2, 

which will be based on the 3DFX 

Voodoo 2 chipset. According to 

Diamond, the M3D2 will be 

twice as powerful as its predeces¬ 

sor and will be multi board capa¬ 

ble, meaning 2 M3D2’s can work 

together in a single system. 

(Now that’s cool!) 

Blrde Runner 
Blade Runner was more then a 

movie. It was a cinematic master¬ 

piece that put quality, mood, spe¬ 

cial effects and masterful produc¬ 

tion values ahead of budget and 

refused to bow down to pressure 

to make itself more appetizing for 

the average pleb wanting mind¬ 

less gun toting action. For this, 

Blade Runner achieved cruel 

press from movie critics, poor box 

office reception and a cult follow¬ 

ing few movies could ever hope to 

amass. It is then with great joy 

that I report that Westwood have 

held their ground too. 

Not conforming to turn the 

beauty of Blade Runner into a 

Quake style replicant shoot em 

up, Westwood have created a lav¬ 

ish world with incredible scenery 

and effects that could even bring 

a smile to Ridley Scott’s face. 

Within Blade Runner is a 

sophisticated goal oriented 

Artificial Intelligence that gives 

over 70 meticulously created 3D 

characters their own free will 

and unpredictable agendas as 

well as the potential to be either 

ally or foe. 

Graphically, Blade runner will 

feature state-of-the- 

art optical motion 

capture and real 

time playback of 

characters with 

tens of thousands 

of polygons. Scenes 

will incorporate 

hundreds of thou¬ 

sands of polygons, 

multiple true light 

sourcing, alpha 

effects, attenuation, 

and volumetric 

lighting to bring 

the 140 recreated 

sets of Los Angles, 

2019 to life. 

Just sounds like hype, the 

screen shots you see (note the 

detail in the faces) are rendered 

real time on a 3D accelerated PC 

(3Dfx and Rendition) - All in¬ 

game, no cut scene shots here! 

Providing the gameplay lives up 

to the Graphics, this will be gam¬ 

ing heaven. 

to 60 million Gouraud-shaded, 

perspective-corrected, texture- 

mapped, filtered, alpha-blended, 

fogged, diffuse/specular high¬ 

lighted and z-buffered pixels per 

second. Add to this TV input and 

output and we have some fun 

coming at us! The 8Mb model 

could go for as low as USS249 in 

September. rm 
PC PowerPlay 



SODA Off Road 
Racing 

Rendition owners have a new 

title to look forward to in SODA 

Off Road racing. Featured on 

this months cover CD, it has 

support for the Rendition only. 

Humorously convenient, seeing 

as Sierra's Screaming 3D card 

is struggling against other 

accelerators. 

SODA plays exceptionally well on 

the Rendition. It’s nowhere as near 

as pretty as the emerging 3D6C 

titles, but the speed, particularly for 

a Rendition is applaudable. High 

speed bi-linear thrills in super 

powerful cars on dirt roads, yes! 

Archimedean 
Dynasty 
The 3Dfx patch for AD is now 

available, judging by the screen 

shots, the conversion looks wor¬ 

thy indeed. 

Anacrhonox _ 
John Romero is really working 

hard to pump out some new 

games from his company Ion 

Storm. We’ve all heard endlessly 

about Daikatana, but here is a 

title he’s kept pretty much under 

wraps that has some incredible 

promise. 

Anachronox is a 3D role-play¬ 

ing game (RPG) using the Quake 

engine where the player controls 

up to three characters at a time 

from an eventual cast of seven. 

Their role, to explore the galaxy 

and three different dimensions. 

(Dimensions, dimensions, what 

is it with Romero and dimen¬ 

sions.) :) 

Gameplay involves exploring the 

environment, fighting various 

galactic foes, and the discovery of 

unique weapons and items that 

aid you on your quest. You can 

choose different characters to play 

and different ways to do things, 

leading you to different events and 

areas in the game. Screenshots to 

come as we get them. 

Mech Warrior 3 
If you didn’t already know, 

Activision no longer have the 

rights to produce the Mech 

Warrior series with FASA giving 

the license to Microprose instead. 

Considering the brilliant 3D 

effects in Mercenaries, Microprose 

have very big shoes to fill. 

News is that support for Mech 

Warrior 3 will be Direct3D and 

D3D supported hardware in the 

initial release. Specific hardware 

versions are being discussed 

with the major players, and will 

most likely be sold through OEM 

purchases and given away free 

over the Internet as patches. 

100 

There is still the 

possibility of certain 

accelerators being 

supported in the ini¬ 

tial release. 

Command & 
Conquer 2: 
Tiberian 
Sun 

Got your attention 

there now didn’t I? 

The fact is, C&C2 

will be 3D accelerat¬ 

ed. Tiberian Sun 

will be using 

Westwood’s new in- 

house rendering 

technology that was 

developed for Blade 

Runner. 

This exclusive tech¬ 

nology is known as 

“voxel technology” and adds 

height, width, and depth to pixels, 

giving them a more 3D look. This 

does not mean that the game will 

be a 3D action game. It simply 

means that the landscapes will 

look more filled out and better 

rendered. 

Because of this new technolo¬ 

gy, Westwood will be abandon¬ 

ing using the slower Direct3D 

API’s from Microsoft and using 

in-house rendering routines with 

support for 3D video chipsets 

such as the 3DFX and Rendition. 

Turok Dinosaur 
Hunter 
This will definitely be on next 

months cover CD and is 

absolutely fantastic. Turok for 

the Nintendo 64 was a nice piece 

of work. At the time, it was 

enough to make you break out a 

sweat wondering if the “to come” 

3D accelerators could match it. 

With a 3D& at least, it goes fur¬ 

ther then just matching it. At 

640x480 Turok looks phenome¬ 

nally better and incorporates every 

little feature of the N64 version. 

They even ported over the perfect 

real time 3D animated logos of 

the individual assisting compa¬ 

nies. (Iguana’s is a must see!) 

Turok is essentially like Quake, 

but in my opinion, infinitely bet¬ 

ter. The outdoor settings make 

for a much more exciting envi¬ 

ronment and the graphics are 

just incredible. The fogging for 

example is beautifully done with 

objects, creatures and enemies 

passing through the fog in the 

distance for a totally believable 

effect. Water is transparent, 

allowing you to see nasties swim¬ 

ming underneath and explosions 

create translucent effects where 

they impact. One of the End of 

level baddies for example, when 

punching on the ground gener¬ 

ates a translucent shockwave that 

travels towards you. 

Turok himself is an incredibly 

well built polygonal object. When 

you lose a life, you watch him 

become reanimated again. The 

transition from a limp/dead life¬ 

less body to a living one is 

absolutely incredible. 

Currently Turok Dinosaur 

Hunter is 3Dfx only, with the 

final being fully Direct 3D com¬ 

patible. A must buy for 3Dfx 

owners - available now. 

Talisman 
Not a game, but a code name 

for a technology initiative by 

Microsoft for the research and 

deployment of advanced multi- 

media technologies for the hard¬ 

ware industry. The objective is to 

•, 
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Turok: Dinosaur Hunter for 3Dfx is 
looking better than it did on the 
Nintendo 64 

take multimedia to the next level. 

Talisman is a DirectX based 

hardware reference design for 2- 

D and 3-D graphics, video and 

advanced audio functionality. 

The reference design will be 

used by vendors to create moth¬ 

erboard implementations and 

graphics-accelerator cards. This 

advanced technology will be 

delivered to the industry in the 

form of reference designs and 

research papers. 

Talisman is exciting if only for 

the performance targets which is 

to provide true-colour 2-D and 3- 

D graphics at resolutions of 1024 

x 768 pixels, with a scene update 

rate of 75 Hz. This will include 

full and simultaneous support 

for z-buffering, anti-aliasing, 

alpha blending and anisotropic 

texture filtering. Talisman will 

also provide full-resolution 

MPEG 2 decode, advanced 3-D 

audio, video conferencing and 

nonlinear video editing. 

Anisotropic filtering by the way 

is the next level of bi/tri-linear 

filtering. Instead of washed out 

blurs, anisotropic filtering offers 

beautifully crisp textures. 

The most exciting aspect of 

Talisman is that products based 

on DirectX will be Talisman ready. 

IS Vs will access the advanced 

Talisman features through the 

DirectX APIs. The advanced 

Talisman features will be included 

in DirectX, starting with release 4 

in the first quarter of 1997. 

Microsoft’s current goal is for 

the first Talisman products to 

appear around the end of 1997. 

Let’s see what happens. 

Jere Lawrence 

PC PowerPlay 



Combine Monster 3D with Monster Sound and 

you'll experience "The Ultimate Gaming Experience!" 

Diamond Multimedia make gaming so real it'll make you tense, anxious and screaming for more! 

Are you ready to be chewed 

up, spat out and totally satisfied? 

Then brace yourself because the 

Diamond Monster 3D has arrived 

and it's about to blow your PC 

away with the ultimate in arcade- 

quality graphic performance. 

Based on the state-of-the-art 3Dfx Voodoo 3D 

accelerator. Monster 3D's advanced PCI-bus architecture works with your 

existing graphics card to transform your ordinary computer into a 

monstrous gaming machine. All for a price that'll make your head spin. 

Monster 3D sets a new standard in 3D graphics performance with 

lightning-fast, full-screen 3D rendering and outrageous special effects, 

giving you gaming so real, it hurts. And, ifs the fastest performing 

Microsoft Windows® 95 Direct3D accelerator available, with equally high- 

performance 3D in MS-DOS and Windows* 3.IX. Plus, Monster 
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Soccer™ *96, Descent™ II: Destination Quartzon 3D, MechWarrior® 2, 

Scorched Planet™, a Microsoft™ WIN 95 Sampler CD 2 and over fifteen 

other monstrous games that'll leave you begging for mercy. 

And you better listen up, because if you're not experiencing Diamond 

Multimedia's outrageous Monster Sound 3D PCI sound card, you're really 

missing something. Monster Sound provides true CD-quality 3D positional 

audio—with up to 24 independent audio streams—and support for 

Microsoft's DirectSound and DirectSound 3D APIs. It also comes bundled 

with a suite of advanced audio applications. Monster Sound will do for 

your ears what Monster 3D does for your PC graphics. 

Better run for cover, because the Monster 

Sound 3D & Monster 3D are coming to get you. 

For more information call the authorised 

Australian distributor for your nearest dealer 

toll free on 1800 248 691 - or visit the 

Chips and Bits Australia web site at 

http://www.chips.com.au. 
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G&reth Jcnes As we finally get toward the end of 

the year, and the oft prayed for 

halcyon summer period, it’s start¬ 

ing again - the pre-christmas 

hype for all the hot new games. 

‘Prey' the Quake killer, ‘Unreal’ the Quake 

killer, ‘Quake If the Quake killer - all much 

anticipated releases bound to be hyped to the 

max by over eager PR agents (bless 'em) with 

their requisite hyperbolic press releases. And 

if I don’t hear a “you’ll never play Quake 

again” from one of them I’ll do a nude run 

(and no one wants to see that) through the 

next Apple users group meeting screaming 

“Bill owns you now, ya suckers!” at the top of 

my lungs. Quake is far from dead though, 

thanks to a tonne of dedicated people who 

have realised just what Quake is, and pushed 

it to its limits to see what it could become - 

and some of the best are from right here in 

Australia. This month we’re bringing you 

interviews with the authors of three of the 

best Quake mods, as well as details on the 

map editors available, and plenty of other 

essential Quake stuff as well. 

Quake isn’t Quake 

Quake isn’t just Quake, you see. Neither is 

Deathmatch Quake just DMi through 6, over 

and over and over again. Quake is, to coin a 

phrase, more than your average first person 

shooter. In PowerPlay’s initial review of the 

much anticipated game back in August of 

last year, we were a bit unhappy at first about 

what seemed to be an unwieldy interface, say¬ 

ing things like “it was then that I found the 

first weakness in the game - id hadn't done 

away with the tedious command line console 

from the alpha test version”, and even "id 

could have made multiplayer sessions a lot 

easier if they had refined the interface and 

got away from all those boring console com¬ 

mands”. We were, perhaps, just 

a little hasty in our judgement. 

It’s the adaptability of the game, 

made most apparent to the aver¬ 

age player through the console 

command line, that is one of 

Quake’s strongest points. The 

guts of Quake is the engine of 

the game itself, and it’s an 

engine that anyone with the will 

to can tinker with, in almost 

any way they want. 

And plenty of people have had 

a fiddle with the inner workings 

of Quake, so much so that 

there’s almost endless varia¬ 

tions out there, from extra maps to weapon 

modifications through to total conversions 

(and everything in between, as well) - and 

some of the best are creations from the 

supremely twisted and bizarre minds born 

and bred right here in Australia. Take one of 

the most innovative ideas thus far, for exam¬ 

ple. You’ve seen Quake, right? It's a bunch of 

guys running around dark, dank, and gothic 

style rooms with a variety of hand held 

weapons blowing the tar out of various 

demonic beasts and eachother. The natural 

progression is, of course, to a rally car game. 
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Two of the Quake level editors available; (top) 

Yirtus Deathmatch maker and (above) Worldcraft. 
Once you get your head around the 3D, it's easy 

It’s obvious innit? Well, it was obvious to 

Ridah and his friends, and for revelations on 

just how they came up with such a bizarre 

idea, check out our interview with him and 

Sumaleth, two of the guiding forces behind 

Qrally. 

Then there are those who have taken the 

Quake concept in different directions, like the 

legends from Team Fortress who’ve basically 

taken the guts of Quake and reformed it into 

something altogether different, a bit like CTF 

(capture the flag), a bit like an RPG, a bit of 

pure invention, and all up an incredibly good 

mod, making waves and gaining popularity 

both here and overseas. Then there's those 

who have worked within Quake, like 

Requiem, who was a little dissatisfied with the 

way the weapons worked, so what does he do? 

Does he go and put a whiny message in a 

games newsgroup, petulantly whinging about 

how crap things are, and bagging out id? Nup, 

he goes off and fixes it to his liking, creating a 

very cool Quake mod with a host of new 

weapons, damage settings, items, and rules * 

then publishes it online for free, just like the 

other two groups above. How cool is that? 

[Requiem] 
Requiem (the mod, not the guy) is a purely 

server side modification to Quake (which 

means the players don’t need to download 

any files to play, all the necessary files are 

contained on the server machine). It features 

I around 17 new weapons including such cool 

things as freeze bombs, guided missiles and 

flame throwers, various modifications to 

existing weapons, new bots, and a host of 

new items as well, including jump boots, 

radar and rune keys for added weapon dam¬ 

age, faster movement, and special weaponry - 

to name but a few. It’s an eminently playable 

mod, and also redresses some of the prob¬ 

lems many players had with straight DM. 

Anyone who plays DM regularly, especially 

over the internet knows just how important 

the rocket launcher is to gibful success, and 

how often the other weapons pale into 

insignificance. Not so with Requiem. Each 

weapon has it’s own strengths and weakness¬ 

es, and the opportunity is there for players to 

adopt different tactics, rather than ‘the same 

old same old’ as with straight DM. Requiem 

himself was even good enough to take some 

time out from putting the final touches out 

on version 2.0 of Requiem - ‘Ode to the 

dead’, to talk to us about himself, his motiva¬ 

tion, and all things Quake. If you want to 

find out more, check out 
www.planetquake.com/requiem, where exhaus¬ 

tive info on the game itself can be found, and 

you'll also be able to find out where the 

Requiem servers are. 

PCPP: How did you originally come to the 

idea of the Requiem patch? 

Requiem: I think there were two main 

reasons actually. Firstly, I always enjoyed DM 

from even back in the Doom2 days, so when 

I saw my first bot patch for Quake, I thought, 

WOW! I gotta make one!! So 1 grabbed the 

source code for the first BG-Bot, studied it 

and started to re-code it. This way, I could 

play DM whenever I wanted without needing 

a network and lots of players. 

Secondly, 1 wasn’t totally happy with how 

Quake turned out. The engine is fantastic, 

but 1 thought that the design aspect was a lit¬ 

tle less than it should have been. See, I came 

from a strong Doom2 background, and 

played DM constantly. As any Doom2 player 

will tell you, the weapons balance was fantas¬ 

tic. 1 personally was a super-shotgun freak, 

and often got one-shot kills. So you can imag¬ 

ine my dismay when Quake came out and all 

the weapons were totally unbalanced and, I 

believe, not too well thought out. I felt this 

kind of destroyed what DM was all about. For 

example, being a supershotgun player in 

Doom2, crossing over to Quake was devastat¬ 

ing. I almost cried. It was so weak and use¬ 

less. Also there was no chaingun, but instead 

that little nailgun which was also useless 

compared to the bigger weapons. I also hated 

the 50% protection rule, where the owner of 

any explosive fire takes only 1/2 the explosive 

damage. I thought that was very silly indeed! 

For this reason I decided to re-code the 

weapons and combat rules to be more like 

Doom2. So with the new and modified 

weapons, I then made the bots also use these 

weapons, which was something new in the 

Quake community. And so Requiem Quake 

was bom!:) 

PCPP: Right, so how then did you start to 

develop it? What sort of process was 

involved? 
Requiem: Well, 1 simply grabbed as 



much source code for other patches as I 
could and studied how things were done. It’s 
patches like the first CTF and .BG-BOT that 1 
really owe a lot of thanks to. Once I knew 
how things were done, I’d try and code it my 
own way. It was always a bit harder because I 
also had to worry about integrating the addi¬ 
tions into the bot code too. From there, I just 
tried to think of new things that would add to 
the game, then add it in bit by bit. 

PCPP: What, in your view, works as a 
patch for Quake? What’s important for a 
Quake mod? 
Requiem:DESIGN! DESIGN! DESIGN! 
The three most important things. 

I’ve seen patches with some fantastic ideas, 
sounds/graphics, presentation and even 
some that stirred a lot of hype, but without 
the proper design and thought behind it, it 
simply wont make it. 

BALANCE is very important. All weapons 
should be of roughly similar value, with their 
own advantages and disadvantages to make 
them all relatively even, and certainly no 
Super-Kill-Everything-On-The-Level weapons. 
It’s also important to have the weapons lay¬ 
out balanced. I’ve seen some patches that 
have heaps of weapons but their layout was 
poorly planned in that most of the extra 
weapons were only available with the grenade 
launcher, and other weapons had hardly any¬ 
thing. Other game options and items also 
need to be balanced. Basically anything that 
unfairly shifts the balance of power is not 
really a good thing to have. 

CONCEPT directly relates to the design 
aspect. You need to have an idea that is well 
thought out and works well in your head 
before you can start to code it. 

FUN & PLAYABILITY are what results if 
everything about the patch works. 

With careful design and planning, some 
fresh concepts and a balanced structure, 

there’s a good chance that it will also be fun 
and very playable. You only need look at the 
first CTF or TF to see how important design 
and concept are, as well as overall balance. 

PCPP: What are your plans for the future? 
Are you likely to do something similar with 
Quake 2, or the like? 
Requiem: I’d love to give Quake2 a try, 
but then Quake2 might be all I want anyway, 
so I might not want to change it.:) 

I’d love to be a game-coder/designer, but its 
a competitive industry and I haven’t had a lot 
of coding experience behind me, so I guess 
I’ll have to just keep peddling along hoping 
for that special phone-call/email... There was 
actually one professional project I had been 
offered, but due to time constraints I had at 
the time, I couldn’t go ahead with it. To them 
I wish them all the best and will probably 
hate myself when I see their product hit the 
shelves knowing my name could have been 
on the back of the box. Oh well, such is life. 

Quake Rally - 
Ridah and 

Sumaleth 
One of the most impres¬ 

sive (and weird) Quake 
patches to come out lately 
has to be Quake Rally. The 
guys from Impact have used 
the Quake engine to create 
something almost totally dif¬ 
ferent from the original 
product, and it’s pretty damn 
good too. Qrally can be both 
a straight racing game as 
well as a DM by car, a’la 
Interstate ‘76 - albeit with 
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modern day cars, and seeing as it's an 
Australian patch you can tool around in fired 
up utes, hot commodores, and occasionally 
run over Kangaroos for power ups too. Cool 
huh? We wanted to ask them important ques¬ 
tions, like ‘how the hell do you get the idea 
for a rally game out of Quake?’ so we did, 
and they were even nice enough to answer us 
too. Such is the interest in Qrally that there 
are numerous web pages up all over the 
place, but to go to the horses mouth so to 
speak, head to www.impact.frag.com/rally for 
their home page. 

PCPP: How did you originally come to the 
idea of the Quake Rally patch? 
[RIDAH] Originally, QR started out as 
merely a “hack” QuakeC patch which would 
allow people to add their own custom built 
cars into Quake. The original plan was to 
release this as just a QuakeC patch, and 
leave it up to people to create their own cars, 
and hence their own games. It soon become 
evident, that there was a huge demand for a 
GOOD vehicle patch for Quake, so we began 
working on making it a complete game of 
it’s own. With the addition of Rowan to the 

Quake Rally - tooling around Quake in Rally cars, 
running over kangaroos. Oh yeah! 

team, I knew we had the ability of creating 
of a very high quality game, so we began 
working on the design. 

PCPP 20K, so what came next? 
[RIDAH] Once we had the basics of the 
car physics in place, it was matter of adding 
new vehicles to the game, making a few test 
tracks, then playing. Early on, we did a LOT of 
playing. I’d add a new feature, like the side¬ 
ways rolling, then I’d spend a few hours just 
playing it, until I came up with a new idea 
that would add to the game, or something that 
would enhance the rolling, like bouncing off 
the ground (instead of instant death). We had 
a test arena made up early on that was much 
like a stunt track. It had loops, ramps, steep 
jumps, different levels, etc. This is where the 
basics of the car physics were designed. I’d 
spend hour after hour going over the one 
jump, first I’d work on the start of the jump, 
then getting the car to leave the jump correct¬ 
ly, then the rolling in the air, and then the 
landing. It’s basically a matter of breaking up 
every possible situation the car can be in, and 
working on each of them, one by one. 

Once I was happy with the handling of the 
car inside the stunt map, I'd start making test 



tracks, working on the racing elements, such 
as position calculations, lap records, that sort 
of thing. Most of these basic functions were 
completed within the first month of produc¬ 
tion. What followed was 8 months of tweak¬ 
ing, creating custom graphics and models, 
working on the sounds, the Win95 launcher, 
and so on. It was a great learning experience, 
I had no idea there was so much involved in 
creating such a game! 
[SUMALETH] 1 think it’s fair to say 
that Quake Rally led us more than us leading 
it. When I joined, which was about a month 
after Ridah and B-MonEy had started, it was 
quite a small project but slowly we began to 
see more and more potential in the idea. It 
was playable even back as far as January but 
had no real long term appeal - it was basically 
a ‘cool idea’ moulded into something that 
worked at a simple level, but gradually I 
guess we started to be quite attached to the 
project and wanted to give it some lasting 
appeal. Mainly that meant adding real game- 
play, something for single player interest 
and, most importantly some serious maps. 
Ridah had made quite a few interesting test 
maps early on, but we really needed some 
really classy professional maps to have any 
hope at competing with established mods like 
CTF, Team Fortress and so on. 

PCPP: Lastly, anything you’d like to add 
before we finish? 
[RIDAH] Wattup B! Seriously, I’d like to 
say a big thank you to Brett McMahon (aka B- 
MonEy) who has helped me through a few 
tough times during the development of QR, 
you’ll be there when I get there bro! Also 
thanks to Rowan for devoting a large portion 
of the last year to QR, without his hard work 
it wouldn’t be the game it is today. 

Team Fortress 
- Ian Caughly, Robin 

Walker, Anthony 

Suter, and John Cook 
Team Fortress is quite simply a stunning 

conversion of Quake. Essentially, it’s a com¬ 
pletely new game, though it retains the basic 
tenets of vanilla Quake. You’re still in control 
of little avatars running around trying to 
destroy the enemy, but here is pretty much 
where the resemblance ends. For starters, 
there are 9 different character classes, each 
with their own special abilities and weakness¬ 
es, and then there’s the objectives of the 
game, which is where it gets a bit confusing - 
and I'll leave it to the team to explain just 
what TF is. It may sound a little daunting, 
and it can be a tad difficult to get used to at 
first, but it’s well worth the effort. Team 
Fortress is, in my opinion, one of the best 
mods to Quake I’ve ever seen, and is perfect 
for a large LAN gathering of around 10 or 
more people (it’s much easier to shout to 
your teammates than stop and type to them), 
but also works extremely well over the inter¬ 
net. For more info on the game, and where 

the servers are the official TF web page is at 
www.teamfortress.com, but there’s also an 
Australian TF page which has information on 
all the Australian servers running TF through 
the qplug browser plugin at 
teamfort.gamesonline.net.au. If you play 
Quake on the internet, you NEED to give TF 
a go. It’s simply awesome. 

PCPP What is TF exactly? 
tan Team Fortress is one of the most popular 
Quake patches played today on both the inter¬ 
net and LAN for multiplay. The latest version 
was downloaded, from our www site alone, 
more than 25,000 times since it was released 
on the 13th of June. The Team Fortress patch 

adds nine player classes to Quake: Scout, 
Sniper, Soldier, Medic, Demo man, Heavy 
weapons guy, Pyro, Spy and Engineer. Each 
class has its own abilities, making them effec¬ 
tive against some classes and weak against oth¬ 
ers. They also have new weapons, grenade 
types and other specialized items. 

The real power of the patch is the generic 
map building code that allows map makers to 
design team based missions for up to four 
teams. The map files can specify the parame¬ 
ters for each game and describes the mission 
goals that each team must complete to score 
points. When the server changes maps, the 
players may be presented with an entirely dif¬ 
ferent mission objective with new strategies. 
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PCPP: How did you originally come to the 
idea of the Team Fortress patch? 
Robin TF’s basically the game we wanted 
to play. We’d played a lot of Doom, in partic¬ 
ular a map called “fortress”. It was a 2 vs 2 
team game where each team had a fortress 
with 3 rooms in it. To win, a team had to 
enter the enemy fortress and press a button 
in the 3rd room. Unfortunately, the only the 
1st room is accessible at the start of the game. 
The 3rd room is only accessible after 3 but¬ 
tons in the 2nd room are pressed... and the 
2nd room is only accessible after 3 buttons in 
the 1st room are pressed. 

So, basically, each team/pair had to protect 
their own fortress and it’s rooms and but¬ 
tons, while at the same time attacking the 
enemy fortress. Basically, it rocked :) By the 
time the qcc compiler came out, we already 
knew what we wanted. 

PCPP: So what was next, where did you 
go from there? 
Robin: This is a long time ago, so things 
are pretty hazy, but here goes. 

We sat down at threw ideas around. 
Initially, we coded things without a lot of 
thought as to how they’d affect the game... 
we had a pretty good idea of what we want¬ 
ed, and that was enough then. These days, 
every new addition has to be carefully 
designed and playtested, since tiny little 
factors can affect the game in a big way. 
For example, lowering the max number of 
nails the Medic can carry from 200 to 150 

made a large difference to 
the Medic’s offensive capa¬ 
bility. 

PCPP: How long did the 
whole thing take, from go to 
whoa? 
Robin: It’s a long time ago 
now... but guessing from the 
timestamp on my qcc zip, 
the qcc compiler was 
released on the 28th of July, 
1996. We released TF vi.o 
on the 26th of August, and 
re-released it 2 days later 
when we realised we’d for¬ 
gotten to include one wav 
File:) Documentation was, 
and still is, a pain in the 
butt... making sure that 
everything in it is fully up-to- 
date takes hours. The most 
time consuming task these 
days is beta testing. The 
patch is so big that even little 
changes cause problems, not 
just in balance but in code. 
There’s always bugs. 
John It was always a last 
minute rush for all the 
releases. Initially, we didn’t 
take it too seriously, but as 
interest (and the code com¬ 
plexity) grew, we’ve had to 
do more and more testing 
before each release. 

Robin: Over the next few 
months we’ll be working 

mostly on TF2 for Q2, and the design and 
plot of Kanon, our commercial project. TF2 
will be aimed at the same area as TFi, 
although it will include a bot system, allow¬ 
ing you to play it single and co-op. 

Kanon is aimed solely at Single Player and 
Co-Op with up to 4 players. It’s currently still 
in the initial design stages, so I’d prefer not to 
say too much... things will most likely change. 
John: TF made us realise that we had a 
chance to make it in the gaming software 
industry. 

PCPP: How do you think the Quake com¬ 
munity is at the moment in Australia? Did it 
take long for TF to gain popularity overseas? 
Robin: I find this pretty amusing actually, 
since if anything, it was the other way 
around... it took a long time before Australia 
noticed TF. Quake’s always been biggest in 
the US, and that’s where TF got noticed 
first. A few big servers in the UK started 
running TF, and that got the UK TF league 
started. It wasn’t until TF V2.5 that it started 
getting noticed bigtime in Australia... 
Games Online started running a TF server, 
and it's been full ever since. 

All the other stuff 
Because there’s so many different add-ons 

and conversions for Quake which almost 
always require downloading, we’ve grabbed 
just about everything we could think of that 
relates and stuck it on this month’s CD in the . 

Be sure to always read the readme files where 
applicable, but here’s a short listing of all the 
files, what to do with them, and where to put 
them. There’s also information on where to 
find online servers for internet Quake where 
applicable, but the Multiplay network 
(www.multiplay.com.au) always runs servers 
for Requiem, Team Fortress and Quake Rally. 

QuakeWorld 
qw0809.zip • Quake World Client 

software v2.o 
This is the latest version of Quakeworld, a 

patch which speeds up and enhances internet 
play considerably. Most online Quake servers 
now use Quakeworld, so if you play on the 
internet and don't have qw yet, it's time to 
grab it. Comes with both standard and gl ver¬ 
sions, as well as qplug - a handy little browser 
plug in (see below). To install, unzip to your 
Quake directory (you need a full registered 
version of Quake), and create a directory 
called ‘qw’ under the Quake directory, and 
then a ‘skins’ directory under ‘qw’. To use it, 
run either glqwcl.exe or qwcl.exe for internet 
play instead of winquake.exe, or quake.exe. 

(1P}-29 Z*P * QuakeWorld browser plugin 
To install, simply unzip to any directory and 

click on qpinst.exe. Once installed, you can 
check out Quake servers from your browser, 
and find out who’s playing, which map is 
being used, what ping times you can expect, 
and what the scores are. There are bucket¬ 
loads of qspy sites, but the master server can 
be found at www.idsoftware.com/quake- 
world/index.html (click on ‘deathmatch’ from 
here). A good Australian server site (among 
many others) can be found at www.gameson- 
line.net.au (click on ‘server status’). 

qwskins.zip - QuakeWorld skins pack 
A ‘skin’ is what your avatar (the guy you 

control in Quake) looks like to other players 
in your game. There are literally thousands 
of different skins out there, and you can 
choose to wear any of them as long as you 
have them on your HD. You can even cre¬ 
ate your own skin, if you have the time and 
patience. All skins are simply .pcx files of 
the normal Quake guy modified with a 
graphics program to look different, and you 
can view all the skins on our CD with any 
graphics program capable of reading .pcx 
files (which is just about all of them, 
including the Win ‘95 default viewer). For 
information on how to create your own 
skin, there’s an excellent tutorial at 
www.planetquake.com/skintutor 

/skins/skins.html. To install the skin pack, 
unzip this file to the /quake/qw/skins 
directory, and then within the game type 
‘skin [skin name]’ without the extention. 
For example, within a game of Quakeworld 
typing ‘skin killcant' at the console (without 
the quote marks) would make you appear 
as Eric Cantona, and you can change skins 
as often as you like. Also, depending on 
how the server is set up, any skins you 
don’t have on your HD that are being used 
in that game will be uploaded to you auto¬ 
matically at the start of the game, taking 
only a few seconds each. 
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Now you can have your name 
flash across the screen and 

annoy the shit out of everyone! 

qws9562.zip, qws9706.zip, 
qws9715.zip, qws9721.zip, 
qws9729.zip 

As above, just more skins packs. 

ing names. With an editor 

such as this, you can look 

just as cool (or silly, depend¬ 

ing upon your point of 

view). To install, unzip to a 

temp directory, and then 

click on setup.exe. It’s a sim¬ 

ple program to use, but 

there is help if you need it. 

qnmvero8ofull.zip • 
QNM name editor 

Qnm is another name edi¬ 

tor, whihc works in much the 

same way as Qnameed, 

although it's probably a little 

more user friendly. To install, 

unzip to a temp directory and 

then click on setup.exe 

Capture the 
Flag 
3WCtfjOI.Zip, 

3wctf40.zip - Capture 
the Flag Client Kits 

Threewave’s Capture the 

Flag was one of the First seri¬ 

ous Quake mods, and it’s 

testament to it’s quality that 

it’s still popular today. 

Essentially, it pits two teams 

against eachother, each try¬ 

ing to capture the enemy's 

flag and bring it back to 

their base. To install, first 

unzip 3wctf301.zip to 

/quake/ctf and then unzip 

3wctf40.zip to the same 

directory, so that both 

pako.pak and paki.pak are in the /ctf directo¬ 

ry. Make sure you read the readme files, and 

a good starting point for finding CTF servers 

is quake.threewave.com/capture.shtml 

qwqc150.zip - QuakeWorld Quake C 
For those techo boffins that want to have a 

fiddle with the source code for Quakeworld, 
here it is. Fiddle away! 

Level Editors 
wcrafna.zip - Worldcraft Level Editor 

To create your own levels for Quake or 

modify exising ones, you’ll need an editor 

such as this. From Starcraft 

(www.starcraft.com), this is a demo version of 

a very powerful and complex level editor. To 

install, unzip to a temp directory, and then 

run setup.exe. For more information on how 

to use the program, check out the help files. 

DMM+doc.zip - DeathMatchMaker 
Another demo of a level editor and creator 

program, this one with id.software’s stamp of 

approval. Extensive help files are included in 

Adobe Acrobat reader format, also included 

on the cd (are32e301.exe). 

Name Editors 
ezqnameedn.zip - Qnameed 

If you have been playing Quake online, or 

you start as a result of this, then you're going 

to notice some other players with cool look- 

Team Fortress 
t25rel.zip, t26rel.zip - Team Fortress 
Client and Server package 

The team fortress mod is one of the best 

mods out there anywhere, and is definitely 

worth a look if you play online or with a LAN. 

For more details, check out www.team- 

fortress.com, and also the interview above. To 

install, unzip t25rel.zip into /quake/fortress 

directory, making sure you restore the paths 

of all the files. Then unzip tf26rel.zip with 

the same method into the same directory, 

and you’re ready to go. If you run Glquake, 

you might need the file below though so 

don’t jump in to the game just yet! 

t25fix.zip - Team Fortress GLQuake fix 
Unzip this into your quake/fortress folder, 

and it will fix the problems with Glquake and 
TF. Simple, really. 

Team Fortress Maps 
This is a selectiopn of some of the more pop¬ 

ular TF maps at the moment. New maps are 

coming out all the time, which you can always 

download yourself if you decide to. Depending 

upon the map, different files will need to go 

into different places. Make sure you always 

read the readme file for each one, but as a gen¬ 

eral rule, all files ending with .bsp are map files 

and should go into your /quake/fortress/maps 

directory, and .mdl files should go into your 

/quake/fortress/ progs directory. Other than 
that, just read the readme 

The maps files are: 

2evilif.zip 
2fort4.zip 
32smootfl.zip 
4f4.zip 

canalzon.zip 
colony.zip 
ftendi.zip 
havoc6.zip 
rocki.zip 
welI6.zip 
GLrocki.zip (GL enhanced version of 
the rocki map) 
Glwell6.zip (GL enhanced version of 
well6 map) 
Colony.zip (great map) 

Also, there are a couple of skin patches for 

Team Fortress, which once unzipped go in 

your /quake/fortress/skins directory. They 
are called 

tfskins.zip - enhanced TF skins 
tf_engineer.zip - enhanced engineer skin 

Quake Rally 
Fancy tooling around Quake in a rally car? 

Well, now you can! For more info on Quake 

Rally, check out imapct.frag.com t/rally- Also 

included are a couple of ancillary files to do 

with Qrally, the rally texture .wad file (if 

you’re a techo weirdy dudie and want to have 

a look) and the .mod files of the music. 

qr12.zip • Quake Rally vi.2 
Unzip to your /quake folder, making sure 

you restore pathnames of the files. To run 

Qrally single player, select ‘run’ from the ‘start’ 

folder, and browse to your quake executable 

file (winquake.exe, q95.bat, glquake.exe, etc) 

and enter -game rally on the command line. 

The end result, if you run glquake is that the 

‘run’ command line would look something 

like c:\games\quake\glquake. exe -game rally 

qrwadn.zip 
The Quake rally texture .wad. Enjoy. 

Qrally music.zip 
Quake Rally muslan files in .mod format. 

Requiem 
Being a purely server side patch, you 

don't need any extra files (other than regis¬ 

tered Quake) to play. You do however, need 

to find a Requiem server. Requiem’s home 

page at www.planetquake.com/requiem has 

links to servers, as well as making use of 

the qplug plugin (see above). If you’d like 

to run a server, we have included the files 

here for you. Read the readme contained in 

the zip files, and go from there. Both QW 

and normal Quake versions of the server 
are included. 

Req_se.zip - plain quake Requiem 
server files 
reqqw104.zip - QuakeWorld Requiem 
server files 
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The Internet 
at Light Speed 
__High-speed connections for all of us 

Gary Wallis 

rcn 

If you were to ask most 

gamers what there biggest 

gripe about the Internet was, 

they would probably say that the 

damn thing is just too slow. A 

new game demo is just released 

and placed on the Internet for 

download by the public. So you 

go to download the game, only to 

find out the file size is astronom¬ 

ical. Do you download it over 

your 33.6Kbps connection? It 

may only take 4 or 5 hours! I per¬ 

sonally will wait for the game to 

be distributed on a cover CD 

instead of spending massive 

amounts of time on-line down¬ 

loading it. Although there have 

been exceptions. You want to 

play the latest multiplayer game 

with your friends over the 

Internet the connection is only 

33.6Kbps and your game jerks 

and stops - there has got to be a 
better way. 

We need faster access. What is 

there that will give us the band¬ 

width we need for playing multi¬ 

player games and downloading 

the latest game demos. There are 

a few options that are either 

ready now or not far off. The 

most logical option seems to be 

the new 56Kbps modems that 

have just started to proliferate 

into the market. Do these 

modems really offer that much 

speed increase? The other high¬ 

speed connection options 

include cable modems, DSL 

I Digital Subscriber Line) and 

Satellite connections. Which one 

is the best for the gamer wanting I 

the ultimate high-speed connec¬ 
tion? 

5«Kbps Modems 

Currendy there are two compet¬ 

ing standards in 56Kbps modems 

at present, 56Kflex and X2 tech¬ 

nologies. Both of these protocols 

are proprietary and are not com¬ 

patible with each other. So which 

one is the best? The 56K stan¬ 

dard is currently being ratified as 

I type and probably will be a mix 

of both proprietary protocols. The 

makers of the 56K modems will 

offer a firmware upgrade as soon 

as a standard is fixed. 

The principal behind these 

two protocols is pretty much the 

same, they attain their high¬ 

speed by utilising the fact that 

most ISP’s (Internet Service 

Providers) have a direct digital 

connection to the telephone 

exchange. When the ISP sends 

you information it can bypass 

the Digital to Analogue conver¬ 

sion process which is what 

restricts current line speeds to 

around 35Kbps. Although, 

because you don’t have a digital 

connection to the exchange, the 

upload speed to your ISP is still 

restricted to 33.6Kbps. I have 

had quite a few people ask me 

whether they can connect at 

56Kbps to your friend down the 

road. The answer is no, not 

unless you have a digital con¬ 

nection to the telephone 

exchange, which would effec¬ 

tively mean you had an ISDN 

connection, which offers 64K 

connections anyway. The only 

benefit from 56Kbps modems 

will be when connecting to an 

ISP which has a digital connec¬ 

tion to the exchange. The 

initial tests of a wide range 

of 56 Kbps modems have 

shown that it really 

depends on you locality as 

to weather you will get 

56Kbps connections. A 

connection above 40Kbps is 

quite achievable with a 56K 

modem, but is this little 

increase in speed worth pur¬ 

chasing a 56K modem? If your 

present modem is flash 

upgradable to 56K then 

you have nothing to loose, 

on the other hand, if you 

have a modem that is not 

upgradable, the other high 

speed connection options 

may appeal more to you. 

ISDN - The digital 

CONNECTION 

ISDN (Integrated Services 

Digital Network) allows for digi¬ 

tal connections to your house or 

business. ISDN comes in the 

form of a connection or channel 

as they are called that can sus¬ 

tain up to 64Kbps in bandwidth. 

There are currently two types of 

ISDN connection types available 

in Australia. ISDN BRI (Basic 

Rate Interface) contains two 

ISDN channels at 64Kbps, allow¬ 

ing for a total bandwidth of 

128Kbps. This is the connection 

you would receive if you had 

ISDN to your home. The ISDN 

modems have come down in 

price but the actual cost of own¬ 

ing an ISDN line is still a little 

too high for your average gamer. 

ISDN PRI (Primary Rate 

Interface) is the big daddy of 

ISDN and has thirty ISDN chan¬ 

nels at 64Kbps allowing for a 

total bandwidth of around 

1.9Mbps. These connections are 

used mainly by 

busi¬ 

nesses that need massive band¬ 

width, as the cost of ISDN PRI is 

way out of reach of most home 

PC users. ISDN itself would 

have been a very good method 

for giving people the high speed 

connections that they are asking 

for, but at 128Kbps it’s not that 

quick. Newer technologies like 

high-speed cable modems and 

DSL will leave ISDN in their 

wake. 

The cable guy 

Australia has now two carriers 

of cable television Optus and 

Foxtel. Both of these companies 

have said they will offer high 

speed cable Internet connections 

to their customers. Foxtel, who 

are associated with Telstra, have 

been first off the rank with their 

Big Pond cable modem service. 

The hybrid fibre coax network 

that makes up the 

Optus 
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and Foxtel cable runs is very 

good at pumping data around. 

Speeds of up to 30Mbps are 

achievable, although this is to a 

local hub only. The actual 

through put to your house is 

probably more like 2 - 4Mbps. 

Especially when you have multi¬ 

ple households connected to the 

hub and factor in the physical 

restrictions placed on the cable 

modem itself to transmit data to 

your PC. A 4Mbps connection 

would definitely make my day 

but this service is still very 

expensive and hopefully will 

reduce in price dramatically over 
the next year. 

The DSL family 

DSL (Digital Subscriber Line) 

allows for special DSL modems 

to connect at very high speeds 

over standard copper telephone 

cable, the sort of cable connect¬ 

ing your home telephone con¬ 

nection. It manages high trans¬ 

mission rates up to 50Mbps, 

made possible with the use of 

sophisticated modulation 

schemes. ADSL (Asymmetric 

Digital Subscriber Line) is one of 

the best known variants of DSL 

and can transmit information at 

rates as high as 8.4Mbps at a 

maximum distance of around 

2700 metres. ADSL cannot sus¬ 

tain such high speeds at greater 

distances than 2700m and drops 

to a slower rate of 1.5Mbps at dis¬ 

tances up to 5400 metres. This 

connection method is termed 

asymmetric in that the speed 

downstream to you is faster than 

the upstream speed. This means 

that on an ADSL connection you 

can manage an upload speed 

from you to your host at only 

640Kbps. This is very good for 

Internet connections, as more 

data will flow to you than in the 

other direction. These speeds are 

considerably higher than the 

analogue modems we use now 

and even beat ISDN hands 

down. The other variants of DSL 

include HDSL (High-data-rate 

Digital Subscriber Line), SDSL 

(Single-line Digital Subscriber 

Line) and VDSL (Very-high-data- 

rate Digital Subscriber Line). All 

these other DSL standards have 

their advantages and disadvan¬ 

tages. All offer very high speed 

connections without the need for 

the telco's to outlay a fortune to 

run fibre optic cable directly to 

your homes. Don’t expect to see 

DSL for a couple of years yet but 

when it arrives, low cost high¬ 

speed connections will be in 

abundance. 

Lookinc skyward 

Another method for data deliv¬ 

ery is through the use of 

Satellites. These fine little 

devices circle the earth and can 

provide high-speed connections 

through the use of receiver dish¬ 

es just like the ones 

used for receiving 

satellite TV. Companies 

in America and Europe already 

offer connections to the Internet 

via satellite, connections 

up to 400Kbps can 

be achieved. 

Satellite coverage 

! of Australia 

should increase 

in the next few 

years and you could see 

high-speed satellite services 

offered here for very good prices. 

The only downfall of this type of 

connection is that the satellite 

receiver dishes are not capable of 

transmitting data back to the 

satellite. A standard modem con¬ 

nection is also needed to send 

data upstream, which is not such 

a bad thing if all you are doing is 

surfing the Internet. 

Connect 

Obviously there is still no 

cheap, widespread broadband 

connection method for the aver¬ 

age user. We may have to put up 

with the 56Kbps modems for a 

bit longer - until cable modems 

come down in price. If you can 

afford an ISDN connection then 

cool, but the price is far to high 

for the effective bandwidth 

increase it provides. Cable 

modems or DSL are definitely 

the preferred high-speed connec¬ 

tion method and should usher in 

a new era for Internet gaming. 

Just imagine the amount of peo¬ 

ple you could have on-line at 

once. You could even have a 

camera with videophone connec¬ 

tions while playing an on-line 

game, so you can see your 

friend's facial expressions when 

you blow their prized character 

sky high. The connection of the 

future will have to be direct optic 

fibre connection, the theoretical 

through-put of optic fibre cable 

is around 4oTbps (Trillion Bits 

Per Second) just imagine what 

games programmers could 

achieve with this much band¬ 

width. Just plug in your solid 

matter free form holographic 

projection system equipped PC 

and... “Please wait. Downloading 

22 Petabytes of holographic 

image data. Only 1 hour 23 min¬ 

utes to go.” Oh well, maybe it 

will get faster in the future! 

Shopping for SPEED. 
Current technologies and what they deliver. 

Connection 
method 

Connection 
speed (Downstream) 

Connection 
speed (upstream) 

1 
Analogue modem 

V34+ 
X2 & 56Kflex 

33.6Kbps 
56Kbps 

33.6Kbps 
33.6Kbps 

ISDN 
BRI 
PRI 

128Kbps 
1.9Mbps 

128Kbps 
1.9Mbps 

xDSL 
ADSL (to -2700m) 
ADSL (to -5400m) 
HDSL (to -3600m) 
SDSL (to -3600m) 
VDSL (to -1300m) 
VDSL (to -400m) 

8.4MbpS 
1.5MbpS 
2.0MbpS 
2.0MbpS 
13MbpS 
50MbpS 

640Kbps 
16Kbps 

2.0Mbps 
2.0Mbps (single telephone line) 

2.0Mbps 
2.0Mbps 

Cable 
Foxtel & Optus 30Mbps (theoretical) 

Fibre Ootic 
3.0Mbps (theoretical) 

Fibre modem 

irerPlay 

■•VIC V/pilt 

4ofbps (theoretical) 4ofbps (theoretical) 
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>q>a SETUP with Ashton Hills 

Being hassled for having a 

STREAMLINED, BLACK, PC CASE? 

Setup is your haven. 

Setup 

PC PowerPlay 

78 Renwick st. 

Redfem 

NSW 2016 

setup@pcpowerplay.next.com.au 

When you write, remember to include 

AS MUCH PERTINENT INFORMATION AS POSSI¬ 

BLE. Send your CONFIG.SYS and 

AUTOEXEC.BAT and any associated 

*.1NI files for Windows that might tell 

ME MORE ABOUT YOUR PROBLEM. GlVE ME AS 

DETAILED AN EXPLANATION AS YOU CAN AND 

BE SURE TO INCLUDE AS MUCH DETAIL AS 

POSSIBLE ABOUT YOUR PC. FEEL FREE TO 

EMAIL YOUR QUESTIONS OR, IF YOU WANT TO 

SNAIL MAIL, PLEASE REMEMBER TO WRITE 

CLEARLY OR BETTER STILL, PRINT YOUR LET¬ 

TERS. Please note that due to the vol¬ 

ume OF MESSAGES WE RECEIVE, WE CANNOT 

GUARANTEE A RESPONSE TO YOUR QUERIES. 

Viruses suck 

I My problem is that my old 486/66 

_18Mb RAM, has got a lot of viruses in 

its time. But I got rid of em all. Except one 

left a problem behind. 

I was on a I net chat room. Someone put up 

a link to someplace and I clicked on the link. 

That was my biggest mistake. Nothing hap¬ 

pened at first so I thought that nothing will 

happen at all. But one Thursday afternoon I 

turned on my PC and it wouldn’t install my 

mouse driver, so I rebooted again and the 

same thing happened. I rebooted around 5 

times and nothing happened. 

After a few days trying to get help 1 got a 

anti virus program of a friend. I ran it and it 

said CMOS VIRUS PRESENT and I was like 

shocked at that, so I killed it and rebooted so 

I could enter CMOS setup. 

I entered my password nothing happened, I 

thought I made a typo so I typed more care¬ 

fully this time but still nothing. So I guessed 

who ever planted the virus took care of me 

trying to get to CMOS setup. 

I got help from a friend was an “expert” and 

he told me to just fdisk C:\. This time not 

only will it not install the mouse driver, it 

won't install Windows either. So I need help. 

Also, I know I can reset CMOS manually, but 

my mother chucked away the manual (they 

love doing that). I’m in deep shit and I’m 

asking you guys to get me out. 
Wayne Kerr 

Sydney, NSW 

If the virus checker thinks there’s 

o virus that’s affected your CMOS 
>a 

board manual to do this. You can try look¬ 

ing at the motherboard and find the cor¬ 

rect jumper, which isn’t so hard with newer 

motherboards as they have a habit of con¬ 

veniently marking these things, but if you 

should change the wrong jumper... 

If you can find it, switch it, turn the 

power on, turn the power off and then 

switch it back. This should reset your CMOS. 

Your friend’s advice about FDISK is some¬ 

what correct — there’s no point fixing any 

virus damage unless you also ensure you’ve 

removed the virus from your system. To 

remove it from infected files you should 

use a virus scanner that can also clean, 

such as McAfee’s SCAN program. Since 

viruses also often infect your MBR (Master 

Boot Record) it’s also advisable to remove 

them from here, otherwise you’ll simply 

load the virus again next time you boot. 

This is where FDISK comes in: although you 

normally use FDISK to partition drives (and 

thus destroy data) you can just write a 

default MBR to any drive by typing FDISK 

/MBR on the drive of your choice — no data 

will be affected, but any MBR resident 

viruses should be removed. 

Floppy woes 

^71 Ash I’ve got this problem with my 

■Am 1 -44 disk drive in Windows 95. 

Whenever I go to use it my computer hangs! 

Same in DOS, I've tried using Windows trou¬ 

bleshooting but it doesn’t Fix it. I’ve also got a 

prob with this other computer, I’ve got the 

hard disk controller failing initizialtion. Do 

you know how to fix this problem? I have a 

P90, IBM genuine 330 series, 8Mb RAM, 

540Mb HDD, standard floppy controller 

(with a black case + screen! I also sprayed my 
speakers black). 

Faxed (and nameless!) 

Fishing Pt, NSW 

I knew I wasn’t the only freak 

with a black case! And you’ve gone 
>a 

one step further, block speakers - Well 
done lad! 

Er... anyway onto your prob. The reason 

your machine seems to ’hang’ is most likely 

because it can’t get information back from 

the floppy drive. This isn’t a case of bad 

sectors, this is a case of the machine hav¬ 

ing trouble talking to the drive itself. This 

can happen if the controller or drive is 

dying, or more likely, if someone has 

recently tampered with your machine and 

not plugged the floppy back in properly. 

A dead or improperly connected floppy will 

be unable to report anything back to the 

OS and as such the OS will keep trying to 

poll the floppy drive for a long time before 

giving up. Given that the floppy drive is an 

interrupt, this means (at least in DOS) your 

machine will freeze while the system tries 

to access it. 

You’ve got a somewhat related problem 

with your other machine. If it’s reporting 

that it can’t initialise it's likely the con¬ 

troller has died (given that you mention 
it’s 0 386). 

The floppy problem can be corrected by 

checking to ensure it’s properly connected 

and, if it is, try grabbing the floppy from 

your other machine and use that and see if 

it works. Plugging it in is easy: the power 

can only go in one way and for the ribbon 

you should ensure that the red stripe 

aligns with pin l. 

Saving space 

I was recently talking to a friend about 

_a program he has called ‘Partition 

Magic’. One of the things he was telling me 

about this program was how he was able to 

free up disk space by using this program to 

change the size of his disk clusters from 32k to 

4k. I am a bit sceptical about this and I was 

wondering whether or not it was possible to do 

this and if there were any drawbacks/problems 

that could occur by doing this? 

then certainly the only way to make sure 

you can undo any damage it has done is to 

reset it. You will HAVE to find that mother- 

System Commander 
1_ 

I a BBS PC-DOS 7.0 
I B (60s} Novell DOS 7 
I C *B0 H WIN NT Uindous NT 
I D Unix SCO Unix 

E •==**? U i ndous 95 
F ^ Netware 4 
G Umif OS/2 on the network 
H Uflfif OS/2 Laptop, no network 

Tineout in: 12 secs 
Setup Detail Info-disk About Help 

If you use more than one OS, System Commander is a must, (see letter 'set¬ 

ting UP THE COMMANDER’) 

pc PowerPlay 
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Internet 

It is indeed possi¬ 

ble to do this, and 

SI/^»LP/J1 imKinilUMTJtOMM lumsiu 

>a 
yes there ore drawbacks. 

Basically the FAT file sys¬ 

tem wasn’t designed for 

big disks, when you use a 

big disk, FAT has to use 

large cluster sizes in 

order to mop it — and 

even then only up to a 

maximum of 2G. 

Large cluster sizes waste 

space. A 512M partition 

has a cluster size of 8k. A 

2G partition has a size of 

32k. If you write a 5k file 

to a 2G partition, 27k of 

that cluster is unusable 

for as long as the file 

resides there. This vacant 

space is known as ’slack 

space’ and will exist in 

small or large amounts for 

almost every single file on 

your disk. Over thousands 

of files, slack space can 

total hundreds of megs — _ 

all unusable spoce. 

The key to recovering this I 

spoce to clus- HUHiHlIiB 

ter sizes. Normally to use a 

smaller cluster size you would have to 

repartition your disk using FDISK, thereby 

destroying all data on it. Partition Mogic is 

a commercial product that allows you to re¬ 

size partitions without losing data. 

So what’s stopping you from using a 4k 

cluster size on a 2G drive? This is the 

drawback. Remember large cluster sizes 

only exist so FAT can properly map large 

drives. If you wont to use o smaller cluster 

size, you automatically limit the maximum 

size of your partition. 

So yes, you can recover space using a pro¬ 

gram like Partition Magic, but only if you 

divide your large drives into multiple small 

partitions. 
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Parallel Power 

pPJl Thanks for the nice and informative 

BhI motherboard article in your 09/97 

PCPP. One thing that wasn’t covered 

though (and nobody else seems to cover at 

all) is the question of dual processor moth¬ 

erboards. 

There is no doubt that the drop in price of 

dual processor motherboards puts these into 

the realms of the gamers, but search as we 

might, there seems to be little literature avail¬ 

able on this topic. 

Questions I think a lot of us would like 

answered include: Do 2-processor boards give 

any incompatibility issues with games or 

applications? Do they have a role in games 

machines? Does 2 x P150 = P300 (I’m told it 

doesn’t, but nobody knows what it seems to 

equal) etc. 
Perhaps just a quick amendment in your 

upcoming issue on this point may be war¬ 

ranted? I’m sure a lot of people are curious to 

know. 

Chanh Thaow 

Internet 
You shouldn’t encounter any incom¬ 

patibility issues with dual processor >a 
motherboards — from a softwore perspec¬ 

tive applications don’t know or care that 

they’re running on a single or multi CPU 

motherboard. 

To answer the second question, no they 

don’t hove a role in gomes. Not directly, 

anyway. In the future you might see 

gomes servers demanding vast power, 

but such games are likely to run on 

appropriate mainframe equivalent hard¬ 

ware (just take a guess at what Ultima 

Online must running!). 

As for your third question, two P150’s 

certainly do not moke a P300! It helps to 

understand how dual processor mother¬ 

boards work: firstly, the operating system 

must support it. OSes such as OS/2 SMP 

(Symmetric Multi Processing) and NT, not to 

mention UNIX, oil support multiple proces¬ 

sor motherboards. It’s up to the OS to 

divide up its tasks (the applications you’re 

running) among the CPUs to maximise per¬ 

formance. Take note that on a multi¬ 

processor motherboard you are TRULY multi- 

Slack space according to Norton. 

230/0 HERE IS EQUAL TO 150M. (SEE 

letter 'Saving Space’) 

tasking — you have two CPUs each running 

their own processes. All multitasking on 

single processor machines (generally, pre¬ 

emptive multitasking) is simply an illusion 

(0 darn fast one at that). 

The only advantage you might find would 

be the ability to, say, play Quake at full 

speed without impacting other processes 

running in the background (I dunno, maybe 

you’re compiling ond running a website in 

the background?). Directly, it’s fair to say 

that one application (or game) won’t ben¬ 

efit from two CPUs because the application 

itself is going to be one process running 

on one CPU. However with programmers 

these days quickly learning the strings of 

multi-threading (the ability to spawn 

’threads’, or mini processes, to perform 

tasks) it’s possible o program could spawn 

threads to do certain tasks (as a hopeful 

for flung example — say the AI of crea¬ 

tures in Quake) to which the operating 

system would allocate one CPU for the par¬ 

ent program and one for the thread, both 

then running concurrently. 

As you can see, there are great possibili¬ 

ties and nothing new has to be done from 

the opplicotion or gomes programmers 

standpoint (apart from learning to use 

threads, which most programmers DON’T do 
IES1 
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these days), it’s simply a matter of waiting 

until multiprocessor motherboards become 

more of o standard ond gomes start to 

support proper multi-threoding and multi¬ 

tasking operating systems such os NT or 

OS/2. Right now, these multi-threoding 

capable platforms aren’t renowned for 

games or the ability to support gomes 

(although NT is getting there). 

Setting up Commander 

pPyi I am writing hoping that you can help 

me* I am having a problem setting up 
System Commander to run both Windows 95 
and DOS 6.22. 

After I install DOS, 1 install Windows 95 for 

some reason System commander thinks 

Windows is DOS when I save it as a new 

O.S. but DOS 7 overwrites DOS 6.22 and 

stuffs up the DOS 6.22 selection on System 

Commander. 

What do I have to do to stop DOS 6.22 

being overwritten. Can you please explain the 

correct procedure for installing both O.S. and 

getting them to run correctly. 

S.B. Stenzel 

Ipswich, QLD 

Yep, this is olwoys o little tricky 

but worth the effort. >a 
Storting from 0 clean system you instoll 

DOS 6.22 onto your C: drive. 

Next you install System Commander ond 

allow it to detect DOS and odd it as 0 

menu entry. 

Next you boot DOS 6.22 ond instoll 

Windows 95. During this process Windows 

will overwrite System Commander’s boot 

section ond you'll only be able to boot 
Windows 95. 

To get DOS 6.22 bock (which is still there) 

you have to boot o DOS floppy disk (DOS 

6.22 or DOS 7, it doesn’t matter. Just 

don’t boot Windows from your hard drive). 

Once you’ve booted a floppy go to your 

System Commander directory ond type SCIN. 

This will bring up o menu, select ’Re- 

nstoll/Update System Commander’, 

when you reboot System Commander 

will find Windows 95 and odd it to 

your menu. Now you'll be able to boot 

DOS 6.22 or Windows 95, both from C:, 
without any probs. 

fls for your problem with System 

Commander thinking Windows is DOS, ore 

you using Windows 95 0SR2^System 

Commander can’t correctly identify 0SR2 

but you con still use System Commander to 

boot 0SR2. When it finds 0SR2 simply 

change the name from ’DOS’ to ’Windows 

95’ ond change the directory from 

C:\MSD0S' to ’C:\Win95’ or whatever 

directory you wish. Take note that if you 

moke big changes to 0SR2 such os config¬ 

uring network drivers, when you reboot 

System Commander will again think it’s 

found o new OS. It hasn’t, it's just found 

0SR2 again ond you’ll need to repeat the 

Random Access 
Welcome to Random Access, a column dedicated to interesting, useful and informative tips about 
anything and everything to do with your PC. Be it hardware, software. DOS or Windows you’ll find 
tips and tricks listed here every month. If you have some tips of your own you’d like to share with 
other gamers such as yourself feel free to send your tip into Setup and, if we publish it, we’ll be 
sure to credit and print your name. 

I Go on A RAID! 

Last month I mentioned a feature of Mr.BIOS that allows you to RAID (Redundant Array of 
Inexpensive Disks) EIDE drives. If you’re a speed freak, get ready to drool. 
In short RAID is the process whereby two or more drives are operated as one (the computer 

sees only one hard drive), with data being ’striped’ across all drives (this is known as RAID o). 
By doing so you automatically harness the power of multiple hard drive heads reading files 
from your drives. Two heads better than one? You bet, but try three and you’re likely to ruin 
your pants. 

By striping your drives you can achieve extremely high sustained throughput - two ~$M a 

second hard drives (your standard 5400 RPM EIDE drive) striped will provide around 9M a 
second real transfer. Once you’ve tried it, you can’t go back. 
There’s one tiny problem however - if you use Mr.BIOS to RAID your drives you’ll need to 

make a few changes so operating systems apart from DOS can see your RAID array. 
Normally your OS will attempt to see the two drives as individual drives because it’s access¬ 

ing them directly rather than going through your BIOS - which is precisely where Mr.BIOS 
does its magic. 

For Win95 you can fix this by ensuring it doesn’t load your EIDE driver - just open Control 
Panel - > System --> Hard Drive Controllers and disable your driver. If that doesn’t work, 
remove it and say ‘no’ to installing a driver when you reboot. 
For other OSes such as OS/2 it’s a matter of removing any IDE drivers and ensuring the BIOS 

driver (Int 13) is loaded. 

Missed last month’s riveting Random Access? Check out www.mrbios.com for more informa¬ 
tion on this excellent BIOS. 

Numlock schmunlock 

If you’re the strange type of person who prefers NUMLOCK to be off by default, or you’re the 
even stranger type of person who prefers it on, you can tell Windows what to do with NUM¬ 
LOCK during boot time by adding the following environment variable to your CONFIG.SYS: 

NUMLOCK=ON/OFF 

Choosing, of course, your preference of ON or OFF. Now you no longer have to curse at your 
PC everytime you’re forced to exert yourself and manually enable/disable NUMLOCK on your 
keypad. 

obove procedure and then delete the 
Windows 95 entry. 

Recognising RAH 
I have a 486 computer with 4Mb of 

_RAM in the form of 4 x iMB 

SIMMs. I recently got 4 more 4MB SIMMs 

bringing my total to 20MB of RAM. The 

problem is that the 486 won’t recognise the 
new RAM. 

Jason Heath. 

Internet 

Thonks for sending your 

CONFIG.SYS ond AUTOEXEC.BAT but 
>a 

the problem you hove is hordwore bosed! 

Depending on the motherboord there ore 

0 number of reasons your new RAM isn’t 

being recognised. For o start moke sure 

you place oil your RAM in bonks (sets of 

two), normally clearly marked on your 

motherboord. Don’t mix o 4M SIMM and 0 

1M SIMM in the one bank. Next moke sure 

you place all your 4M SIMMS first, place 

the 1M SIMMS in the lost available bonks. 

If the RAM still isn’t recognised it’s pos¬ 

sible the motherboard just doesn’t like 

you mixing different sized, or different 

speed (if they are), SIMMS. Ideally you 

should just try with 16M of RAM from the 

4M SIMMS and see if that works ond then 
add the 1M SIMMS. 

Small floppies 

HP"! I have a problem which you will 

probably be able to solve really easily 

but I'm only a kid and new to the world of 

computers. I’m trying to put a 10.6 MB file 

onto a 1.38 MB disk. I was wondering if 

there was any way of splitting up the file to 

fit on more than one disk or a way to com¬ 

press the file. I would be really grateful if 
you knew the answer. 

Miles Jacob 

Northam. WA 

You certoinly con compress 0 lorge 

file ond fit it on MULTIPLE disks. 

There ore loods of hondy utils out there to 

>a 

do this. ARJ, UC2 and WinZip (the Windows 

version of ZIP) can all compress and split 

files across multiple floppy disks. 

For ARJ just type: arj a -va -jm -il 

a:\<archive name> <file to compress> 

to get maximum compression and span 

the file across multiple disks. Nice and 

hondy. If you prefer on interactive feel, 
try WinZip. 
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Myth: The Fallen Lords is the first fully 3D realtime strategy game, 
where epic battle rages across a richly detailed fantasy world. A multimetric game, 

Myth: The Fallen Lords gives gamers complete freedom to view their forces and the battlefield, 

orbiting around their heads or zooming in for a close-up of a melee. Mastery of formations and 

disciplined movement of hundreds of units is critical to survival, where large scale maneuvers 

end in the fury of hand to hand combat. It features cross-platform networking, 

while Bungie's server, bungie.net, makes playing over the Internet as easy as over the office LAN. 

Myth: The Fallen Lords includes maps designed specifically for network play, and alternate networking 

scenarios like Assassin and King of the Hill. 
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El*ORACie 
Random Oracle quote: "Of course I only need 2 hours sleep, there’s Ultima Online to play!”. 

Oracle 

PC PowerPlay 

7» Renwick st. 

Redfern 

NSW 2014 

setup@pcpowerploy.next.com.au 

Another month passes by and the Oracle, a 

little older and a little wiser, mourns the 

loss of the Ultimate computer gome. Yes, 

this Oracle participated in the Ultima Online 

Beta test which finished, just last week. 

Ultima Online is the greatest game ever 

mode, rich with adversity, danger and just 

all out fantastic adventuring. My time 

without it is painful indeed. I must forge 

on though, for this is a happy place of 

questions answered and solutions abound. 

Indeed happier times are afoot, the com¬ 

mercial version of Ultimo Online should be 

out even as you read this, so make sure 

to send your questions in regarding it. 

Oh, and anyone who wishes to go adven¬ 

turing with the Oracle or just needs a bit 

of a tour or help in the game, moke sure 

you include your email address in the let¬ 

ter and if you ask nice enough, I’ll see 

you in Britannia. (Expect to hove the jour¬ 

ney documented in the Oracle as well.) 

CGC : Covert Ors 

In your Counterstrike review, you 

_said that there were “Dinosaurs" in 

C&C : Covert Ops. If they do exist, could you 

please tell me how I can get them? 

Andrew Tulip 

NSW 

Firstly Andrew, that’s on excellent 

^ picture you included in the letter. 

Your portrait of Ben wos pretty close too, 

except you forgot to include his horns. And 

the pointy toil, Oh, and the pitchfork that 

he jobs us with to keep us on torget. But 

seriously (grovelling apologies to Ben), to 

access the dinosaurs in CGC, do this. 

At the DOS prompt 'C:\CGO’ type "CGC 

funpark” Then "enter”. In the gome, 

choose "NOD”. This allows you to access 

the 5 secret levels. In the first, you con 

kill the dinosaurs and on the Sth level, 

you con be the dinosaurs. There you go, 
have fun!. 

Normality 

rcn 
PCPowerPliy 

I’m stuck in the furniture factory in 

___ Normality. I’ve got the bed buzzing 

and am in the ducting above the “glass case" 

containing the “debris" but I can’t get it. 

Also, how do you get onto the shop floor 

past the guard? I also cannot light the slow 

torch to open the container door outside the 
factory. 

Leich Scopes, 

Castlemaxne, Vic. 

^ | To get through the foctory, just do 

^ 1 this: Go up the stairs and get the 

Slumber Manual on the floor (and read it). 

Use the Current Receiver on the bore elec¬ 

trical wires by the bed. Use the Current 

Sender on the Battery. Use the 

Battery/Current Sender combination on the 

Current Receiver. 

Go to the Toilet (in the gome I hasten to 

add!). Stand on the Toilet and use the Air 

Vent. From the Air Vent go forward and 

take the first left and follow the tunnel 

round until you find a belt. Get the belt 

From the Air Vent, go forward and take 

the first right then follow the tunnel 

round until you come to 0 second Air Vent. 

Look down and Use the Alarm Cose to get 

the Debris, leave the ventilation system 

from where you come in and go to 

Changing Room 1. 

Talk to the Tester. In the some room look 

for some lockers with "Tubby” written on 

them ond open the fourth locker along 

(2nd down). Get the books in the locker 

ond Examine them. Go bock to the empty 

bed ond put the Debris on it. Go to the 

Grinders (post the mock living area) ond 

read the Manual on the floor by the 

Extinguisher. Use the Belt with the 

Extinguisher. Use the Extinguisher. Get 

the Extinguisher. Use the Control Box. Use 

the Middle Grinder. Talk Heather ond get 

your mission orders. Use the Extinguisher 

on one of the paint drums around the 

back of the foctory. 

There Park 

I am currently playing Theme Park 

_and am totally stuck. I just can’t get 

enough money for most of the rides. I am 

desperate for some codes. Please help me. 
Nichael Walker 

Tauranca, New Zealand 

^ 1 Here then, ore some codes... 

^ J Type your nome as Horzo at the 

beginning of the gome ond press the fol¬ 
lowing: 

Ctrl z s All shops 

alt z * All rides 

shift z * All features 

c «$50,000 

The Neverhood 

I need some help in The 

_Neverhood. I have dis¬ 

posed of BIL and his opponent. I 

have solved the mouse maze and 

transported the lamp thingy via 

the vacuum cleaner to reveal the 

solution of the 3 pin puzzle. Now 

however, I seem to be stuck. I 

need to find a 3rd pin. I also 

need to solve the puzzle of the 

symbols in the wall near the can¬ 

non. I’m 74 years old and love 

your magazine. 

Colin Desborouch 

^ Wow, now thot’s on 

^ impressive age Colin. It 

warms this Orocles heart to know that "us 

gamers” come from all walks, ond all oges. 

Anyways, you’ve almost finished the 

Neverhood there. I’ll take you to the com¬ 

pletion in cose you get stuck again. 

To get the three keys, you need to go to 3 

different places (funny thot). The first 

key is on the balcony of the costle. The 

second key can be acquired by taking the 

putt-putt car in the cove where the weosel 

lived to the room ot the end of the track. 

The third key is given to you automatically 

after you hove placed all twenty of the 

story disks into any video player. 

You should already hove 19 of the disks at 

this stage of the gome. The 20th is locat¬ 

ed _oll the woy_ at the end of the Hall of 

Records. The disk is on the floor. 

(As 0 reference for others) To get the 

other keys, go to the balcony where there 

is a key floating up above. Pick up the pin 

on the ground ond then take the elevator 

inside the castle up to the Telepod room. 

Look out the window. Click on the balloon 

ond pop it. Go bock down to the balcony 

ond pick up the key. 

Continue to the room with more pesky fly¬ 

traps and push the flytrap over to the 

area just below the lost ring on the right. 

Jump up ond grab the ring, when you let go 

the trap will eat you ond then spit you 

into the next room. 

Now, you do know the correct order of the 

3 rings don’t you? In cose you don’t, you 

need to hove pushed that goofy looking 

thing with the handle thot you sow in the 

room with the butter pat on the wall over 

to the vacuum ond stepped on the yellow 

button to suck it up. Then you need 

return to the costle and it will be there. 

Push it over to the right just a little bit 

ond the top of it will turn toward the wall. 

Pull the handle ond zowie there’s the 

answer. Put the keys in the proper holes 

ond the door will open. 

Bonus Hints ond Cheats: Frequently visit¬ 

ing your mailbox located below the Flytrap 

room will yield new clues to help you solve 

the next puzzle. Save often so if you exit, 

you con get bock to where you were with¬ 

out re-playing the whole gome. 



After he is dead run past him under the 

bridge until you reach 2 waterfalls. Climb 

the ledge to the right of the right 

waterfall to find SECRET *1: Shotgun 

shells. Go to the ledge between the 

falls. Climb up 2 ledges and jump to the 

right onto the 3rd ledge. Hold onto the 

ledge ond shimmy to the right until 

you’re in the middle of the falls. Pull 

yourself up and into SECRET »2: Shells 

ond Uzi Clips. 
Return to the ground (climb or dive) and 

head for the broken bridge and look for a 

door in the grass covered rock. Enter the 

possoge and kill the raptor waiting down 

the hall. Advance until you reach o water¬ 

fall. Climb the ledges to the right and get 

Cog #1. Then dive into the pool. Swim 

until you surface at the right waterfall in 

the volley. Turn left ond advance to the 

temple in the distance. Take out the 2 

roptors lurking near the temple. Enter the 

temple ond save your gome. Take a swim 

heading for the right side of this pool to 

get Cog #2. Exit the temple and find a 

climboble ledge along the left volley wall 

near the dead raptors. 

Climb the first ledge then jump left to 

the 2nd ledge. Turn left to jump (or 

grab) the 3rd ledge then do o leap and 

grab the 4th ledge. Do one more giant 

leap onto the temple roof for SECRET *3 

ond get the medkit, mognum clips, uzi 

clips, ond shotgun shells. You can get 

back down by going left ond jumping to 

the slanted cliff and sliding to the bot¬ 

tom. Turn to the right and climb into the 

cove in the valley wall. 

Follow the tunnel ond save your game. 

Continue until you reach the rope 

bridge. Do the giant leop ond grab the 

other side of the bridge. Pull yourself up 

and continue over to get Cog #3. Do a 

safety drop to the volley floor and make 

your way back to the cove above the 

first huge waterfall (the beginning of 

this level). 

Next is o series of jump crisscrossing the 

river. Miss one and you are going for a ride 

over the foils so be coreful! The final jump 

requires you to grab the edge and pull 

yourself up. Follow the tunnel ond cross 

the bridge. Save your gome before cross¬ 

ing then use the 3 Cogs on the wall then 

pull the lever. The dam shuts ond the 

woterfall stops. 
Do NOT cross the bridge but rother drop 

off the side and grab on. Shimmy left 

ond drop onto o rock. Go up and turn 

left to SECRET #4 ond get a medkit. Jump 

in the water and swim until you reach the 

dam. Turn left and pull yourself up onto 

the ledge. Find the skeleton and get 

their shotgun. Jump back in the water 

ond enter a tunnel. This is a very long 

tunnel but you will eventually surface 

into SECRET «5 with shotgun shells and a 

medkit. 
Go through the door and jump onto the 

dry riverbed. Follow it to the woterfall (or 

rother where the woterfall used to be) 

ond dive into the lake below. There is now 

o tunnel you con get to which used to be 

blocked by the waterfall. Enter the tun¬ 

nel, open the door ond EXIT! m 

Lost Valley - Beginning to end. 

Follow the tunnel until you reach the 

river. You can either jump in or to your 

right and do some cliff diving. Find a safe 

place to exit the lake and kill the 2 

wolves on patrol. Climb over the rocks 

opposite the woterfall and enter the 

cave. Kill the wolf that attacks then 

continue further ond turn right. Jump 

into the slanted chamber and kill the 3 

wolves waiting here. Don’t go any further 

os it is just o dead end. Return to the 

room you were just in and find the ledge 

you con pull yourself up onto. Continue 

climbing until you find the skeleton ond o 

medkit. Continue forward and slide down 

into the valley. 

A red Raptor rushes you. Fire as fast as 

you con ond dodge this guy’s attacks. 

When he is dead enter the volley and kill 

the second raptor. Check your health at 

this point ond moke sure its FULL. Note 

the broken rope bridge above. Note the 

HUGE FOOTPRINTS below. Note the tense 

music that just started ploying. Note the 

size of the teeth on the T-Rex that just 

rounded the corner. Do o LOT of side¬ 

jumping and keep firing until this monster 

is dead. You may have to heal yourself in 

mid-combot. NEVER let this guy get close 

to you with his mouth or you ore dead no 

matter whot your health bar soys. Top 

section too, first time I sow it, it wos 

change of undies time. 

Tomb Raider HI am now reduced to 

grovelling at your 

feet and hope you haven't 

reached your quota for sup¬ 

plying help with Tomb 

Raider because I've been 

stuck for months. I've been 

right up to the source of the 

river (and only found a 

medikit). I’ve been across 

the suspension bridge and 

pulled the lever and watched 

the cogs turn (I’m aware 

that I have to find more 

cogs), but cannot find any. 

R. McGregor 

Pine Mountrin, Qld. 

^ Heh, Now there’s 

^_j on idea, o max 

quoto on gome solutions. 

Sigh, looks like my Tomb 

Raider quoto hasn’t hit 

yet, and you’re letter 

doesn’t make it easier. By 

your letter, I con only 

assume you’ve found no 

cogs, meaning an entire 

level solution. Remember, 

if possible, be specific about whot you’ve 

done, what you hove, ond where you’re 

trying to go. 
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o o CODE 
Old cheaters never die, their game-time just gets shorter 

Ace of Empires 

F6 m Full map toggle 

F7 - Fog of war toggle 

CTRL-Q = Speeds up building 

CRTL-C -= 1000 gold 

CRTL-W = 1000 wood 

CRTL-S * 1000 stone 

CRTL-F * 1000 food 

CRTL-T * New menu under wood, food, gold 
and stone 

CRTL-P = Left click to place more rock 

Betrayal in Antara 

To enter the codes press CTRL-hSHIFT-hZ to 

bring up a cheat menu. Then type in the code 

and press ENTER. 

ask a gloss of water = Teleport to loca¬ 

tion of beginning of chapter 

some coll me tim = Kill all enemies dur¬ 

ing combat 

gotto hove magic - Give Aren all spells 

why am I so dull = Max out skills 

man does my leg hurt » Heal party 

supermarket for the rich = Access good 
items 

Comanche j.o 

While in the game, type *r* to activate the 

radio. Type in these words and press enter: 

rati = Invisibility (lasts for 30 seconds) 

cowz = Freeze enemiesflasts for 30 seconds) 

ipig = Overload weapons 

cot9 - Fix damage 

dog9 - Recharge weapon 

bat? = GPS Hellfires 

MDK 

To use these codes, hit the Fi key to get to 

the help screen First. Most of these codes can 

only be used once per level. 

American Version: 

MAKEMEFULL = Full health 

MASTERBLASTER - Super chain gun powerup 

TWISTANDSHOUT Tornado item 

BICCRENADE = Homing sniper grenade 
ammo 

KILL = Kill yourself 

European Version: 

HEALME = Full health 

INEEDABICCUN = Super chain gun powerup 

HOLOKURTISFUN = Dummy item 

TORN ADO AW AY = Torando item 

NASTYSHOTTHANKS - Homing sniper 
grenade ammo 

KILL =» Kill yourself 

To use this code, just type it in after the drop 

from space on the first level: 

SHOWMOVIEMDKBZK Play hidden movie 

Meat Puppet 

Type these codes in during gameplay: 

~ingesth = Full health 

ingesta = Full ammo 

~ingestw = Full ammo 

ingetste = Full energy 

Gene Wars 

To use the following cheat codes, 

you must first type in 

uSALMONAXE during gameplay. 

Then, just tap the key to activate 

the cheat. 

W - Hit the W key to automatically 

win the mission. 

L - Hit the L key to summon more 

monoliths. You can upgrade all 

your specialists, purebreds, and 

hybrids in no time at all. 

C - Gives you access to all purebreds and 

hybrids. 

T - Makes structures translucent. 

D Gives memory statistics. 

Heroes of Might and Magic II 

During gameplay, type these in. 

911 - Wins Scenario 

867S309 - Reveal entire map 

32167 - Gives 5 Black Dragons to Selection 
hero. 

1313 - Lose Scenario 

Hexen II_ 

god - Godmode ON/OFF 

noclip = Noclipping ON/OFF 

notorget = Enemys don’t recognize you 
ON/OFF 

changelevel X - Changes level (X= Level 

Name) 

restart « Restarts the level 

name X = Changes your name (X= New 
Name) 

give h X = Gives health (X= Ammount of 

health. Maximum 999) 

give 2 = Gives weapon 2 

give 3 =* Gives weapon 3 

give 4 =* Gives weapon 4 

impulse 9 = All Weapons/Mana 

impulse 14 - Gives you a Sheep 

impulse 23 «= Torch 

impulse 43 » All Weapons/Mana/Items 

impulse 44 * Throws a Item 

impulse 10 - Change Weapon 

impulse 13 - Lift Object 

impulse 100 * Uses the Torch 

impulse 101 =■ Uses the Quartz Flask 

impulse 102 - Uses the Mystic Urn 

impulse 103 = Uses the Krater 

impulse 104 =» Uses the Chaos Device 

impulse 105 ~ Uses the Tome of Tower 

impulse 106 ~ Uses the Summon stn 

impulse 107 = Uses the Invisibility 

impulse 108 - Uses the Glyph 

impulse 109 = Uses the Boots 

impulse 110 =* Uses the Repulsion 

impulse 111 - Uses the No Peep 

impulse 112 = Uses the Ring Of Flight 

impulse 113 = Uses the Force Cube 

impulse 114 = Uses the Icon Defn 

chase_octive 1 = Chase Mode (Camera) 

Here's how level advancement works in 

Hexen II multiplayer: 

• You lose a level for getting killed. 

• You lose experience for killing someone on you 
team. 

• You get more exp. for killing higher level players. 

• You get more exp. for killing someone higher 

than you in level/exp. 

• You get more exp. for killing w/o tome. 

• You get more exp. for killing with lower weapons. 

• You get a bonus for killing as a sheep. 

• You get a bonus for killing the King of the Hill. 

King of the Hill is current exp. leader. 

• You get frags and level frags. Level frags keep 

track of the total number of the levels of the play- 

ers you’ve killed. 

• Impulse 255 and Impulse 254 will display (on 

the console, for now) the current King of the Hill 

an the Frag List (lists player’s class, level, name, 

frags, and level frags). 

Hyperblade 

MDMKSB - Increases attack ability and makes 

you more immune to opponent attacks 

POTATO - Decreases character size 

SHUIN - Enables a hidden team 

GORILLA - Gorilla characters 

SPICYBRAINS Upside-down characters 

Imperium Galactic a 

While in the game hold down SHIFT, and 

type KAROLY This will activate the cheat codes. 

Then just hit the correct key to activate a cheat, 

c - all colonies and inventions 

v - +100,000 credits 

Outlaws 

OLPOSTAL - All weapons and ammo. 

OLCDS - map supermode 

OLREDLITE Freezes enemies but you can’ 
hurt them. 

OLFPS - display frames per second 

OLAIRHEAD Flying Mode 

OLASH - Unlimited Ammo 

OLGPS - Display coordinates 

OUACKPOT Add inventory 

OLZIP • Teleport 

LEVEL CODES 

OLHIDEOUT 

OLTOWN 

OLTRAIN 

OLCANYON 

OLMILLS 

OLSIMMS 

OLMINER 

OLCLIFF 

OLRANCH 
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PREGNANT WOMEN, INDIVIDUALS WITH BACK PROBLEMS AND 

RECOVERING HERNIA PATIENTS SHOULD NOT LIFT THIS PACKAGE. 

The LucasArts Archives Vol. Ill 

Just ei tori of award-winning games. 

(Without spending a tori of money.) 

INCLUDES 

THE DIG " - FULL THROTTLE ” - STAR WARS ": DARK FORCES'" 

AFTERLIFE" - MONKEY ISLAND " MADNESS 

PLUS A BONUS DEMO SAMPLER 

FOR PC CD-ROM 

www.Iticasarts.com 

™ 4 C1997 lucasHm Ltd and LucasArts Entertainment Company AH Rights Reserved Used Under Authorisation 

Exclusively distributed by 

4* 

tomaiCLKaiaiWGcn. 
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The last refuge for the weakwilled and wicked. 
The art of game cheats. 

We're lucky enough here at PowerPlay 

to have access to the developers and 

distributors of games for those 

times when we need to know how to cheat. 

Whenever we need to finish a game (for 

review purposes only, of course) we can just 

call up one of our contacts and make them tell 

us what to do. It's also where we get most of 

our information for the Code section, and 

even the all knowing Oracle has been known 

to give up and go to the source once or twice. 

For you guys though, when you get stuck in a 

game, or just want to run around in God 

mode for kicks, it’s not that easy. And, appar- 

endy, many of you do want to know cheat 

codes and the like - take the example of one 

little guy at the Sydney Dark Reign launch last 

month. A cinema full of avid gamers had just 

sat through a rather awesome big screen 

demo of Dark Reign, with the Producer and 

Director of the project from Activision out 

from America to walk us through all the cool 

parts. Then they asked if anyone had ques¬ 

tions, and this guy practically wets himself try¬ 

ing to get the ushers attention, waving and 

jumping up and down frantically. So, he asks 

his question, simple and straight to the point. 

“Are there any cheats?”. He’s just sat through 

an hour or so of one of the most anticipated 

games this year, been told all about it by two 

very nice and very important Activision guys, 

and all he wants to know if there's any cheats! 

And no-one called him a dickhead either! 

(Well, apart from the Next Media staff that is). 

Well, I mean, there’s nothing intrinsically 

wrong with using cheat codes, they have their 

place - for when you’re completely stuck or 

just want to have a bit of a stuff around, for 

example. So you wanna know where to find 

cheats and walkthroughs when code doesn't 

help, when Oracle takes no notice of you, 

when even the all powerful PowerPlay Game 

Guide (available at all quality newsagents) 

hasn’t got what you want? You got 'em. 

Hyperactive 
First off the bat is the wonderful resource 

that is Hyperactive, at http://www.hyperac- 

tive.com.au, one of our sister publications. 

After selecting the Australian server, just 

click on Code, and you’ll find a repository of 

cheat codes for thousands of games, for old 

PC PowerPlay 

console systems like the SNES and 

MegaDrive, to arcade games, right through to 

the good old PC section. You can also add 

your very own cheat for all the different plat¬ 

forms, if you feel the need to send your 

cheating wisdom out to the masses. And it's 

got a lovely fluorescent yellow background 

too, which despite our pleas to George (the 

webmaster), looks like staying for the dura¬ 

tion. Oh well, at least the cheats are good. 

Cheaters Guild 
Next site of interest is the Cheaters Guild, 

at http://www.cheatersguild.com. It's a reposi¬ 

tory of all that’s dishonest about games, 

though mostly only PC based games (which 

is pretty much all any serious gamer uses 

anyway). And it’s not just cheat codes you'll 

find here, though there is an exhaustive array 

of almost every game you can 

remember - and that’s half 

the fun of these kinds of sites, 

so don’t be surprised if you 

find yourself digging out 

those old classics and redis¬ 

covering them in a new light). 

Apart from that, there’s sec¬ 

tions for trainers and walk¬ 

throughs, general gameplay 

hints, and a section to send in 

your own hints, cheats or tips, 

as well as an ftp site for 

downloading all that is down¬ 

loadable. And the best bit is that all of it is 

cross referenced, so if you go to the Jagged 

Alliance section, you’ll find the cheat codes, 

hints, hack codes (for hex editing), and links 

to all the downloadable files, like the latest 

The Berner? 
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Game cheats - the Net(s main purpose 
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• Screen Savers 
• Start Up/Shut down Screens 
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www.thecheatersguild.com 

updates, game edi¬ 

tors, trainers, FAQ’s 

and so on. It’s not 

called the cheaters 

guild for nothing, 

and it’s one of the 

best sites for this 

kind of material any¬ 

where, well worth a 

bookmark. 

Apart from that, 

there’s hundreds of other cheat sites, an 

alarming number for consoles, but plenty 

for PC based games as well. If the two sites 

above aren’t any help, then there’s bound to 

be somewhere with the information you’re 

looking for, including these sites on this 

page - just don’t abuse the cheats for games, 

cos they're guaranteed to ruin the experi¬ 

ence of playing after a while. 

www.uhs-hints.com 
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huge range 
OF HEW & 

USED HUES 

Come visit tlitech World. Australia's 
largest video games chain. | 

WE GIVE YOU MORE... 

• Trade-in your conquered games 

• Try any console games in-store 

• Save $$$ with our exclusive members card 

• Win with our in-store competitions 

• Speak to our friendly staff who know games 

• Pre-order/back-catalogue order service available 

• Get into the exciting atmosphere of tlitech World 

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
Weekdavs 9-6 Sat 10-4 Sun 12-4 

YOUR LOCAL WA HEADQUARTERS 

(08) 9842 9840 
(08) 9451 1340 
(08) 9791 6620 
(08) 9445 7744 
(08) 9390 2020 
(08) 9275 7700 
(08) 9250 6767 
(08) 9330 8313 
(08) 9227 9991 
(08) 9592 8033 
(08) 9309 9627 

Tel Albany 
Cannington 
Bunbury 
Innaloo 
Kelmscott 
Morley 
Midland 
Myaree 
Northbrldge 
Rockingham 
Woodvale 

Tel 

Tel: 

YOUR LOCAL NSW HEADQUARTERS Tel: 

Tel: West Ryde Tel: (02) 9807 7755 
New Store Opening Soon Tel: 

Tel: 

Tel: YOUR LOCAL OLD HEADQUARTERS 
Tel: 

Lutwyche Tel: (07) 3357 4888 
Mermaid Belt Tel: (07) 5572 9166 

Tel: 

Tel 

FRANCHISE STORES AVAILARLE 
For details on how you can own and operate a Hitech World Store 

call Rob Allison on 0414 245 548 
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Letter of the month! 
Win a subscription! 

Each month we’ll choose a letter that we 
think is THE BEST that month. Not the 
funniest (although we reserve the right to 
hand out a freebie if a letter makes us 
laugh HARD), but the most intelligent, the 
most incisive, the most informed. 
The winner gets a 
FRtf 6 MOUTH SUBSCRIPTION1 

Existing subscribers get 6 months added 
to their term. How good is that! 

Letter of the Month 

R18+++ 
To get straight to the point, I 

am 12 and a regular gamer, and 

have been reading about the cen¬ 

sorship laws in your magazine 

and how they are biased and 

wrong. Well there are three sides 

to the story, there’s the under 18 

side, the cool adults side (adult 

gamers) and the fat head ashole 

adults (old men siting on their 

arse’s saying games are too vio¬ 

lent). In your latest mag (August) 

you said there should be a R+18 

category. Was the lack of an R+ 

category in Australia because the 

government is too strict? 

Because if it is, it means if they 

do put an R+ category then don’t 

you think that there going to be 

Role Playing Game guy 
I have been a full-on gaming fan now since the age of the C64 

and TRS-80. During this time, I have played almost every CRPG 

released for the PC market in Australia. Role Playing Games pro¬ 

vide, for me, the ultimate release from reality, where one can lose 

one’s self in a world quite different to our own, and become all 

those things we can only ever dream of. The TSR D&D games, the 

Ultima’s, the Wizardry & Might and Magic series, I’ve played 

them all, along with all the one hit wonders in between. 

It was with great trepidation I noted the amount of angst which 

David Wildgoose had poured in the direction of statistics. ‘Death 

to all statistics, that’s my perfect RPG’ (Issue 16). Well, David, you 

may be very surprised to hear that many of us old RPG traditional¬ 

ists ENJOY those much maligned statistics as much as any other 
part of the game. Let me elaborate. 

Many people who hold true to the essence of an RPG are not as 

interested in the goal, as in the journey to achieve this goal. Sure, 

winning the prize is a factor, but the effort required to liberate 

the reward, and the character development this generates, is a 

key element as well. Statistics provide a way to quantify this 

development. They let me know in no uncertain terms how well 

my alter ego is progressing, and what he or she is and isn’t capa¬ 
ble of doing. 

Another argument in favour if statistics is that of character gen¬ 

eration. A true RPG in my book allows the gamer to define his or 

her characters (or main character) before entering the fray. Let the 

computer generate stats for NPCs, but for crying out loud let me 

be whoever I want to be! In addition, character generation pro¬ 

vides a new way to play the game when you have completed it. 

Finished it with warrior tactics? Here, try it with a wizard! 

I’m sorry to say, but the RPGs I have enjoyed the least have gen¬ 

erally been those which have to some degree eschewed either or 

both character generation and usage of statistics. The classics have 

both elements, games like the Underworld series, Lands of Lore, 

The Bard s Tale series. Hopefully, many game companies will 

cater for those who are statistically challenged by providing alter¬ 

native ‘RPG for Dummies’ game modes. But please, don’t remove 
my beloved statistics! 

While I have your attention, I must say that devoting a section 

specifically to 3D hardware is a great move. Anyone who has used 

a 3Dfx will never play another non-accelerated action game again. 

It s good to see an Aussie magazine which compares favourably to 

overseas publications in terms of quality, price, and current infor¬ 
mation. 

Tony Parfitt 

internet 

TOO STRICT as well? By this I 

mean that they’ll put games in 

the R+ category for no reason 

(they’ll probably put C&C Red 

Alert in because of the violence 

and them two commanders who 

get kinky in bed), then most peo¬ 

ple under 18 will miss out on a 

lot of games because the fat 

heads at the OFLC will say 

“Quake has too much killing so 

we’ll just put it in the R category 

so cool adults can play it but not 

the under 18 gamers. I hoped 

I’ve open people’s minds a bit 

this shows that the only people 

who win are the SHIT heads at 

the OFLC because if there's and 

R category than adults enjoy if it 

stays then under 18 still get to 

play C&C and Quake (even if bits 

are cut out), of course the OFLC 

always wins by thinking they’ve 

made the right decision and say¬ 

ing “there, now my son won't 

blow the alien taking over the 

planet with a huge electroparticle 

gun”. So there’s my point put 

forward. 

Nelson Contreras 

Internet 

We hear your anger Nelson! A 

couple of points though: as we’ve 

always tried to point out, it’s not 

the OFLC but the Government 

that deserves your attention. The 

OFLC only administer the law, 

they don’t make it. Write to your 

local member. 

Secondly, the addition of an R+ 

rating will not mean the OFLC 

have a comfort zone for any game 

they’re not so sure about. Ever since 

the ratings system began they have 

been consistent in keeping within 

the guidelines. There are years’ 

worth of precedents. Only a hand- 

ful of games have been refused clas¬ 

sification, and there was never any 

doubt as to why. Maintain the rage 

though brother! Don’t let those fat 

head asshole adults ” think they can 

get away with shafting we gamers 
any longer! 

ONLINE MANUALS 
Oh how they suck... 

Just a note to say bravo and 

cheers for the complete waste of 

money that is gaming merchan¬ 

dise. I too remember the old 

days when a game meant some 

paper reading; and hate to death 

the searching that is required to 

find really good game advice that 
used to be free. 

If I could get involved in the 

writing of background material 

for computer games, I would at 

least give them a story and 

some comments to build the 

mood at least a bit. After all, 

most people would read it, and 

those who decide they hate the 

stuff do not have to read it, just 

keep it in the box. 

I hope somebody with a little 

clout listens, 

Andrew George Breese 

Melbourne 

Make them stop! 
Your comments about the use 

of online manuals are valid. I 

wholeheartedly agree with you 

that it is a nasty, cost-cutting 

exercise that should cease forth¬ 

with. If you and I have to shell 

out S60 - $100 for a game, the 

least they can do to justify the 

outrageous expense is to at least 

give you a printed manual that 

took five trees to make. 

Maybe you should expand your 

thoughts more thoroughly, say, a 

one or two page Tech.txt expose 

on the culprits, ie Sierra. You 

could also include a list of the 

games that have online manuals 

so that the public can then 

decide whether purchasing that 

particular game is such a crash 

hot idea after all. 

PC PowerPlay the best mag on 

the market. Keep up the good 
work! 

Cheers. 

Gary Unwin 

The numbers game 1 
In regards to the letter from 

Conner Fitzgerald in Issue 16,1 

disagree with the fact that 60% is 

the mark for an awful game. In 

an idle 15 min, I actually *DID* 

the math. From Issue n-16, the 

average mark you gave was 78%, 

and the 3 Standard Deviation 

range means that statistically, 

99.7% of the games you review 

will get a mark above 45%. 

So what’s going on? 

I realise that you have been 

reviewing some great games, but 

the not so great one are scoring 

high- Betrayal in Antara got a 

drubbing in the review, and still 

got 71% - that’s not a bad mark. 

Oh, and to Mark Peterson, 

maybe he’d like to borrow my 

copy of Win95. It runs perfect¬ 

ly on my “primitive” 8Mb 
486SX-33... 

Trent Yarwood 

Brisbane 

The numbers game 2 
Firstly, I send this letter as a 

form of positive criticism in a 

hope PC PowerPlay will become 

PC PowerPlay 



a more unbiased publication. I 

read your first magazine for a 

few reasons: 

1. It's Australian (a big plus) 

2. Find out information about 

future game releases 

3. Hardware information 

4. Mail order software compa¬ 

nies 

5. Great competitions 

Also, for these reasons I decid¬ 

ed to subscribe to your maga¬ 

zine. But even before I sub¬ 

scribed, I had a niggling feeling 

about how bad your reviews 

were. Specifically, I would like to 

reply to Conner Fitzgerald’s let¬ 

ter published last month (issue 

16). This person says in regard to 

PC PowerPlay, it has “.. a scoring 

system that realises that a per¬ 

cent scale goes from o to 100 

instead of having 60% as com¬ 

pletely awful, and 90% being 

what you average game gets (like 

most other overseas mags). 

Well...please take note of the 

following results of a compila¬ 

tion of game review scores from 

four PC PowerPlay mags. (Issue 

no 13,14,15,16): 

SCORE NUMBER 
100-90 8 
89-80 30 
79-70 24 
69-60 8 
59-50 3 
49-40 1 
39-30 1 
29-20 0 
9-10 0 

9-0 0 

TOTAL: 75 
Only five, yep count them, out 

of the 75 games reviewed 

received under 60%. It seems to 

me that even if a developer puts 

out a turkey of a game, hand it to 

PC PowerPlay and their review¬ 

ers will say “Gee, nice design on 

the box., give it around 85%” or 

“The game played fantastic for 

those 3 minutes of review game 

time, has to be 90%" 

Get critical PC PowerPlay, 

don’t waste our time by pamper¬ 

ing developer’s egos. The gamers 

are the real reviewers and after 

all we’re the ones who spend the 

money. 

Greg Johnson 

Towoomba, QLD 

Wow. Ok, it’s like this. We are 

very confident that our scoring is 

accurate. No guilt felt here on that 

count. The reason your averages 

show only a few low scoring games 

is simply because we don't review 

the really crappy games, in general. 

This happens for two reasons. 

Firstly, because we don’t have the 

space in the mag to review every¬ 

thing that comes out, so we give the 

space to the good games and ditch 

the bad ones. We think we are 

doing the right thing with this. 

Ideally we’d review everything, but 

there just isn’t the space. You’ll 

notice that this issue has 148 pages, 

that’s up from 116 for the last few 

issues. We’re trying to fit it all it! 

Really! When a game comes in 

that’s been hyped-up and everyone 

expects a lot from it - and it turns 

out to be a complete mess, then 

we’ll review it because you need to 

know, dammit! But the turgid little 

dogs that suck completely... Not 

when it’ll take from the space we 

need for a really cool game. 

The second reason is that some 

game companies are so afraid of 
the mighty power we weild that 

they just don’t send us games they 

think we’ll slam. Often the first 

we’ll see of a new game is when it’s 

in the shrink wrap on the shelves. 

We hate it when this happens. 

Luckily only a couple of the game 

companies hold this attitude, most 

are prepared to wear a bad review. 

Still, if they try and slip a big dud 

past us we’ll just go out and buy a 

copy, then slam it. It’s happened 

before. 

PowerPlay reviews are the real 

deal. Each and every month, when 

a new issue comes out, / take a 

tirade of phone calls from game 

company marketing types. They 

whine and cry and threaten to pull 

their advertising, they threaten 

never to send us any games ever 

again, they bleat on about how “all 

the U.K. mags gave it 95%” etc. 

It’s ugly and boring. These market- 

ing types have degrees and wear 

beautiful suits - but they don’t play 

games. They think anything with a 

bit of FMV in it is a winner. We’re 

here to serve you though, not them. 

You can trust a PowerPlay review. 

Never, not once, never will it ever 

happen that a review score is any¬ 

thing but the true reflection of what 

we think of a game. If the last few 

averages have been high, well, 

great! That just means it’s a good 

time to be a gamer, is all. 

Resourceful 
I’m a loyal subscriber (I am 

now anyway) who takes great 

pleasure in reading every issue 5 

times, drooling over the reviews 

on brilliant new, power-hungry 

games whose required specs 

rapidly exceed my computer’s 

meagre compatibilities as each 

month passes, and the high tech 

gizzmo’s which are so advanced 

as to be rejected by my humble 

machine. Mind you, antiquity 

does have its advantages though. 

And that is being able to play 

classic games at a speed other 

than that of light. One such 

game which springs to mind is 

Ultima IV and being a hardcore 

Ultima fan I jumped at the 

opportunity to download the full 

game. But not being content 

with CGA graphics and annoy¬ 

ing little beeps resonating from 

my once dormant PC speaker, I 

spent many a sleepless night 

scanning the internet for a solu¬ 

tion to my problem. And here’s 

what I found: 

Graphics Pack (converted the 

dull CGA graphics into stunning 

EGA!) - 

•http://copland.udel.edu t/'avatar/u 

4graph.html 

•Midi Patch (brought music to 

my ears) - 

•http://weber.u.washington.edu/'d 

rauglu4music.zip 

I hope you like the facelift as 

much as I did. And while we’re 

on the topic of totally free, legal, 

no-strings-attached games, I’d 

just like to tell you that Sierra are 

giving away the full version of 

Betrayal at Krondor and it’s avail¬ 

able for download at 

http://www.sierra.com/titles/ant 

ara/krondor.html 

Thoai Tang 

Gold Coast 

“Yeah, it’s alright...” 
Firstly let it be said that your 

mag is a great mag. If it’s Aussie 

owned (which is doubtful now- 

days) then its near perfect. But to 

the point that is eating away at 

me. In my early days of reading 

computer mags (we’re talking 

Commodore 64 times) there was 

a pommy mag that used VALUE 

as an element when marking. 

Now every magazine since has 

left out this vital element. As a 

wee lad I had a wee amount of 

cash (nothing really has changed 

much) so this ‘Value’ factor was 

vital information. 

It would be logical that you 

would take this into considera¬ 

tion, but in issue 16 you 

described ‘Descent 2: The 

Infinite Abyss’ as “...good value 

for money...” but you didn’t actu¬ 

ally know the price of it. In fact 

there a lot of games reviewed 

with “To Be Announced” or “???” 

as their only guide in price. 

Common sense should say the 

game probably will sell at about 

$75. Though some games are 

released at S50 (eg. W.C. Kilrathi 

Saga) and others at $90+ , a siz¬ 

able S40 difference. I under¬ 

stand you needed to review the 

latest games and may not be able 

to require the r.r.p. but my point 

is that the cheaper released 

games are missing out on a lot 

of brownie points. Maybe the 

VALUE element might even 

reduce the cost of games a little, 

if the public were made aware of 

cheaper releases so they could 

support them... stranger things 

have happened... 

Damien Moore. 

Internet 

Shortly after we launched 

PowerPlay we decided to stick with 

one overall score. Any stand-out 

points that needed to be made 

would be made in the body of the 

review. Such as value, for exam¬ 

ple. Many other mags use several 

categories to score, but we felt that 

was just a bit anal, and in reality, 

impossible to work out accurately. 

Figuring out 4-5 categories as a 

percentage, then determining an 

overall score on top of that is 

painful and inaccurate for all 

involved - especially if the overall 

score the reviewer wanted bore lit- 



letters continued... 

tie resemblance to the average of 

all the categories. In all honesty. 

we'd rather use the same rating 

system that you, the gaming pub- 

lie use when discussing games: 

they either “suck" are “alright" or 

are “excellent ”. However, because 

of the massive responsibility we 

have, and the obligation to you to 

call it like it is, we use the review 

to cover the points we want to 

make, and an overall score to pro¬ 

vide the big picture. 

When you see “TBA" it means 

that the information wasn't avail¬ 

able at the time of going to press. 

We endeavour to get all this infor¬ 

mation, but often we review off 

final pre-production copies (not 

beta's, where possible) and final 

local pricing and/or OFLC classifi¬ 

cation isn't always available. 

Rush’n Tanks 
If there were one point of your 

magazine which stands out over 

the rest of the mainly British 

magazines, it is the scoring sys¬ 

tem. It's pointless even looking 

at the score in the other mags as 

the scores are almost always 90- 

95, no matter what the quality of 

the game is. The writers and edi¬ 

tors of these magazines seem to 

be afraid of upsetting the com¬ 

panies which chum out games, 

maybe they're afraid of not 

being sent any review copies of 

new games but all that happens 

is that they lose all their 

respectability and people turn to 

your excellent magazine. 

After reading the ridiculous 

letter of Harvey “Juggernaut” 

(Issue 15), I just couldn’t help 

myself, I had to make some sort 

of comment. I’ve played Red 

Alert straight through even on 

the “hard” difficulty setting and 

I never once had to resort to a 

tank rush. A tank rush is a sign 

of a poor player: it means the 

computer’s really beaten him 

since he can't resort to any other 

tactic. He mentions mission 8, 

(I assume as the Soviets) but I 

don’t even build a single tank, I 

let my Yaks and Paratroopers 

take care of everything. If a 

game has a bug in it, beating the 

game by constandy utilising the 

bug is a sad and sorry way to 

beat the game. To get enjoyment 

out of Red Alert, or any other 

game, you should play the game 

as it was meant to be played, not 

just in a way that is the easiest 

way to beat it 

If you're not prepared to put 

time and effort into a game, why 

pay out money in the first place? 

Vaughan Wilson 

MiUaa MiUaa, QLD 

OF THE MONTH 
The Rod “Spoonman” Campbell Freak File 
Be afraid...be very afraid 
Freak File* Other freaky stuff... 
^ ^ thinlr unit'ro a frnak? U/amM iiaii ash aha, C.aa 

Rod “Spoonman" Campbell 
Aqc: 17_ 

I Profession: Student. Freak 
Music with real drums, good games, my 

Superunknown T-Shirt 
The words “alternative and Interactive", 

techno, Kellogg Special K_ 
Quake Soccer, Quake Rally, other¬ 

wise ones that cause pain. 
If it's in the fridge I eat it. 
Ones that keep you awake while your 

playing, ones that put you to sleep when you’re not. 
anything that doesn’t claim to be alter¬ 

native or interactive (it has happened), talk shows 
where people get violent about their sister’s abnor¬ 
mal spleen. 

Fear factory, Soundgarden, Tool, Def 
Leppard, Alice in chains. 

Quake, Doom 
II, Paranoid (C64) 

Quake, C&C (not Red 
Alert), Quake Rally 

e: Spoonman_ 
Longest time playing a game and what was it: 
Microprose GP for 7 hours 52 mins 

Since the C64 had state of 
the art graphics 

Commodore 64, Osborne 486 
DX 33 

Spooney's idea of stylish decor... 

His mum's. 

PE'» 
Y 

*# 

Other freaky stuff... 

Do you think you’re a freak? Would you pay over $100 just so 

you could say you saw Soundgarden twice in 3 days? I did. 

I am a trivia freak, if it’s weird and stupid, chances are I 

know it. For example, the other day I found out what the 

longest palindrome in the world is: 

SatanOscillateMyMetallicSonatas, go on, spell it back¬ 

wards, look familiar? there are heaps of other pointless 

things I know, like 2 to the power of 24 is 16 777 216, and 

that Richard Garriot owns what is left of the lunar module 

on the moon. He bought it for US$50,000 so he could be 

the only person on earth to own something in outer space, 

I’m surprised I didn’t think of it first. 

Weirdness just follows me around, today someone who I 

don’t even know came up to me and told me I look like his 

uncle Neal, and I cop the best abuse, one day on the 

school bus this kid said “Hey Rod, where's your sandals?" 

I’m still trying to figure that one out. 

Possibly freakiest is the Telstra theory , and I and a cou¬ 

ple of friends believe that Telstra are plotting to take over 

the world with the aid of mainstream music, (especially 

the Spice Girls, and now possibly Hanson) by implanting 

subliminal messages into their songs telling people not to 

notice the influx of Telstra vans seemingly doing nothing. 

If that isn’t freaky I’m not sure what that is. 

onstotion 

io - 0 e " 
0 G A B A "I don't always look this 

weird, and contrary to* 
popular opinion my eyes 

are both the same size'' 

Experience the effect being a Freak of the Month can hove on your social life. Statistically, 99% of all 

F.O.T.M's go on to remain a single, anti-social degenerates for years after being outed by PowerPlay. Send in a 

photo of your gaming station, a screenshot of your desktop and a couple of hundred words of pure dribble. A 
pic of your head is optional. 
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DON’T WAK.E UP... 
It starts out a dream. 

Will it end a nightmare? 
You decide. 

Exclusively distributed by OFFICE OF RLM AM) UTERATURE CLASSFICATION 

MATURE 
Jfif? (15 YEARS & OVER) 

HIGH LEVEL 
ANIMATED VIOLENCE 

to reality 
Available on PC CD-Rom in November. 



flashback 

Use For a Corpse 

Animation that was revolutionary 

for its time, and the dnematically 

minded selection of shots was 

something to behold 

Paris, April 1927. 
It was on a cold spring morning... 

Destiny finally decided to knock at 
I my door... 

A few phrases nervously scratched 

I on the envelope... 

A harmless invitation... 

Which gave me the pleasant idea of 

a vacation... 

On board the magnificent sailboat 

of my host, the wealthy Niklos 

Karaboudjan... 

But just after my arrival... 

"Mr Dusentier!...” 

“Inspector, come quick! Something 

awjul has happened to my master...” 

I swiftly followed the butler's foot- 

steps and we found ourselves at the 

scene of the crime... 

Karaboudjan was stretched out on 

the floor... DEAD 

Well, I approached the body... 
THUD! 

I recall, before slipping into uncon¬ 

sciousness, two words came to me... 
Cruise... 

Corpse... 

And so begins the masterful 

detective adventure. Cruise For A 

Corpse. Upon its release in 1991. 

Cruise was a revelation. It was 

obvious to all who were fortunate 

enough to play it, and become 

enthraled by its gripping atmos¬ 

phere, that this was a game that 

simply oozed innovation. 

For a start, there was the 

graphics. They were stunning, 

film-like. Remember that The 

Secret Of Monkey Island had 

only just been released, and that 

Sierra’s dull Quest games were 

still seen as the height of graph¬ 

ic adventure beauty. But Cruise 

changed all that. While many of 

the screens were portrayed 

through the usual side-on view 

that was de rigueur for the time 

(and it still is, I realise some¬ 

what depressingly), the quality 

of the animation was - quite lit¬ 

erally - breathtaking. Each and 

every character in the game was 

formed by fluid and smooth 

“rotoscoping”, in a style reminis¬ 

cent of the great Prince Of 

Persia and also seen to equally 

superb effect in Another World. 

The most startling visual tech¬ 

nique, however, occurred on the 

occasions when your character. 

Inspector Dusentier, had to walk 

the length of Karaboudjan ship. 

The camera would be positioned 

on the side railing of the ship, 

looking towards either the bow 

or the stern. Click the mouse in 

the foreground and Dusentier 

would start to walk in that direc¬ 

tion (ie. towards you), growing 

in size as he came closer and 

closer. Eventually his head and 

feet would disappear off the 

screen, leaving his well-tailored 

shirt and pants as the only 

things visible. A mere fraction of 

a second before his stomach was 

apparently going to burst 

through the monitor, the view 

switched 180 degrees and you 

could now see him walking safe¬ 

ly back into the screen (well, his 

arse, anyway). Since then, I’ve 

been slightly mystified as to why 

few other games have delivered 

similarly inventive camerawork - 

the phenomenal Last Express is 

perhaps the exception. 

Just as impressive, and more 

original, were the dramatic close- 

ups. Conversations were acted 

out by animated cut-outs of the 

participant characters against a 

darkened backdrop. This was the 

first time I can recall ever seeing 

close-ups in an adventure game 

before, and it added immensely 

to the sensation that this was 

just like watching a film. It was¬ 

n’t, of course, I mean the term 

“interactive movie” hadn’t yet 

been thought up by some use¬ 

less, deluded Americans. For 

1991, though, it was amazing. 

Today, when even Cruise's 

visuals are starting to look pretty 

decrepit, it’s still worth playing 

for the wonderful mystery that 

lies at the heart of the game. 

This was a game that offered 

freedom of movement so flexible 

that many recent “non-linear” 

adventures would faint at the 

sight of it. The conversation sys¬ 

tem and context-sensitive inter¬ 

face remain the best I’ve ever 

seen, and the suspenseful, sur¬ 

prising and sophisticated plot 

was (still is!) utterly captivating. 

A bit of a gem, really. 

David Wildgoose 

Things always look better in hind¬ 

sight, but Cruise is worthy of rose - 

coloured recollection 

PC PowerPlay 



• Please do not send any description of personal 
time tracking, documenting national online gaming 
pursuits. Multiptay Online Pty Ltd does not accept 
responsibility for -loss of sleep, irate girlfriends/ 
boyfriends, members' gaming conversations and 
members' constantly telling friends the virtues of 
online gaming. NSA/MUL002 

www.mjjltiplay.com.au 



o Analog Steering Wheel 
°Foot Pedals 

o Rally Championship Game CD 
o International Rally Demo CD 
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